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Since then, we have planted small acorns in other areas of the Far East.
Our confidence in these- vast and challenging markets is boundless.

As industry groups are measured. PIPA is presently small in size. But there
is an old saying,. "From tiny acoma mighty oaks grow"" I believe the experience of my
company, Carrier Corporation, well illustrates this and shows the benefits to be- derived
from the joining together of U. S. and Far Eastern enterprise.

I am honored and delighted to have been.mvited to address the Pacific
Industrial Property Association. Although. PIPA ie sutt relatively young. I believe
it is developing into a vital and exciting orgamzanou in the Pacific basin.

The tiny acorn has grown into a good-sized oak. Toyo Carrier does a sub
stantial: business in Japan, selling its products and services through 500 dealers.
Virtually all of its executives are Japanese. The Amer-ican personnel consists of
one man. The-cooperation between the Japanese management and Carrier's home
organization is harmonious and of the highest order-both in policy and personal
relations. The warm ties and the success flowing trom this operation are a source
of pride and, mutual satisfaction in terms of industrial progress" financial benefit
and close personal friendships.

Fortunately. a wonderful gentleman named Kunitaro Fukui approached us to
propose a joint venture with one of JapsD"Is great companies. We promptly dispatched
the export manager and a young lawyer. Negottations were concluded in a relatively
short time.. As a result, in 1930, Tayo Carrier Kogyo Kabushiki Kaisha was born.

PIPA is concerned with the Far East. The Far East promises to be one of
the world's great growth areas in industrial, political and SOCIal progress. It has major
importance in many fields related to the world's needa, PIPA and its membership can do
much to make the economic future of the Far East increasingly attracuve and productive.

Curier became interested in entering the Japanese market in 1929. some
44 years ago. Our foreign business at that time was tiny. It was confined to Great Britain
anda small part of Europe. However, a study had been made of our opportunities in Japan
by our one-man export department. Its climate, its industrious people, and. the integrity
of its business community all pointed in Japan as a good market for air conditioning and
refrigeration.
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Webave found,in the case of Toyo Carrier and others, that in order to
attain desired growth and profits certsln prerequisites must be met In building a
successful organization.

The most important element is harmony between managements abroad
and In the United States. To establish confidence we bave tried to be frank and
candid in our planning and flexible In dealing with growth problems.

Promptly after Toyo Carrier was formed, we sent a senior engineer to
Japan and delivered without stint the technology required to build a modest line of
equipment suited to tbe Japanese market. A plant engineer followed to help In shop
layout, manufacturing, assembly techniques and field installation and service.

As the business grew, we invited manufacturing and sales personnel to
come to the United states to attend our engineering school and other training sessions,
and to coufer about sales and budget planning.

The growth in sales required growth in manufacturing, and this of course
called for suhstantiaI investment, intensive training of personnel, and the building of
sales and administration forces suitable to a sizable organization. In all of these moves,
we were able to enjoy the necessary mutual respect, confidence and harmony, despite
changes in economic climate and the usual pains which come with growth.

In an enterprise such as Toyo Carrier. which joins together a foreign
company with a local company, it is my view that the character and cooperation of
the local executive and operating personnel are of prime importance. While Tayo
Carrier depends toa large extent on Carrier Corporation's eztenstve research,
developmentand engtneertng departments, It ts to. increasing measure making its
own additions to its technology. This is especially important ill meeting local
competition where knowledge of the market by our Japanese counterparts plays
a major role in adapting equipment, systems and installation practices as may be
required by the special needs of Japanese customers,..

Properly encouraged, exchange of technology becomes a vi.JU:sl:Jletwo-way
PJ;0fit avenue. .
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The-expenence:weandmany other companies have had reinforces my
convictiOn that commercial ~vity is the best way to promote international prosperity.
If pursued with mutual trust and cooperation, it offers great promise for the building
of international enlBrpriaes on a scale which will benefit ccuntless people now depend
ing upon mproductive aid."

I look with confiden:ce to an era whteh will pr-oduce closely interwoven
activities of American and Far- Eastern industry. East and West have a wonderful
opportunity to embrace diverse sourees of capital. technology and brainpower.
Such programs, jointly enlisting industrialists, banking interests, governmental
agencies and all others genuinely concerned. cannot fall to produce economic growth
and social. progress. In this meritorious effort PIPA can play an i.mportant role.

I believe there are certain ftmdamentals to success in international business.
I think it basic that domestic and foreign capital join in common purpose, that domestic
practices be reconciled with outside world requirements and. that laws and regulations
be blended with the production goals that are necessary to foster gainful employment
of personnel and to attract needed additions to venture capital.

You are all aware that there is currently a world-Wide demand for money.
The competition for capital shows no sign of lessening. The political stability of great
trading areas in the Far East, their giant pools of cooperative labor, and their assets
of capital, skills and other resources, combine to make this part of the world one of
the most attractive fields for tnvestment,

On the other hand. the United States has a wealth of eapartise in many kinds
of manufacture, distribution, finance, research, development and advanced technology.
Thus. there is a mutual advantage for industrial and governmental cooperation on both
sides of the Paci:iic to bring together human and material resources to develop \LSeful
prCKiuction,1ncreasedemployment, and profitable return on capital.

When I speak of joint enterprise. let me add that national boundaetes should
not be allowed to restrict successful world-wide commerce and capital participation.
Money and ideas k:J1ow no boundaries. Our neighbors north and south of the United Statea
have .reaourcee of great tmportance In men and materials. They, too" can contribute
tointercontinental.development in the PIPA erea- .Lsuggeet that PIPA'seffortsoffer
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a broad spectrum of encouragement to- business cooperation around the Pacific bastn,
Trade can be a great stimulant also to abundance for constructive participants not only
in developed lands. but even more so in undeveloped lands where population growth and
aspirations create needs-of giant size.

I have been associated with trade organizations for many years. I believe
they can give inestimable help ill dlaaeminattng information and in expounding trade
philosophy both to their members and to the general public. Since PIPA is in some
measure still in a fcrmettve.etate, may I suggest that you cODSidersome t~ugb:ts

I should like to offer.

First, PIPA should be non-political in the broadest sense. Governments
may be favored or disliked by groups or individuals, but the internal affairs of a
nation should nat be influenced nor disrupted by an organization representative of
diverse-elements covering a wide territorial area.

A great deal baa be.... said about the nced to protect infant industries or,
for that'matter., established industries. Scarce raw material sources and non-scarce
materials and products have brought cries by special interests for embargoes,
limitatiOn.sand restrictiv9. measures on imports and exports. Tariffs, a variety
of imposts and other forms of official harassment and restrictive legislation have
too often plagued free exchange of goods, services and personnel and are often
practiced on· a discriminatory basis.

PIPA and its membershlp can be helpful in espousing policies wbich expose
discriminatory practices and assure equal treatment in commercial dealings across
international boundaries.

Countries differ in the way theyorganizs their political and social ltvee,
But mutual progress requires fair play in the development of economic enterprise
and in commercial transactions. PIPA can be the catalyst among diverse interests
to belp assure fair play in business p~actlces and contractual obligations.

Finally, I would sugges~ that international financial institutions can do much
to develop new enterprise and to enlarge existing international ventures. The participa
tion of these institutions in equity fmancing of an enterprise, even to a small degree,
often can build confidence in the conduct of the business and in the observance of sound
financial practices.

6
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Here again P1PA can act as liaison in making firm and constructive contacts
with governmental financial agencies and institutions. It can help establish norms for
the conduct of relations between these institutions and applicants for financial support
in the Pacific area.

I flrmly"believe that investments coupled with good management, fertile ideas
and fair play can do more than any of us may imagine to bring to the people of tbe Pacific
area the economic prosperity and abundance that men of good will so earnestly yearn
to achieve.

# # #
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Keynote Address by Shoji Matsui. President. PIPA,

Ootober ~. ~973

Distinguished Guests and Fe~~ow Membersl

It is a great privi~ege and honor for me to address our

distinguished guests and members of the Amerioan and Japanese

Groups.

DIlring the spaoe of time as short as one year and a h~f

from the ~ast Tokyo meeting, we have witnessed many events of

wor~dwide importanoe, liter~y suggestive of the turbuJ.ent

~970' s ,

In the po Lf tn.ca'l, fie~d, following the United States,

Japan al.eo restored dip~omatic re~ations with the Peop~e's

Republic of China through friend~y da al.ogue , rt appears that

re~ations with the Soviet Union are at.so being improved.

According to the newspaper, the Pecpj.e ' s Repub~ic of

China is considering her partioipation in the international

system of industrial property rights, and this possibility

8



was SIlggested when the economic delegation headed by Mr. Uemura,

Chairman of the Keidanren visited Peking about a month ago.

'l.'u.rni.ng our eyes to the economic field, we can say that

a new order is being established in the world I s economy,

although undoubtedly many problems remain yet to be solved in the

aspect of international currencies. Against this background,

the economic relations between your country and ours are also

said to have entered upon a new stage. I believe, however,

that the long-established friendly relations between the United

states and Japan will remain unaffected for many years to come;

While we must admit that there are some complicated and

delicate problems between the two countries in the economic

and industrial fields, these will be ultimately solved on the

basis of our mutual understanding of the other I s standpoint.

ACtually, it seems that, throUgh the meetings of The Joint

U.S.-Japan Trade & Economic Conunittee held every year at the

governmental level for the purpose of solving various problems

9



in the economic and industrial fie~ds, efforts have been made

by both countries along this line. In addition to the meeting

of this governmental ~evel, mutual talkings at other various

~eve~s heve beenhe~d between the United states and Japan.

In the fie~d of industrial property rights, the basic

attitude ahou.Ld not be different. In this very fie~d, we.
are fortunate in that we have this annual "Congress" where

we can deepen mutual understanding and keep reviving our

fri endlJr dialogue.

Now we have, on the agenda of this meeting, many diverse

Its Operation"· Tar

Further, the report on Japan's w8;f of thinking about TRT

~~
and the report on the ., . 0Ii of TRT by the United States

10



its realization.

Needless to say, it is of great significance that the

and her subsequent reVision of relevant domestic laws will

of settling disputes

/'~U:1&~ 11./
subject ~diationll' as meansThe

two groups meet together annually, take up matters which are

11

mattsrs earnestly for better understanding. Further, we can

interesting and infonnative for the respective members, discuss

Tokyo Congress last year, Will, I hope, make progress toward

over licence agreements, which has been carried over from the

on TRT and to realizing possible differences between them.

gi.ve us a key to finding out the basic ideas of the two nations



also make use of the communication channels between the

respective committees of the two Groups for a mutual exchange

of information and opinions.

Now, I would like to refer to the activities of PIPA

directed to international problems. As you know, in March

this year, there Was a move in the Rspublic of the Philippines

to revise her patent Law, which we were afraid might have an

adverse influence on the protection of inventions. The

American Group and the Japanese Group independently sent

written opinions to the Philippine governmen t.

I understand that in May thi s year, representatives of

the American Group attended the diplomatic conference on TRT

.. held in Vienna. Further, in the peT conference of WIPO to be

held in Tokyo this month, participation by representatives of

both American and Japanese Groups is expected.

As regards the establishment of an industrial property

rights system on a global basis, the difference between the

12



Thank you!

opinions, but it is to be desired that matters of conmcn

form of resolutions :from PIPA, which is an international

listen to the reports and discussions

13

interest should be studied jointly by .the two Groups so that

I sincerely hope that you will develop active discussions

our opinions may be unified and formally expressed in the

d' ~tre" of PIPA.

Now, as I lo~ack upon the short but brilliant career

such great possibilities, will play an increasilJ8ly important

of PIPA, I cannot but believe that this Association, which has

legal systems of the U. S. and Japan might lead to different

organization. This, I believe, should be one of "Raisons

role in the field of !industrial property rights. With such an

i

expectation, I wish 10
of the two Groups.

at this Congress and bring forth fruitful results.
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--- J, R. Shipman
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I AM DELIGHTED TO HAVE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO MEET

. WITH MEMBERS OF TEE PACIFIC ~~USTRIAL PROPERTY ASSOCIATION.

I WOULD LIKE TO ADD MY WELCOME TO THE MEMBERS OF TEE JAPANESE

DELIGATION. . MY COMPANY, A!'IP INCOR.PORATED, HAS A JAPANESE

SUBSIDIARY AND I ESPECIALLY ENJOY MY VISITS TO JAPAN.

c,olllllt, -I.
tJ.S

Keating

INTERPRETATION OF CLAIMS
FOR INFRINGEMENT PURPOSES IN THE UNITED STATES

B)' William J.

I IN THE PAST TEN YEARS, MY COMPANY HAS BEEN INVOLVED

IN ABOUT FIFTY PATENT INFRINGEMENT SUITS IN THE UNITED STATES

---IN 49 CASES WE rlERE TEE PLAINTIFF, ENFORCING THE PATENT--

IN ONE CASE WE WERE TEE DEFENDANT, BEING SUED FOR PATENT

INFRINGEMENT. WE HAVE "ALSO HAD ABOUT 6 CASES IN JAPAN---IN

EACH CASE WE WERE ENFORCING THE PATENT.

SO YOU SEE, 'IHE QUESTION OF INTERPRETING CLAIMS

is iMPORTANT.TO us.

~T1lERE ARE SEVERAL OCCASIONS WHEN AN INTERl'RETATION

OF A PATENT CLAIM BECOMES IMPORTAN'r. ONE I HAVE ALREADY

ALLUDED TO IS PATENT LITIGATION. WHEN THE PATENT IS IN SUIT,

TIlE JUDGE MUST DECIDE WHETHER THE INTERPRETATION OF THE
I

CLAIM RENDERS THE PATENT INFRINGED OR ALTERNATIVELY RULE

THAT THE CLAIM IS NOT INFRINGED. ANOTHER OCCASION WHEN

CLAIM INTERPRETATION IS IMPORTANT IS WHEN THE ClmR OF TIlE

PATENT COt.'SIDERS BRINGING A SUIT FOR INFRINGEMENT OR WREN

A MANUFACTURER DECIDES TO MAKE A NEW PRODUCT LINE CO\'ERED

BY A PATENT OrlNED BY A CO~IPETITIVE COMPANY. IN EACH CASE

TREY WILL HAVE TO DETERlnNE WHAT THE PROBABLE INTERPRETATION

15



OF THE CLA IM WOULD BE IN AN INFRINGEMENT ACTION. ONE MUST

CONSIDER CLAIM INTERPRETATION FOR TIlE PlJRPOSE OF LICENSE.

TIlE INTERPRETATION OF THE PATENT CLAIM MAY AFFECT THE

AMOUNT OF ROYALTY PAID. ALSO IN THE SALE OF A PATENT, THE

BREADTH OF CLAIM INTERPRETATION ~IILL AFFECT THE VALUE OF

THE PATENT.

FOR PURPOSES OF THIS DISCUSSION LET'S CONSIDER

CLAIM INTERPRETATION IN THE CONTEXT OF ACTUAL LITIGATION--

SINCE Tilt SAME PRINCIPLES APPLY IN EACR OF TIlE OTHER SITUA

TIONS.

ALSO, LET'S ASSUME THAT TIlE DEFENDANTS', DEVICE

(OR METHOD) IS NOT EXACTLY DESCRIBED BY TIlE CLAIMS OF THE

PLAINTIFF'S PATENT. LET'S ASSUME THAT ';IIERE IS SOI1E VARIATION

BETWEEN THE LANGUAGE OF THE PATENT CLAIM AND THE DEVICE WHICH

IS 4CCUSED OF INFR INGEMEr.'T •

QUITE FREQUENTLY THE VARIATION ARISES BECAUSE OF

A RELATIVE TERM USED IN THE CLAII~. EXAMPLES: (1) .IF THE

CLAIM SAYS THAT TWO PARTS ARE 'CLOSELY' ADJACENT---HOW FAR

APART MUST THEY BE BEFORE THEY ARE NO LONGER "CLOSELY"

ADJACENT? (2) IF THE CLAIMS DESCRIBE A PART AS---"RAPIDLY'
I

MOVING---Ho\o1 SLOWLY MUST THEY TRAVEL BEFORE THEY CAN NO LONGER

BE CONSIDERED "RAPIDLY" MOVING?

IN ORDER ro DISCUSS CLAIM INTERPRETATION WE MUST

FIRST CONSIDER THE STRUCTURE OF A CLAIM. A CLAIM USUALLY

CONSISTS OF:

Hi

INTRODUCTION - WHAT IT IS
(1 ELE~IENT

CONSTRUCTION (OR STEPS) (2 ELEMENT
(3 ELEMENT

A)

B)

..



c) CONCLUSION - WHAT IT ACCOMPLISHES

USUALLY ONE OR MORE OF THE ELEMENTS ,liILL CONSTITUTE THE

INVENTIVE STEP, WHAT I WILL CALL TIlE "HEART" OF TIlE

INVENTION.

TIlE FIRST PRINCIPLE OF CLAIM INTERPRETATION IS. TIlE

COURT WILL GIVE A NARROWER INTERPRETATION TO TIlE LANGUAGE

CONSTITUTING TIlE "HEART" OF THE INVENTION AND A BROADER

"INTERPRETATION TO TIlE OTIlER PARTS OF TIlE CLAIM. TIlE COURTS
I

ARE RELUCTANT TO BROADEN TIlE LANGUAGE OF A CLAIM IF THE.
LANGUAGE COMPRISES TIlE HEART OF THE INVENTION. THIS IS BASED

ON THE U. S •.LAW, SECTION 112 OF TIlE PATENT STATUTE. WHICH

STATES:

"TIlE SPECIFICATION SHALL CONCLUDE WITH ONE

'OR MORE CLAIMS PARTICULARLY POINTING £Q!

AND DISTINCTLY CLAIMING TIlE SUBJECT MATTER

WHICH TIlE APPLICANT REGARDS AS HIS INVENTION."
, .

,THE CLAIM MUST CONTAIN LANGUAGE PARTICULARLY POINTING OUT .AND

DISTnTCTLY CLAIMING TIlE INVENTION, WliAT I HAVE REFERRED TO AS

TIlE "HEART" OF TIlE INVENTION. IT' MAY ALSO CONTAIN LANGUAGE

WHICH COMPRISES BACKGROUND MATERIAL, THAT IS LANGUAGE

DESCR IBING I-ffiAT TIlE DEVICE IS AND HOW 'IT OPERATES, WHAT I

HAVE REFERRED TO AS TIlE INTRODUCTION AND TIlE CONCLUSION, TIlE

CLAIM MAY ALSO INCLUDE OTHER ELEMENT,S WHICH ARE NOT PAI'!T OF

THE BEART OF TIlE INVENTION BUT A."lE lrECESSARY TO COMPLETELY

DESCRIBE A DEVICE USING TIlE INVENTION.

TIlE COURTS WILL ST'RICTLY INTERPRET TIlE LANGUAGE OF

TIlE CLAIMS COMPRISING 'THE HEART OF THE INVENTION, AND LIBERALLY

17



I~~~PRET THE LANGUAGE WHICH COMPRISES BACKGROUND MATERIAL.

18ESTOPPEL" •

THE SECOND PRINCIPLE OF CLAIM INTERPRETATION IS

THAT THERE ARE FOUR SOURCES FROM WHICH A COURT SEEKS ADVICE

IN INTERPRETING THE LANGUAGE OF A CLAIM:

(1) __ .DICTIONARY DEFINITION - THE COURT WILL NOT

DISTORT T~.ORDINARY MEANING OF THE LANGUAGE--IT WIU. CHOOSE

BETI'IEEN TWO INTERPRETATIONS ONLY IF THEY ARE BOTH CONSISTENT

SO 1HATIT IS CONSISTENT WITH 'IHE LANGUAGE OF THE SPECIFICATION.

(;3) THE THIRD SOURCE FOR THE. INTERPRETATION OF Tl!E_. . . I

LANGUAGE OF THE CLAIMS IS THE RECORDED PROCEEDINGS IN THE

PATENT OFFICE DURING THE PROSECUTION OF THE PATENT APPLICATION.

IE: THE FILE WRAPPER. THE PATENTEE CANNOT URGE ONE INTER

PRETATION OF THE CLAIMED LANGUAGE IN THE PATENT OFFICE TO

PERSUADE THEM TO ISSUE A PATENT. AND THEN URGE A CO~ITRARY

INTERPRETATION IN THE COURTS--WRAT WE CALL "FILE WRAPPER.

_.
WITH THE ORDINARY MEANING OF THE LANGUAGE;

_. __ . _ .: (-2) __THE NEXT SOURCE IS THE LANGUJI.GE OF Ty.E PATENT
- - .

Sl'?G I~ICATION. THE COURT WILL INTERPRET THE CLAIM LANGUAGE

THIS SECTION OF THE LAW IS ALSO THE BASIS FOR

MUL'TIPLE CLAUIING. THE LAW WILL NOT PENALIZE 'IHE INVENTOR

.. FQR HIS MISTAKE OR THE MISTAKE OF HIS ATTORNEY. RATHER

THAN REQUIRUIG ONE CLAIM WHICH WOULD BE INVALID IF TOO

BROAD AND USELESS IF TOO NARROW. 'IHE LAW PERMITS A SERIES OF

CLAIHS RANGING FROM BROAD TO NARROW. THEN IF THE: BROAD CLAIMS

AJ!E FOUND INVALID THE REMAINING CLAIMS MAY STILL PROTECT THE

INVENTION.



(4) THE FOURTH SOURCE FOR INTERPRETING THE

LANGUAGE OF THE CLAIM IS THE PRIOR AR'l'. TIlE COURTS WILL

LOOK TO THE PRIOR ART TO SEE IF TIlE LANGUAGE OF THE CLAIM

HAS' ANY SPECIAL MEANING. ALSO TIlE COURT liILL NOT EXTEND

TIlE CLAIM LANGUAGE, IF DOING SO WOULD CAUSE THE CLAIM TO

COVER TIlE PRIOR ART AND 'THUS INVALIDATE THE PATENT.

THE NEXT AREA OF INQUIRY IS, "HOW FAR WILL A COURT

BROADEN TIlE LANGUAGE OF THE CLAIMS?" I HAVE A PERSOtlAL VIEW

ON THIS MATTER. TO BEGIN \iITH, IN THE UNITED STATES, TIlE

JUDGES WHO PRESIDE OVER PATENT LITIGATION ARE NOT SCIEN

TIFICALLY TRA:+NEJ;l., THEY ARE THE SAME JUDGES WHO PRESIDE

OVER CRIMINAL CASES, ANTI-TRUST CASES, ETC. IF TIlE PATENT

,CASE IS THE' LEAST BIT COMPLICATED, THE JUDGE WILL PROBABLY

NOT 'FULLY UNDERSTAND THE SCIENTIFIC ISSUES. WP.AT IlE WILL

DO, ',IS DETERMINE FROM ALL THE EVIDENCE WHICH PA."lTY SHOULD

PREVAIL M}. A-,MATTER OF JUSTICE, AND TAILOR THE DECISION IN

HIS FAVOR. IF IlE IS PERSUADED THAT TIlE PATENTEE MADE A

WORTHWHILE CONTRIBUTION AND THE DEFENDANT APPROPRIATED THE

INVENT ION UNLAI-lFULLY, THEN TIlE JUDGE WILL RULE FOR THE

PATENTEE, EVEN IF IlE HAS TO BROADENi TIlE LANGUAGE OF THE CLAIMS

TO DO SO. HOWEVER, IF TIlE JUDGE FEELS THAT TIlE PATENTEE'S

INVENTION IS OF A MINOR NATURE AND THAT THE DEFENDANT'S

PRODUCT IS CLOSER TO THE PRIOR ART TM!I IT :;:S TO TIlE PATENT,

THEN HE \-lILL REFUSE TO INTERPRET TIlE CLAIM L.'lNGUAGE TO FIND

INFRINGEMENT •

ALSO THE JUSGE I S PERSONAL PHILOSOPh'Y MAY AFFECT

HIS DEC ISIOtl. IF' IlE BELIEVES THAT PATENTS REPRESENT 'AN

19



UNDESIREABLE MONOPOLY HE WILL LIMIT THE SCOPE OF THE CLAIMS.

ON THE OTHER HA~.'D IF HE HAS STROliG VIE~/SAG:.rNST COPYING A

COMPETITOR'S PRODUCT. HE 14AY EXTEt'D THE SCOPE OF THE CLAIMS.

BECAUSE OF ALL THESE CONSIDERATIONS. IT IS !lOT

ALWAYS POSSIBLE TO BE CERTAIN ~IHETHER OR NOT INFRINGEMENT

EXISTS. A PATENT LAWYER WILL USUALLY ADVISE HIS CLIENT IN

TERMS OF PROBABILITY OF SUCCESS. E.G.. YOUR CHAllCES OF

PROVIllG INFRnIGEMEl/T ARE 75% -- OR 3 OUT OF 4.

ANY ATTORllEY STUDYING THE QUESTION OF INFRIllGEMENT

MUST TAKE THESE FACTORS INTO CONSIDERATION.

<-:
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October 2, .1973

Japanese Group, Committee #1
Pa_en_ Commiittee,
Sub-committee 3

Chairman: ~ewo Simada
(Takeda Chemical Industries,Ltd,)
Vice-chairman: Mi"suom Wakahara
(Sekisui Chemical Co.,Ltd.)

THE CONSTRUCTION OF CLAIMS IN PATENT

INFRINGEMENT ACTIONS

Summary

The question that seems to be of great

concern to the patent owner is how the court

would construe the scope of patent right in

patent infringement actions in Japan and it is

of supreme importance for the patent owner, from

both offensive and defensive points of view, to

know the bearing which the matters recited in the

claim would have in the construction of the scope

of right by the court. Therefore, in this session,

the attitudes of the COur1;S will be studied and

the overall trend be diagnozed through a review

of cases.

21



laying-open of specifications •

delineation of the scope of right in patent infringement suits.

The eXisting Patent Law was promulgated in 1959 and took

effect in 1960. The law has since been amended a few times,

the amendment of 1970 introducing a new provision for the early

.).~ ,

....<;.

matters included in the clailll with the construc

tion of ;the scope of right" will be central themes

'of this session.

Of the many questions involved, "the doctrine

of equiv$.lents" and "the relation of the known

l~

As regards the meaning which the terms "technical scope" of

a ,patented invention may have in the field of patent law, there

is no express provision of law, although it is said that the terms

mean the scope of protection afforded by a patent, that is to say,

the technical range of a monopoly right. And since this is the

only provision of law dalineating the range of right o:f a patented

invention, this provision is of considerable significance in the

The eXisting Patent Law of Japan provides that the technical

scope of a patented invention shall be decided on the basis of..
the la'fgUage of the Scope of Claim for Pa1;ent (claim) o:f the

specification attached to the application (Article 70 of the

Patent Law). The Utility Model Law prOVides for the application

mutatis mutandis of the same provision (Article 26 of the Utility

Model Law).



However, the above-mentioned provision relating to the

technical scope of a patented invention has remained unchanged

from what it was at the time when the law was first promulgated.

According to the guide book(l) compiled by the Patent Office

prior to the effective date of the above Law, there had been two

schools of thought in connection with the determination of the

technical scope of a patented invention under the old law (pro

mulgated in 1921), i.e. one that argues that the scope should be

limited to the matters recited in the claim and the other arguing

that it should be judged from the entire specification, and in

this respect, the new law made it clear that the technical scope

.of a patented invention must be delineated on the basis of the

language of the claim. However, as will be seen from the fact

that there have thence arisen an almost endless number of disputes

over the construction of the scope of monopoly right (technical

scope) of a patent, one cannot necessarily say that the introduction

of this new provision of law was instrumental to the interpretation

of the technical scope. This vagueness may be attributed to the

fact that the phrase "on the basis of ••• " is far from being

a~ticulate. That, in construing the technical scope of a patented

invention (the scope of right of a patent), the matters recited

in the claim have a central importance is also apparent from the

fact that Paragraph 5, Article 36 of the Patent Law prescribes

to the effect that in the Scope of Claim for Patent there shall

. be stated only the matters indispensable for the construction of

the invention. However, the provision of Article 70 gives no

2'3.



case.
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Equivalence

The basic way of thinking which the Supreme Court seems to

have entertained about the construction of the scope of patent

right since 1921 is that the scope of a patent right is not

necessarily dictated by the language of the claim alone but should

It is generally acknowledged that the technical scope of a

patent is decided on the basis of language of the scope of claim

for Patent while taking into consideration the description else

where in the specification, the drawings, the technical level

obtaining at the application date and even the materials appearing

in the course of examination. However, the other way around, there

can be the way of thinking that the very language of the claim is

the sole dete~t of the technical scope of a patented invention.

There also is the way of thinking which is intermediate therebetween.

Actually there have been advanced arguments endorsing these ways

of thinking. However, it seems tob8 of no great practical value,

though it may be an object of scholastic curiosity, to list. and

comment on such arguments or discuss about their valid1tY9r

invalidity. The questions that are of utmost concern to us in

practice are how the courts have been th1nking and what kiDds of

judgements they have entered in the past.

indication as to whether the technic.a:L scope is strictly the very

matter recited in the claim or it can be either broader or

narrOwer and, eVidently, the question must be decided case.by



more properly be marke~off by clarifying th~ gist of the novel

invention (or, under the Utility Model Law, the nov.el ~evice)

while taking into consideration the tisclosure in the Detsiled

Description of the Invention. The judgement in 1922 of the

Supreme Court (2) and the judgement in 1962 of the Supreme Court (3) ,

among others, endorse this position. Thus, this attitude has been

almost consistently sustained by the courts. Because of the exist

ence of such away of thinking in the. courts and because under

the Japaneee Patent Law which is an offshoot of German law the

German way of tbinking is predominant in Japan, there are cases

in which the soope of right is construed as being broader than

the lenguage of the claim. Here, we are dealing with what is known

aa "equivalence". Thus, if the technique or art which is the

object of an infringement charge is beyond t~ language of the

claim but its d'eviation from the latter is no more than the

difference arising from the replacement (of an element) by ite

"equivalent" or the difference caused. by "equivalent means"(For

the meaning of "equivalent" or "equivalent means" as used here,

eee below), the art in question ie de,emed to infringe the patent

right.

Here, reference will be made of the judgement in 1961 of

Osaka District Court(4) which proclaimed in supcinctand easily

understandable terms the doctrine of equivalents. This caee was

such that its greatest point of issue. related to the question of

whether "propane" as used by the defendant was equivalent to the

"easily volatile organic liquid" as re.cited in the claim. The court

25
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said, "An equivalent element or means is a conoept whioh reoognizes

an art to be identical with a patented invention on condition that

any technical element of the former is functionally equal to the

corresponding element of the latter in that replacement of one

with the other brings about the same effect, that is to say the

two elements are interchangeable and that (this interchangeability)

could be readily foreseen by an artisan of average caliber at the

application date (ncte: expectability)". (Incidentally, in the

above case, the court held that the two substances at issue were

not equivalent because they tailed to meet the above definition),

This definition of equivalence has thence been accepted by many,

including the courts, and the district courts of Osaka(5), Kyoto(6)

and Tokyo (7) and Tokyo High Court (8), among others, have entered

judgements on the same reasoning, although some scholare have

dissented to the effect that the t 1me element relevant to the

existence or nOn-existenoe of equivalence should not be the applioa

tion date of the patent but be the time of infringsment. However,

oases are very rare in whioh the oourts, defining equivalence in

the above way, judged that the art at issue was ,equivalent to a

patented invention. In most cases, while blassing the doctrine

of equivalents, the courts concluded ' that the defendant's art was

not equivalent to the patented invention. Below' given is a recent

judgement entered in favor of the plaintiff on the strength of the

doctrine of equivalents, to which our attention has been. particularly

directed. This is a judgement entered by Tokyo District Court in

1966(7) in an infringement suit cver a metal band to be used with
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a wrist watch or the like. There, the court judged that the

defendant's act cons tituted an infringement, saying, "Though

they differ in shape, they function in like manner and though the

effect attainable (by one) is sOmewhat inferior (to that attain

able by the other), they may be considered almost identical.

Moreover, the alteration in shape apparently fell within the

purview of an artisan of average caliber at the application date.

Therefore, the two are equivalents."

lIhether the court would affirm equivalence or not depends

in a considerable measure upon the allegations and techniques of

proof of the parties but is more significantly affected by the

individual propenSity of the judge in charge. For example, there

is no denying the fact that a judge who has a great mental affinity

for the German doctrine of equivalents tends to give a greater

breadth to equivalence and, on the other way around, it is also

true that there are judges who take a diametrically opposite point

of view.

Thus, excepting a very few cases, there is a trend that,

while admitting the possibility that the range of equivalence

lies in the marginal area (fringe area) of the claim, the court

takes a more and more restricted view of equivalence. This fact,

taken together with the fact that only in rare cases have the

courts actually affirmed infringements on the basis of the doctrine

of equivalents, suggests that it is not easy to attack the infringer

by the doctrine of equivalents.
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The known matters and tne construction

infringement. In thie sense, ours is quite a departurs from

of the scope of right

does such an administrative disposition. This reasoning was

clearly set forth in the judgement in 1922 of the Supreme 00urt(2)

which reads in part:

28

juridical systems including that of American law whe,.e the

allegation of invalidity of a patent as a plea in an infringement

suit is evaluated by the court and might lead to ajudgament to

the effect that by virtue of this invalidity, the defendant's act

does not constitute an infringement.

This way of thinking prevailing in Japan is based on the

principle that any act to invalidate an indUStrial property right

is an administrative disposition which belongs exclusively to the

Patent Office. an administrative agency, and it is beyond the

authority of justice that the court, which is an agency of justice,

the validity of the right is never reversed unless the Patent

Office declares its invalidity as an administrative disposition.

ThUll, even if it can be shown in an infringement suit that the

right owned by the plaintiff has a cause of invalidity. it cannot

in theory be a plea that might justify the defendant's act of

In Japan, a patent right is the right which the Patent

Office, an administrative agency. confers upon the applicant for

a patent as an administrative disposition. And even if there is

a cause of invalidity in the right conferred by the Patent Office.
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"Even if a patented invention is devoid of novel elements

and. for that reason, has a cause of invalidity, the validity of

the patent remains unaffected unless the Patent Office has formally

invalidated it. Therefore,(this fact) is no bar to the establish

ment of the scope of right, nor does they force us the court to

construe the scope narrowly".

This judgement shows that even if a patented invention

consists of known elements, the act of infringement is no less

than an act of infringement and if one wishes to evade the charge

of infringement, he has nothing that he can do but demand an

invalidation trial to the Patent Office and obtain a judgement

invalidating the pltent. Further, in a judgement of 1965, Tokyo

High Court(9) rejected the plaintiff's allegation that the scope

of right of a patent including known matters should be decided

without regard to the known elements, holding, "(The plaintiff's

allegation) cannot be accepted, for if these elements were excluded

(from the scope of right) only because they are known facts, it

would disintegrate the art which the inventor has created as an

organic unit for the purpose of solVing the problem."

On the other hand, there are judgements to the effect that

in construing ths claims, known matters should be excluded. A

judgement entered by the Supreme Court in 1964 (10) disregarded

known elements in construing the claim. This way of thinking

seems to follow that underlying a judgement entered by the Supreme

Court in 1937(11), which reads in part.

"When there is found a matter which was already known or in
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use at the application date, it should be excluded from the claim.

If all the elements of the device ir. question were known or in

use at the application date, the scope of right of the patent

should be restricted to the particular mode of combination

responsible for the novel result".

At the ex'treme of cases which took known matters into

account, there is a judgement entered by Osaka District Court in

1970(12). While accepting the above principle that the court is

not authorized to judge on the validity or invalidity of a patent

and reasoning that the plaintiff's pa ten't right was currently valid

because the patent had not been declared invalid (by the Patent

Office), Osaka District Court held that in view of, the fact that

all the structural elements of the plaintiff's patent were known

and because the art known or in use at the application date was

the common proparty of the general public, (the patent owner) is

not allowed to exercise an exclusive right over others and

(accordingly) there cannot be an infringement of the right by

others.

The general conclusion which may thus be drawn or cannot be

denied is that more and more judgements are being entered in which,

in delineating the scope of right of a patent issued on an invention

including known matters, the known matters are taken into considera

tion insofar as the court is not trespassing upon the area of

conduct over which the administrative agency has an exclllSive

jurisdiction.
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Of course, an invention or a device is the creation of a
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technical concept and it is a difficult task to express the

invention or device. accurately and in terms which are neither more

than nor less than it. It is a natural human trait for the applicant

to have the scope of his right broadened as much as possible and

it seems to be an unavoidable propensity (of the applicant) to

draft the specification especially the claim, in rather functional

terms. The Supreme Court has a benign view of this attitude,.

holding that "Because experience tells us that matters which do

not constitute the gist of a device but are merely related to the

gist are sometimes recited in the claim and, on the other way

around, the matters which may be more properly regarded as consti

tuting the gist of a device are sometimes omitted from inadver

tence", it is in many casee difficult to grasp the gist (substance,

cases. As mentioned above, cases are extremely di~ergent and

decided by different courte. And the strategies and skills of

the parties as to allegation and proof affect judgements in subtle

ways. In any e~ent, since the technical scope of a patented

in~ention is decided on the basis of the language of the Scope

of Claim for Patent in the specification, 11; is important for the

applicant to draft the specification, especially the claim, with

sufficient caution and consideration so that he may have his right

adequately protected.

So far, relating to the two questions concerning the

construction of the scope of right of a patent in Japan, the

trend of court judgement has been re~iewed by way of decided

Iii
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essence) of a device and delineate i~2 ~ecnnical scope from the

claim alone and, therefore, in delineating the technical scope,

it is important that while ta.ki.ng the claim as a basis, one should

not be obsessed with the very language of the olaim alone but

should also take into consideration the other descriptions in the

specifioation, the drawillgs and even the technical level of the

days(l3). However, it is essential for the applicant to avoid

future disputes and useless litigations by not relying. upon such

a favor of the court but drafting as accurately as possible the

specification, especially the claim, with which his invention or

deVice is to be protected.
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Let us begin this discussion of parallel imports and United

States law by supposing that I am a trademark owner and conduct

my business in various forms in the United States and several

other countries. Can I StOP you, whoever you are, from importing

into the United States goods bearing my mark which you purchased

abroad from me or one of my business affiliates and will probably

sell more cheaply in the United States? This essentially is

the practical problem of· so-called par~lel imports.

In more general. terms, I can pose this question as what

exactly is the extent to which a trademark owner in the United

States can prevent unauthorized imports of goods bearing a trade-

mark identical to his which goods he or an affiliated firm or

his licensee first sold abroad. Such gocds are often referred

to as parallel imports of "genuine" gOodS~but, as we shall see,

the word "genuine" has so many possible definitions that to

use it in discussing this problem without specifying a particular

meaning for the word only seems to confuse the real issues.

For our purposes, therefore, at the outset I shall use the

word "genuine" to describe goods bearing a trademark which has

been legitimately applied in their country of origin. Such

"genuine" goods in the context of this paper on parallel imports

and United States law are usually goods made by the American

trademark owner abroad or his foreign affiliate, licensee or

supplier. These legitimately trademarked ~oods are purchased

abroad by a third party who then seeks to import them into the
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importer can often sell his imported goods at a lower price

in the United States because he may have obtained them in a

foreign market where the manufacturing costs were considerably

less expensive than in this country. Also, the competitive

importer may not have to invest in American advertising to sell

his goods since the United States trademark owner, who might

be the originator of the trademark or the exclusive American

distributor for a foreign manufacturer of the product may have

already done so to build up the good will in the trademark in

the United States.

As we shall see, many variables can exist from a factual

and definitional viewpoint in situations involving parallel

imports; however, let us proceed, without defining exactly who

the parties are or what their relationship to each other may

be and also, without deciding whether the goods in question

are in fact or theory "genuine", to examine why the problem

of parallel imports arises from a theoretical viewpoint.
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guarantee of consistency of quality or as an advertising medium;

but the signification of source is the prime one.~

right is territorial in nature, i.e., it exists only in a particu

lar jurisdiction.~This territorial basis for trademark protection

Ii
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the same claSS of goods in that one jurisdiction. His rights,

Under traditional concepts of trademark law, a trademark

To maintain the-association in the public's miridwith a

particular source and to protect the good will built up and

maintained by the trademark owner in the jurisdiction, this

owner can exclude all others from using the same trademark on

same mark in separate jurisdictions. The owner of a trademark

right is the only party lawfully able to use the particular

trademark on certain goods in the one jurisdiction which gave

him his right, because of his use or registration in that jurisdic-
,

tion. The right means that the public in that jurisdiction

looks to the owner of the trademark therein as the source of

means that separate and distinct rights may co-exist in the

. the goods. That is the prime function of a trademark, namely,

to indicate the origin of goods and thereby distinguish them

from the goods of another so the public can identify clearly

which goods in a particular class it wants to buy. There is

a strong public interest in the fact that this information is

accurate andra secondary (albeit private) one in protecting

the investment of the trademark owner in his reputation. There

are other secondary functions of a trademark such as being a



but the source of each is

to the foreign user of the mark, to exclude from the United States

the quality and good will in a particular trademark.

class of goods bear the same trademark

entirely different.6 Parallel imports,

as coming from one and the same, source or, in other words, being

"genuine" in the sense of coming from one source which controls

however, fall into a hazy area under this principle because

the parties legitimately using the same trademark in separate

jurisdictions are not completely different, i.e., the parties

bear some relationship to each other and, therefore, where this

relationship is very close, e.g., one is the agent or subsidiary

or licensee of the other, the goods of each can be regarded

product in his jurisdiction; but when the goods of one enter

two products of the same
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the second jurisdiction, there is infringement because the public

is likely to be confused as to the source of the goods because

any products bearing my mark.

Why then is there a problem regarding parallel imports?

First, you will recall that under the territorial principle,

the same trademark can be owned by a different party in separate

jurisdictions. Each can lawfully affix his trademark to his

Thus, a strict application of the territorial principle in trade-

mit me, regardless of who I am or my nationality or my relationship

mark law with reference to the opening question I posed would per-

however, do not extend beyond this one jurisdiction, except in

those jurisdictions where the "famous" trademark theory prevails.



tangible.are qrowing as jurisdictional boundaries seem far less

The explosion of licensing arrangements further complicates

the nature of relationships and the concepts as to what degree

of control or closeness may constitute a single international

companies, these anti-trust and exhaustion of rights theories

is owned in several countries by the same or related or associated
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interest in promoting competition, jurisdictions differ as to

In the clash between the territorial principle-and the public

enterprise or one source of goods.

This relaxation of the territorial principle where the trade-

trademark right to exclude cheaper goods proves very vulnerable

when the price differential between c~ting goods ·is great,

the anti-competitive results of the exercise of the territorial

to anti-trust attack as a division of markets which illegally

eliminates all competition~

Moreover, many argue if the trademark owner himself puts

the goods into circulation in another jurisdiction or does so

through an affiliate or a licensee, it would seem that he has

exhausted his trademark rights with respect to those 90odS.9

In this era of multi-national corporations where the same trademark

parties arises because trademark rights are being looked at

as ones which must be measured against certain public interests!

mark uSers in separate jurisdictions may be the same or related

For example, if the prime function of a trademark is to indicate

origin and the origin of goods as presented to the public is

true, why should a private interest then be able arbitrarily

to stop the free flow of such goods between nations? Of course,



or

mark and manufactures the goods in the United States,

.__...
imports from the United States could be:.

1. The American owner of the trademark who originated the

the entry of trademarked goods into the United States as adopted

and administered by the United States Bureau of Customs have

changed many times during the past twenty years~5 Before we

examine the complex American law in this area, it may be helpful

to consider the problem of parallel imports from the factual

viewpoint as to who the parties might be and the nature of the

i,

2. An American subsidiary of a foreign trademark owner

which subsidiary owns the mark in the United States

by virtue of being an exclusive manufac~urrng licensee
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goods involved.

This is not as simple as it sounds. To cite just a few

examples, the party asserting the right to exclude parallel

principle of trademark law and strong anti-trust policy consideratic-
,

in favor of promoting the free and competing movement of goods

in international trade~+ Further, the RegUlations relating to

Regretfully, American law relating to the problem is. particularly
12

confusing because it involves case law whose effect is uncertain;

10
how strictly they will enforce a trademark owner's rights.

11
In the United States, the answer to this question is not clear.

a legislative history of one of the most important statutes

involved which is unclear as to the intent of Congress in having

passed the lawrsand, a conflict between the traditional territorial



or exclusive distributor of products made by the foreign

trademark owner abroad; or

3. An American independent exclusive distributor of a foreign

trademark owner's products which distributor has been

granted or assigned the United States trademark rights

in the mark on the goods by his foreign supplier; or

4. An independent exclusive licensee which manufactures

the goods in the United States under license from the

foreign manufacturer.

The identically-marked goods each of the foregoing parties

may be trying to keep out of the United States could be those

made by either their parent or sister companies or their supplier

or fellow licensee in another jurisdiction. each of which has

lawfully placed the mark on the goods in that jurisdiction.

The factual variation as to the nature of the trademarked goods

which are the "parallel imports" themselves and the goods being

sold under the same trademark in the United States can be as

great as the nature of the parties we have just seen. As just

a few examples of the great number of possibilities which might

arise when we consider the nature of so-called "genuine" goods,

let us ponder whether parallel imports of so-called "genuine"

goods mean the same thing to consumers as the American-sold

goods under the same trademark:

1. When the parallel imports are precisely the same goods

made by the same manufacturer in the same country and

sold by that manuf?~~urer in trademarked packa~cG rp2?··

for sale by either the American trademark owner or the
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same country but sold in different form by that manufacturer

same manufacturer or his affiliates or -licensees in several

for resale as, e.9-, the American trademark owner buys

2. Are parallel imports the same as the America~ goods

sold under the same trademark when they are precisely

the same goods made by the same manufacturer in the
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countries, and though essentially of the same character,

the goods differ in certain physical characteristics

(e.g., taste or style, or a line of less sophisticated

models) since they are tailored for different specific

national markets (which differences might affect adverse~~

competitive importer?

the goods-in bulk from the foreign manufacturer for

packaging in the United States and sale under the foreign

manufacturer's trademark and th~ competitive importer

buys the goods abroad in the original packages of the

foreign manufacturer?

-3. Are parallel imports the same as the American goods

sold under the same trademark when their essential ingredi

entsas (e.g., perfume essences or beer yeast) are the

same and the formula and physical and chemical characteristics

are ~e same, but the manufacture of the goods takes

place iri'different countries (which place of manufacture

may influence the consumer in his choice of a product

or impart a different taste to the product)?

4. Are parallel imports the same when they are made by the

!(
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the reputation of the trademark owner in a country for

which the products were not tailored)?

Are all these goods the same? Are they all "genuine" in
~

fact? The dictionary definitions of the word "genuine" include

the following:

First, "having'the qualities or character claimed or appearing

to have: PURE;"

Secondly, "actually produced by or proceeding from the reputed
•

or alleged source or author: not faked or counterfeit:

AUTHENTIC";

Thirdly, "conforming precisely to its name and description:

properly so called: TRUE".

Which one or more of the above meanings do the courts and com

mentators intend when they refer to "genuine" goods in discussing

parallel imports? Does "genuine" mean precisely the same physical

goods themselves made by the same manufacturer in the same country

or just that the goods, in whatever territory made and though

perhaps different in some physical characteristics come from

one source indicated by the trademark. And what does one source

mean? Does it mean 'the same source in the sense'of being the

same maker of the goods or the same seller of the goods or is

one source meant in the sense of one source controlling the

quality of the goods?

One writer has described "genuine!> as meaning "that the

mark as applied to the goods in question signifies the same

source of origin as that which it normally means to the purchasin~

public. Source of origin is used in the technical trademark

sense rather than in a broad, geog~aphic, etc. serrse " ~7 Another
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of each other.

I shall use the words "genuine-authentic" to mean goods

goods, the goods mayor may not be precisely the same in fact.

company or his licensee. In the case of such "genuine-authentic"

made by the American trademark owner abroad or by his affiliated

Because of the confusion as to what precisely is meant by

UTO the modern con~umer, a 'genuine' article connotes not
only the source of manufacture but also the chain of selection,
distribution and servicing upon which he has previously
relied. Many articles designed for export are expressly
adapted to the conditions, taste, etc., of the different
markets for which they are intended. If several types of
the same article sUddenly appear under the same trademark,
because a third party has imported goods destined for another

. foreign country, there will beconside.rable public confusion
as to the article's identity or I genuineneSls I • II 19

Another meaning of "genuine 'I has been noted by a famous

45

case of such "genuine-identical" goods, the maker of the goods

and the United States trademark owner mayor may not be independent

the word, "genuine", I shall from time to time hereafter use

a specific meaning or a combination of words to indicate what

meaning of "genuine" I intend. Thus, the words "genuine-identical"

shall mean genuine goods in the factual sense in that they are

precisely the same goods from exactly .the same foreign maker

as those sold by the United States trademark owner. In the

treatise writer in the trademark field as follows:

conunentator has written that the reference to "genuine" goods

"define goods to which the trademark has been legally af.fixed

in the country of origin":8

:r
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Let us now proceed to examine United States law on the subject

of parallel imports. First, there are two important statutes

•to keep in mind. One is Section 42 of the federal trademark
ZO th. . Zl .

Sectionstatute and e other ~s Sect~on 526 of the Tar~ff Act.

42 states in part as follows:

"No article of .imported merchandise "··which shall copy
or simulate a trade-mark registered in accordance with
the provisions of this chapter "·"shall be admitted to
entry at any customhouse of the United States; and, in
order to aid the officers of the customs in enforcing
this prohibition, any domestic manufacturer or trader, and
any foreign manufacturer or trader, who is entitled under
the provisions of a treaty, convention, declaration, or
agreement between the United States and any foreign country
to the advantages afforded by law to citizens of the United
States in respect to trademarks and commercial names, may
require his name and residence, and the name of the locality
in which his goods are manufactured, and a copy of the certi
ficate of registration of his trade-mark, issued in accordance
with the provisions of this chapter, to be recorded in books
which shall be kept for this purpose in the Department of
the Treasury, under such regulations as the Secretary of the
Treasury shall prescribe, and may furnish to the Department
faesimiles of his name, the name of the locality in which
his goods are manufactured or of his registered trade-mark,
and thereupon the Secretary of the Treasury shall cause one
or more copies of the same to be transmitted to each collector
or other proper officer of customs. 1I

The second important statute to keep in mind is Section 526

of the Tariff Act of 1930 which states in part:

"(a) That'it shall be unlawful to im ort into the United
States any merchandise of foreign manufacture 1 such mer
chand1se or the label, 51gn, pr1nt, package, wrapper, or
receptacle, bears a trademark owned bya citizen of, or by
a cor oration or association r oraanized ~ithin, the-United
States, and re i5tered in the Patent Office b a erson
dorn1c11ed ~n the Un~te State, * 1 a copy 0 t e
certificate ofre istrat~on of such trademark ~s f11e
w~th the Secretary of the Trea ury, ~n the manner pro-

~
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infringes their mark or, in other words, Section 42 bars the

Section 42 which takes place with the Treasury Department or,

whether foreign or American, of a registered United States

marks and are "spurious ll gooos. However, in contrast, Section

entry of goods into the United States which bear counterf.eit

if they bear a trademark owned by a United States business domi-

preventing the importation of goods of foreign manufacture merely

47

or simulates their mark, i.e., goods with a trademark which

vided in section [42J of such Act, unless written con
sent of the owner of such trademark is produced at the
t~me of rnak~ng entrv."

trademark to deposit their certificate of registration and thereby

prevent the importation of goods bearing a mark which copies

citizen and domiciliary.

Thirdly, it should be noted Section 42 permits alJl owners,

requires for the exclusion of certain goods is that they bear an

identical trademark to one owned and registered by a United States

ciled in the United States and registered with the United States

portation of goods which "copy or simulate" the trademark of

an ~erican registrant. In contrast, the wording of Section 526

seems to give such a recordation with the Customs the effect of

Patent Office. In other words, all the language of Section 526

as happens more exactly, the United States Customs Bureau which

is a part of the Treasury Department, brings Section 526, where

applicable, automatically into effect.

Secondly, the recordation under Section 42 prevents the im-

Let us examine certain important wording in ~hese two statutes.

First, note that recordation of a trademark certificate under



Thus. the woraing of Section 526 would

domiciliaries .

Fourthly, we see that Section 42 applies to all imported

is limited to imported "goods

to those owned and registered by United States citizens and

not exclude the re-importation into the United States of goods

of United states manufacture which bear trademarks identical

merchandise whereas Section 526
1l'I_~

of foreign".

of Section 526 protects only United States citizens or business

concerns of American origin domiciled .in the United States;

importation of goods of foreign manufacture which merely bear

an identical trademark.

To summarize the major statutes again, Section 42 protects

to all. federal trademark registrations except those on the supplemental

register.ZZ _

Incidentially, it should be noted that Section 42 applies

4P

but. the Section 526 wording protects such registrants against

526 allows only registrants of United States trademarks who

Thus, foreign owners of registered United States trademarks

are not within the protection of Section 526.

are United States citizens or a corporation or association created

or organized in the United· States and domiciled within the United

States to invoke the right to exclude ~mJ'~under its provision.

both United States and foreign owners of registered United States

trademarks except those on the supplemental register against

'copies or simulations, i.e., infringing trademarks. Thewordinq



Let us now look at the latest pertinent Regulations .of the

Customs Bureau, the governmental agency whicha~in~ste~sSections

42 and 526. Here is part of "Section 133.21 of Title 19 of the

Code of Federal Regulations which are the latest pertinent Regu-
23 "

lations of the Bureau and became effective November 2,1972.2+
"(a) Copying or simulating marks or names. Articles of
foreign or domest1c manufacturebear~nga mark or name
copying or simulating a recorded trademark or trade name
shall be denied entry and are subject to forfeiture as
prohibited importations. A "copying or simulating" mark
or name is an actual counterfeit of the recorded mark or
name or is one which so resembles it as to be likely to
cause the public to associate "the copying or simulating
mark with the recorded mark or name.
"(b) Identical trademark. Foreign-made articles bearing
a trademark ~dentical w~th one owned and recorded by a
citizen,of the United states or a corporation or asso
ciation created or organized within the United States
are subject to seizure and forfeiture as prohibited
importations.
"(c) Restrictions not applicable. The restrictions set
forth~n paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section do not
apply to imported articles when.

·(l~ Beth the foreiqn and the U.S. trademark or
trade name are owned by the same person or business
entity;
• (2) The forei9n and domestic .. trademark or trade
name owners are parent and sUbsidiary companies
or are otherwise subJect to common ownershir or
control (see Sections l33.2(d) and 133.12(d ).
"(3) The articles of foreign manufacture bear a
recorded trademark or trade name applied under
authorization of the U.S. owner.***(Emphasis
supplied. ) 215

Why are the Customs Re9ulations so different from ... Sections

42 and 526. Why do these Regulations restrict the rights of

a United States trademark owner to exclude certain imports if

that trademark owner bears a certain relationship to the forei9n
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user of the mark or in fact uses the mark himself abroad. As

we have seen, there seems to be no restrictive wording in Sections

42 and 526. Therefore, let us look now at American case law

to find perhaps some of the reasons for the Customs Bureau's

restrictions which seem on the surface inconsistent with the

wording of these statutes. Also, let us see what would happen

if an American trademark owner were to follow another possible

remedy against the parallel importer and, instead of recording

the American trademark with the Custom; Bureau, he were to sue

the importer in a civil action for infringement.

However, before proceeding, let me remind you of the defini-

tions of the word, "genuine", which I shall use occasionally.

First, the words "genuine-identical" shall mean genuine goods

in the factual sense in that they are precisely the same goods

from exactly the same foreign maker as those sold by the United

States trademark owner although the maker and United States

trademark owner mayor may not be related.

Secondly, the words "genuine-authentic" shall mean goods

of the American trademark owner made by him abroad or by his

affiliated company or his licensee Which goods may or may not

be precisely the same in fact.

Thirdly I from time to time I I shall use I'genuine"to describe

goods to which the trademark was legitimately applied in their

country of origin.

Also, before discussing the case law in this field, I would

like to remind you that the fundamental criterion of trademark

50



District Court anti-trust decision in 1957 holding Section 526

there was a separate and independent good will in the American

involved a

common law and the federal
. U

of confusion". Th~ test of

particular trademark.

the "Perfume" case~Owhich

party signified by the

Thirdly, there are

"genuine-identical" goods were ~ infringements of the united

States trademarks and not copies or s~ulation~ within the meaning

of Section 42 (which was then Section 27 of the Act of 1905).*

SeCondly, there are two very important 1923 United States
29

Supreme Court cases which hold apparently contrary to the decisions

-16-
*Since Section 42 of the present Act of 1946 is the same as
Section 27 of the Act of 1905 I shall as a matter of convenience
refer only to Section 42.

in the early ca~esl that "genuine-identical" goods,~ infrinqement~,

and were copies ~ simulations within the meaning of Section

a trademark to an independent American business firm so that

42, where there had been an assignment of the United States

business, good will and trademark of a foreign originator of

51,

use of a particular trademark is "likely to cause confusion,

or to cause mistake, or "to deceive". 27

infringement under both American

trademark statute is "likelihood

infringement of trademarks registered with the United States

Patent Office is specifically the question whether the defendant's

The significant American cases which bear upon the problem

of parallel imports can be divided into 3 major categories.

i 7.8.. 1F rst, there are ~he early cases dec~ded ~n the late 9th

century and the beginning of the 20th century holding imported



so its exact effect now is uncertain.

the name "Hunyadi Janos" or offering to sell any water in bottles

in not finding an infringement since the trademark Was regarded

as indicating the true origin of the goods.

For example~3in 1886 Bbrought an action to restrain A from

importing into or selling in the United$tates any water under

52·

sold by the competitive importer,

(e.g., mineral water from a particular spring in Hungary3br
~ .

glue from a particular manufacturer) was stressed by the courts

held that a competitor's sale of precisely the same imported

goods bearing a trademark identical to the one under which the

goods were sold in the United States was not an infringement

of the righ~s of the party asserting the exclusive American

trademark rights. In these cases the genuineness of the goods

themselves which were being

mark and A will be the competitive importer.

As noted, early judicial decisions in the United States

international enterprise. This District Court decision was later

vacated at the request of the United States Department of Justice,

Let us examine these major categories of cases in detail now.

For ease in describing the factual situation, I shall use alpha

betical letters. Thus, B will be the person asserting the United

States trademark rights; X will be the foreign user of the trade-

authentic" or "genuine-identical" goods if the American registrant

and the foreign user of the same trademark were part of a single

could not be invoked by an American party to keep out "genuine-



J.:,

with that name upon them or use labels similar to those adopted

and used by B to distinguish the water from other mineral waters.

X owned the trademark in Hungary and transferred to B "the sole

right to export the waters from Hungary to Great Britain and
3~

America, and to sell them in these countries and to use tithe

trademark "Hunyadi Janos". X put a label on the bottles it

sold in continental Europe stating such bottles were not intended

for export and if exported and sold in Great Britain or America

the public was cautioned against purcha~ing them. B used a

label on its bottles in place of the aforesaid cautionary notice

used by X. B's label said "Sole Exporters - B Company". A

bought bottles of the water from X's customers in Germany whic~

bore X's cautionary label and imported them for sale into the

United States Whereupon .B brought the infringement action against

A. B lost against A because the court, although it recognized

that the name "Hunyadi Janos" when applied to the water was

a valid trademark stated:

"But the defendant [i.e., A] is selling the genuine water,
and therefore the trade-mark is not infringed. There is
no exclusive right to the use of a name or symbol or em
blematic device except to denote the authenticity of the
article with which it has become identified by association.
The name has nO office except to vouch for the genuineness
of the thing which it distinguishes from. all counterfeits;
and until it is sought to be used as a false token to de
note that the product or commodity to which it ig applied
is the product or commodity which it prope~ly authenticates,
the law of trade-mark cannot be invoked." 35
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36
Similarly I an early case also held that such "genuine-identical II

unauthorized imported trademarked goods were again, in ~,

the same exact goods being imported by the party asserting rights

in the United States trademark, i.e., all the goods were manufactured

the "genuineness lr of the thing itself.emphasized

54

States trademark owner was selling in the United States. In

competitive importer, A, were precisely the same goods coming

from a particular manufacturer in one country which B, the· United

was, thus, in these early cases an obvious logical factual basis

for not regarding Ais imported goods as Hoopies or simulations"

not being rnrsled. The approach in these early cases therefore,

in the United States was different, i.e., either A or B. There

by or originated from the sarne foreign party and bore its trade

mark; only the identity of who would be selling these goods

or an. infringement-because the public was obtaining what it

been using it up to now, i.e., the imported goods sold by the

decision involving a "genuine" product in the sense we have

In 1923, however, these early cases seemed to be over-ruled

by two landmark decisions of the United States Supreme court.
~

The first of these cases entitled, Bourjois vs. Katzel was a

expected to obtain in connection with the trademark and was

entry into the United States to be barred. In this case, the

trademark within the meaning of Section 42 so as'to enable their

States were not copies or simulations of the American registered

goods when bearing the sarne mark as one registered in the United



this case, the product was face powder made by X in France~

X had done business in France and the United States~ In 1913,

X, the foreign firm sold to B, an American firm, X's business

in the United States including X's trademarks and good will.

Thereafter, B imported XiS face powder from France in bulk,

c,r;t.lled the powder "Poudre Java", and repackaged it with the

following label which stated in part:

"Trade Marks Reg. 'U.S. Pat. Off. Made in France.
Packed in the U.S.A. By B Company pf New York."

A imported the same powder and sold it in the original French

boxes of X which did not bear the above label but used the "Java"

trademark in longer form, i ~ e., "Poudre de riz de Java11. The

United States Supreme Court held contrary to the early cases

that here there was an infringement of B's united States trademark

rights when A sold the boxed pOWder bearing the "Java" trademark

in the United States. The Supreme Court said in part:

"***There is no question that the defendant [i.e., A] infringes
the plaintiff's [i.e., B's] rights unless the fact that her
[i.e., A's] boxes and powder are the genuine product of the
French concern gives her a right to sell them in the present
form.

·We are of the opinion that the plaintiff's rights [Le.,
B's] are infringed. After the sale the French manufacturers
could not have come to the United States and have used' their
old marks 'in competition with the plaintiff. That plainly
follows from the statute authorizing assignments.*** If,
for the purposes of evading the effect of the transfer,
it [i.e., X, the foreign assignor] had arranged with the
defendant [i.e., A, the competitive importer] that she should
sell with the old label, we suppose that no one would doubt
that the contrivance must fail. There is no such conspiracy
here, but, apart from the opening of a door to one, the
vendors [i~e~, X] could not convey their goods free from
the restriction to which the vendors were subject. Ownership
of the goods does not carry the right to -sell them with
a zpecii.i..c miir~'\.~ It >ices l1e ... r:..t:c'2sso.r~::,,\; ~2..~;;'./ th~ rig:~·""
to sell them at all in a aivenolace. If the goods were
patented In the United States, a dealer who lawfUlly bo~gnt
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the authority of the Katzel_ case but without a detailed vpinioll:

In the Aldridge case, the United States Supreme Court, 'on

infringement of B's trademark rights

v. Katzel~nd took. place in January,

just described recognizing

by A was entitled Bourjois

1923. The case relating to Section 42 was called Bourjois v.

Aldridge~&nd was decided in October Of 1923.

similar goods abroad from one who had a right to make and
sell them there could not sell them in the United, States.*·*
The monopoly in that case is more extensive, but we see
no sufficient reason for holding that the monopoly of a
trademark, so far as it goes, is less complete. It deals
with a delicate matter that may be of great value, but that
easily is destroyed, and therefore should be protected with
corresponding care. It is said "that the trademark here
is that of the French house, and trulY indicates tr:.e origi.n
Of the goods. But that~s not accurate. It ~stne trademark
of the plaintiff only in the United States, and indicates
in law, and, it is found, by oublic understanding, that
the goods come from the olalntiff, althou~h not made bv
it. It was sold and could only be sold w~th the good will
or-the business that the plaintiff bought.*** It stakes
the reputation of.the plaintiff upon the character of the
goods.***" (Citations omitted; emph.asissupplied.) 38
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As noted, the famous Supreme Court case in which the decision

Thus, we see that under certain circwnstances, namely, an

assignment of a United States trademark to an independent American

firm where the public in the United States understands certain

trademarked goods to come from B, the American owner of the

trademark, although not made by it, "genuine-identical" goods,

i.e., precisely the same goods from the same maker, when sold

by A in the United States infringe a's trademark rights. Also,
- 39

under these circumstances, the Supreme Court later held the

importation of such "genuine-identical" goods by A can be stopped

by B under SectiOn 42 which, as you will recall, bars entry

of copies Or simulations of registere~ United. States trademarks.



certain ngenuinell face powder frornX, marked "ManonLescaut~

Here is a partial state

the Aldridge case with

United States.
4~

lower court ~n

"Plaintiff's [i.e., B's] meth~_~eparingManon Lescaut
powder is to,obtain,.,usually"'from France, but not necessarily
from the firm of ***[X] a powder and various tinting pre
parations and perfumes. The powder: is then screened, bolted,
or refined, and appropriately rnixed'with colors and perfUmes
to produce various tints and smells, there being several
variations of Manon Lescaut powder. The ***[X] firm con
tinuedto,make and sell Manon Lescaut powder in France, using
that trade-name and placing the completed product in packages
substantially s~ilar in dress and decoration to th~ style
registered as a trade-mark by plaintiff [B]. In fact, ••• [X]
in France, and plaintiff [BJ in the United States, have
since 1913 independently made this product, and sold it

United States trademark rights. However, it is interesting to

In the Aldridge case as in the Katzel case, B was an independent
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facture X's goods in the

mentof the facts from a

note that in the Aldridge case the products sold by A and B were

not exactly the same in the sense of being precisely the same

goods coming from the same maker since B had the right to manu-

•
American corporation which was the assignee of a foreign party's

our alphabetical letters substituted for the actual names in

volved and certain successor relationships not mentioned:

States and such goods were ther~fore deemed II c opi e s and simu

lations n under" Section."42.

which A bought in France and sought to import into the united

States. This was because Bowned this: trademark in the United

42) of the federal trademark statute had to exclude from entry

held that the collector of customs under Section 27 (now Section

~'I



under the name, in the package dress, and with the package
decoration originally devised by the former French firm
*** [which was X's predecessor and the originator of the
trademark].

"Defendant ***(i.e., AJ bought in France some Manon Lescaut
powder made by··. [Xl and attempted to import the same.
Chemical analysis shows that this powder is substantiall~

identical with plaintiff's. In name, dress, anddecorat~on
there is no difference between the two containers, except
that each truly, but inconspicuously, states origin from
plaintiff [B) or ••• [from Xl as the case may be. Both em
phasize the name IIBourjois". No ordinary purchaser would
notice the difference; for sale purposes the powders in ,sub
stance and container appearances are identical.·•• 11 (Citations
also omitted; emphasis supplied.) +a

ThUS, we see that the nature of the goods was apparently

not a determining factor in these two cases because the Supreme

Court failed to make any distinction between the "genuine-identical"

goods of the Katzel case and the independently made goods in

the Aldridge case. Rather, the important element in both the

Aldridge case and Katzel case in 1923 seems to have been the

fact situation of an assignment of the united States trademark

rights and the meaning given by the· United States Supreme Court

to the "origin" designated·by the trademark on the goods, namely,·

as indicating a separate and independent local good will in

the American seller of the goods. Th~, -if a trademark denotes

that the business Of dealing in ·particular goods within the

United States is Bls business, then B under these cases, would

seem to be protected and other goods bearing L1at trademark

when so~d in the United States by A, though from exactly.the

same maker aSB's goods or from a party which has lawfully affixed
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the trademark to goods of the same physical character in the

cases were decided and therefore at a time that B, the United

•
rights and also, were not copies or simulations

+4-
42. In 1922, before these landmark Supreme Courtunder Section

United States

country of origin constitute infringements of B's rights and

59,

unless such goods were counterfeit or spurious so as to be copies

protect B since they held A's imported "genuine-identical" goods

(i.e., precisely the same goods as B's) did not infringe B's

You will recall that the Supreme Court decided the landmark

Katzel and Aldridge decisions protecting B in ~and alSO,

that these decisions reversed many earlier ones which did not

copies or simulations of B's trademark in the United States.

States trademark registrant. was not getting help from the court

system against the importation of goods bearing identical trademarks

or simulations within Section 42, the legislative branch of

the United eStates government acted to help B by passing Section
. 4a..526 of the Tar1ff Ac~. As we have seen, the word1ng of Sect10n

526 seems to reflect the traditional territorial concept of

trademark law because, if literally read, it would pernlit a .

United States trademark registrant, if of united States citzenship

and domiciled in the United States, to exclude all goods bearing

a trademark identical to his'merely.by filing a copy of his

registration certificate with the Customs' Bureau. But, as we

'have also seen, the Customs Bureau has placed additional restrictions

on the application of Section 526 denying its protection where

i

'I:
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The United States District Court (which is the lowest Court

a matter of fact that the American companies and the French

in our federal court system) in the "Perfume" cases found as

the French companies either supplied the American ones with

case since the American companies in the "Perfume" cases were

which were both distributors and manufacturers of French-oriqinated

perfumes in this country. These American companies had invoked

section 526 to keep out parallel imports of products purchased

by competitive importers in France from the original French

companies. It should be noted that the French goods sought

to be 'excluded in the ·Perfume" cases '.ere not always physically

identical to the goods being sold in America as in the Katzel

both distributors and manufacturers. Thus, in these cases,

60'

the products manufactured under secret formulas, ,or the essential

ingredients of 'those products whieh the American companies then

compounded in the United States or, sold the goods in bulk which

were then bottled in the United States.

This administrative position may have some justification

under the third significant category of American case law on

by the Department of. Justice against certain American companies

the subject which we shall now examine, namely, the • Perfume"

cases of 1957.
46

The s e cases involved a civil anti-trust action

affiliated parties or, in other words, not independent parties

as in the Katzel and Aldridqe cases.

the American registrant and the foreign user are the same-or



ones, despit~ apparent independence of: ownership, were part
-+7

of a single international enterprise. This Court then held

as a matter of law that where a United. States trademark is

part of "8 single international enterprise" the American part

of that enterprise may not bar, by invoking Section 526, the

importation of the trademarked products sold abroad by the foreign

part of the enterpise.~The decision seemed to be baS~d upon

the legislative history of Section 526 with the District Court

finding that the tariff statute was enacted by Congress only

to protect "the rights of Americans who bought foreign trademarks"

involving an American trademark own~r independent of the foreign

manufacturer. The District Court's decision, thus, was that

Section 526 was passed only to protect independent American

trademark owners from the importation of "authentic" goods.

Howe~r, "authentic" was not defined.4.9 I t should be specifically

noted that, in the ·Perfume R cases, the qoOds were not always

exactly the same, i.e., they were not all made by the same manufac

turer, but rather some were different goods made by different

manufacturers under common control. Moreover, such control

was not, generally speaking. of an ownership nature but rather

by certain contractual provisions, and the District Court found

such contracts made the American and French parties parts of a

single international enterprisp,.•.S'O
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This point as 'to whether Section 526 was intended to be

used by the type of American trademark registrants here involved

was very important since the Court found that the advertisements

of these registrants did not emphasize a United States origin

of the goods so as to be within the independent seller.'s good

will doctrine of ti,e Supreme Court in the Katzel case. Thus,

since the defendants' use of Section 526 to exclude competitive

imports was not authorized because they were parts of a single

international enterprise, their conduct in having so used Section

526 to exclude imports of "authentic" goods constituted monopoliza

tion in violation of our anti-trust laws (i.e., Section 2 of

the Sherman Act) ~I The District Court thus upheld the government' s

position in connection with the anti-trust charge which had

been brought against the defendants in the "Perfume" cases.

However, as one well known commentator on trademark law has

noted concerning this aspect of these cases:

-***In finding monopolization, the Court distinguished the
SupremeCourt's recent decision in the Cellophane case on
the ground that in the case of famous perfumes, every trademarked
perfume constituted a tsubstantial market' in itself. The
conclusion was therefore reached that the perfumes involved
'did not compete with each other'. According to the Court,
the respondents' own evidence supported the conclusion that
'the most important element in the appeal of a perfume is
a high+y exploited trademark' and 'there seems to be agreement
that no quality perfume can be successfully marketed without
a famous name '." 52
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Consequently, one could argue to escape the anti-trust aspect

of the "Perfume" cases that here the goods constituted a highly

unique product in that the trademark was the major selling point

of the goods and no other product, even one which was exactly

the same physically but marked differently, could compete with it

'so as to broaden the relevant market. There are highly unusual

facts which could narrow the future influence of the "Perfume"

cases even apart from the fact that the jUdgment was eventually,
vacated.

It is also interesting to note the District Court1s comments

in the "Perfume" cases on the interrelationship between traditional

trademark principles and anti-trust considerations:

"But the defendants insist that it would destroy the very
essence of the trademark and the property values represented
by it to permi~ those who do not contribute to the good
will, identified with the mark, nevertheless, to divert that good
will to themselves, on a free ride. The argument is one for
the pro~ection of advertising expenditures and expected pro-
fits not necessarily related to good will. Obviously adver
tising is for the purpose of building good will, but the de
fendants make an exclu~ive American market an element of that
good will. The exclusive right to sell in the American market
on the part of an international concern exploiting world
markets is not an element of good will except in so far as it
may be made so artificially by import prohibitions. A com
peting importer selling identical merchandise under the same
trademark would not be a •pirate , or a 'cheat'. The public would
not be deceived about the authenticity or origin of the pro-
duct and the reeutation of the. trademark owner could not suffer
from the market~ng of ~nfer~or merchandise under his mark. Even
the trademark ownerfs.advert~s~ngexpenses :bear fru~t, ~n some
measure, from the activities of ·the :free riders', for the in
ternational enterprise reaps some benefit from all sales. That
the defendants may be disappointed in their expectations of
profit from an exclusive domestic market, after having made
substantial expenditures for advertising, involves not the di
version of their goodwill or the repudiation- of theirtrad~~ark

rights, but the denial of a special privilege. And I am not
persuaded that it was the intention c=C~~'J~~s~ to grant such,
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Section 526 by the District Court in the "Perfume" cases if one

We thus_see the very clear restrictive interpretation given to

() ,1

..

UMoreover, to ascribe such an intention to·Congress would have
the effeot of reading into the legislation an implied excep
tion to the Sherman Act. Indeed, the defendants maintain,
as a reason why they should not be held in violation of the
Sherman Act, that their conduct is under the 1 egal licens-e
of Section 526. Assuming a case where the products in
volved are unique so as to constitute a relevant market in
themselves; a construction permitting the American part of
a single international enterprise to exclude imports by pur

'chasers from the foreign part of the enterprise would author
ize monopolization by permitting a manufacturer to prevent
purchasers of his merchandise from competing with him.***
But exemptions from the operation of the antitrust laws are
explicitly made by Congress, and repeals by implication are
not favored. 'The intention of the legislature to repeal
'must be clear and manifest.'***There must be la positive
repugnancy between the provisions of the new law, and those
of the old; and even then the old law is repealed by impli
cation only pro tanto to the extent of the repugnancy."***
I find no 'clear and manifest' intention on the 'part of Congress
to limit the scope of the Sherman Act for the benefit of an
international enterprise by 'means of Section 526, and to
construe that section in accordance with the purpose disclosed
by the history detailed avoids a 'positive repugnancy' in
favor-of a harmonious consistency between the two laws.***"
(Gitations omitted,Emphasis supplied.) S3

a special privilege for the benefit of an international enter
prise.

,.~"'." .•

finds a single international 'enterprise is involved. Now comes one of

the most surprising events in the chronological history of united

States law in the area of parallel imports. The defendants in the

"P~furne" cases appealed to the Supreme Court but before the Supreme

Court had the opportunity to rule on the case, the Department of

Justice moved to vacate the jUdgment it had won in the District

Court. The Justice Department argued that the matter of clarifying

the scope of a trademark owner's rights against parallel imports

'could be better handled through legislation which would make it

..



imports.

Prior to the present 1972 Regulations, the details of the

in the

ov.erruled ,

had been

never been
57

bill which

Bureau and appears
, 55

Reporter".

it is the latest case directly in point

its reasoning has

because
56

526 and

This· is

Customs Law Specialist in the Customs

May-June 1969 issue of "The Trademark

practice of the Customs Bureau had varied but the underlying_

article detailing such practices which article was written by a

or of domestic origin and a domi~iliary to be able to bar the

65

This portion of my paper is based mostly on a comprehensive

approach has been not to apply Section 52~ literally so as to

permit a United States trademark ,registrant who isa citizen

portance.

anticipated by the Justice Department in moving for the dismissal

of the "Perfume" cases was never passed by Congress. Section 42

and Section 526 thus remain" unchanged and we shall now turn to

the practices of the united States Bureau of Customs which ad

ministers these sections to see how its approach affects parallel

concerning Section

Moreover, the legislation i.e., the "Celler"

reasoning of the District Court1s decision is still of major im-

the government could not again bring the case on the merits), the

absolutely clear that a product bearing a trademark legitimately

affixed by an affiliate of the American trademark owner could not

be denied entry. 54-

Thus,"although the holding of the District Court in the
55

"Perfume cases" was vacated ("with prejudice l l
- meaning that

I



entry of all goods bearing his mark. Rather, the approach of

the Customs Bureau has been a much narrower one "operating on

the theory that Section [526] was intended by Congress to ap

ply only to the fact pattern specifically mentioned in Bourjois

v , Katzel." S9

Thus, if it could be demonstrated to the Customs Bureau that

the-'factual situat.ion Was not the same as in the Katzel and

Aldridge cases (i.e~ the American trade~rk was completely inde

pendent of its foreign assignor) but rather that the American

trademark registrant was acting in concert with the foreign

manufacturer or as his agent or was merely a prolonged arm of

the foreign manufacturer so as to be in effect the "same" per

son, the Customs Bureau would not exclude identically marked

goods. As the Commissioner of Customs once said:

lilt has been the long established practice of the Bureau not
to prevent the importation of any article because
of a recorded trade-mark which may appear thereon if it can
be shown that the foreign user of said mark owns or, in
some manner, controls,the American corporation which holds
title to the registered trade-mark in the United States.
Under such circumstances, the American corporation is
said to stand in the shoes of the foreign user who, once
he introduces his product into commerce while bearing his
trade-mark, cannot thereafter unreasonably 'restrict the
use of the product. Or, expressed another way, a foreign
owner of a United, States trade-mark cannot partially assign
that trade-mark to an American corporation so that the
latter can use it, by recording it in this depart~ent, for
the purpose of enforcing an exclusive United.States sales
agency agreement between the two parties with respect· to
said trade-marked articles. n 60

However, "where the registered trademarks [were} completely 'owned'
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Customs Bureau's practices in past years in part as follows:

by the U.8. registrant [e. 9 ., there was. no reversionary interest

"The Bureau has never considered merchandise bearing a
trademark registered in the United States Patent Office by
a foreign firm to 'copy orsirnulate' within the meaning of
Section [42], and of course a foreign firm does not
q~alify for Section [526] protection. A foreign regis
trant gets only the classical protection against counter~

feits of his mark. An independent domestic firm gets

67

-.'**in partially limiting protection against the importa
tion of merchandise bearing marks which were 'genuine'
where applied, the Bureau of Customs is enforcing what
it considers to be the Congressional intent to protect
American fir.ms against the fraud of foreign assignors of
trademarks. Clearly if the American registered mark is
owned or controlled by a foreign firm or an American
fir.m under foreign ownership or control, that intent is
not being carried out. That is why the Bureau does not
interpret Section 526 literally whenever a firm "orga
nized" in the United States is involved, but looks to the
true co~rolling force over the trademark. This is not
to say that the Bureau does, [i.e., in 1969, the date of
this article] or will, or should, pierce corporate veils
where representations are made that the American· firm,
for example, is independent from foreign control. Pros
pective competitors sometimes claim the Bureau is too
ready to accept declarations of independence. from fi~

which are actually related to, or are parts of, an
international business organization. On the other hand,
admitted American branches of foreign firms claim that
they are entitled to complete protection.

comprehensive article which I mentionedLearlierhas described the

in the t>:ademarlt rqnning to the foreign manufactUrer] and [were]
61

used by him in an independently built-up American business,· then

Section·52~wasenforced by the Customs Bureau.

The details of the Customs ~ureau's regulations have changed

frequently over the past twenty years but all carry out the under

lying approach just described. The Customs Law Specialist in the



more extensive protection against the genuine mark under
Section [42] because of the Aldridge decision. This dis
tinction is justified, the Bureau feels, by Aldridge's
reliance on Katzel with its fact pattern and the Con
gressional Hearings, both of which seem to comprehend
protection for Americans against foreigners. ***" 62

"***in its motion to vacate the judgments in its favor
[in the "Perfmnell cases] the Jus"ice Department stated
its reasons for seeking dismissal were that customs Of
ficials allowed American affiliates of French firms to
exclude the French products, and the matter could be bet
ter handled by Obtaining legislation making it clear that

-trademark protection is not available to prohibit the im
portation of a product legitimately marked by an affiliate
of the American trademark owner.

~ffiliated" in the Celler bill was defined as
including but not limited to, an exclusive or a
non-exclusive distribution contract and any arrange
mentwhereby the person has a continuing contractual
relationship or understanding, express or implied,
with the foreign manufacturer or merchant with
regard to the mark J 63

"This strange turn of judicial events left the Bureau of
Customsiri an awkward position. Actually, it had always
denied complete exclusionary protection to an American
trademark registrant when it knew the importer to be a
subsidiary or parent of the foreign user of the trademark.
Prior to 1953, however, th~ Customs Regulations were not
set up to specifically elicit this kind of information.
To a degree, then, the position of Customs did agree with
[the Department of] Justice, but it had not been developed
to deprive any American registrant from full protection
merely because there was some affiliation between the
American firm and a foreign firm. -

nThe desired legislation was never enacted,'and the
Bureau settled into a position whereby ~ererelation
ship as defined by Section 45 of the Trademark Act will
not automatically deprive the American registrant of
full protection, but an ownership or control relation~

ship will." *. 64-

!Parenthetically, let me note the definition of a related compa

ny in Section 45 of the 1946 Trade-Mark Act means "any person
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Bureau's past practices, he continues as follows:]

who legitimately controls or is controlled by thereqistrant or

"For si~years, [i.e., 1953 to 1959J the Bureau denied
full protection to related companies. In 1959, as a
result of the Government's withdrawal in the Perfume
cases, all reference to related companies was deleted
from the Customs Regulations. However, full exclu
sionary protection continued to be denied where the
foreign trademark and the United states trademark were
owned by the same person, partnership, association or
corporation.

n In 1953, a Treasury Decision added the woz-ds; "oz' by
a related company as defined in Section 45 of the Trade
Mark Act of-1946," to the existing presumption of non
copying where .the mark was used by the same company.
Since the language and administration of the Regula
tions were not previously aimed at related companies,
some Customs trademark recordants who had recorded be
fore 1953 undoubtedly continued to be permitted to ex
clude merchandise from their foreign supplier, since
Customs did not know of the relationship between the two
entities.

e9>

[To repeatJ "Prior to 1953, the Regulations did not
ask for information about related companies, but the
mark on "the merchandise was deemed not to copy or simu
late the United States trademark if the foreign mark
and the United States mark 'were own~d by the same per
son.

"AS part of the procedures for recording a trademark
with Customs, Section 11.15(a) of-the Regulations
[i.e., those Regulations in effect before the present
1972 Regulations] asks for information about principal
agency relationships. The effect of such relationships
is to treat the firms as if they were the same. In
fact, of course, ~e firms mayor may not be under
common ownership~ Mere affiliation does. not make compa
nies the same or necessarily result in that treatment.

applicant for registration in respect to the naeure and quality

of the goods or services in connection with which the mark is
6S

used." To return to our Specialist's description of the Customs



Common -control determines the extent of import'pro
tection. Licensees and licensors may ,or may not be
considered the same, but again, less than complete
protection (that is, against genuinely marked goods)
will result since one firm is deemed to stand in the
shoes- of the other and must suffer the consequences
of its own action. Usually, this situation arises
where the trademark was American-originated and for
eign use licensed. If the foreign firm originated the
mark and sold it to the American, Section 526 (and
Section ll24) would be appropriate, but if the for
eign. firm maintains ownership and merely licenses its

'American distributors, only protection against counter
feit marks is:inorder. Under the Bureau·s current
interpretation of applicable law, th~n, the Customs
Regulations are administered in such a way as to elicit
information about ownership and control relationships
concerning trademarks. Related companies mayor may
not be denied full protection depending on ownership
and control as viewed against the background of
Bourjois v. Katzel, Bourjois v. Aldridge and Section
526 of the Tariff Act." 66

Thus, we see that in the past the Customs BUreau has l:iJnited the

protection against imports which seems to be covered by the

wording of Sections 42 and 526. The new 1972 Customs Regulations

seem to, continue in this tradition except that the new Regula-,

tions specifically .elicit more information about ownership and

control than just that of principal and agent and seem to cover

and define affiliated companies more explicitly than ever before.

Here is the information which a United States registrant

must now submit to record a trademark with the Customs Bureau

under Sections 42 and 526:

7'{)'



A 1963 case dealing with Customs Regulations under Section

42, although not the exact point under dispussion in this paper,

n***Petitio~ers claim that the R~qulation, the decision
of the Customs Bureau and the action by defend~ts pur
suant thereto are· invalid and unlawful. In this regard,
petitioners bear a heavy burden, for it is clearly estab
lished that a Regulation promulgated by a legitimate
authority may be annulled only when, in the court's judg
ment 'it is plainly and palpably inconsis oent with law'." 69

.,.' .,.. !;~;;::'.

"(2) common control means effective control in policy
and operations and is not necessarily synonymous with
common ownership." ~

"(c) The name and principal business address of each
foreign person or business entity authorized or li
censed to use the trademark and a statement as to the
use authorized; and

71

"(1) Common ownership means individual or aggregate
ownership of more than 50 percent of the business en
ti~l~d

In comparison, Section 42" only requires the name and resi-

"(d) The identity of any parent or subsidiary compa
ny or other foreign company under common ownership or
control which uses the trademark abroad. For this
purpose:

stated:

Customs Regulations do.

dence of the registrant and the name of the locality in which
.. 68
his goods are m~ufactured for recordation•. Nothing in this

statute requires the additional information which the new



foreign manufacturer or even an independen,t concern from- ex-

organizations that the Customs Bureau, which is an administrative

72

includingngenuine-identical"and"genuine-authentic·

explicitl~ rejected in "Perfume" cases deCiSion.!4so,goods was

all goods

Congress I function in this area. Incidentally r this argument

that C?ngress' failure to enact a more restrictive interpretation

of Section 526 meant its original intent was to have it apply to

and 526 which restrictions were not passed by Congress is usurping

agency, by imposing restrictions on the scope of Sections 42

eluding genuine foreign-made merchandise legitimately bearing

the same trademark. But Congress did not pass such legislation

and- it is therefore argued by these industrial property rights

that the Bureau is exercising a legislative function through. its

tice and the'new Regulations of the Customs Bureau on the ground

have gone very far by preventing an American distributor or ex

clusive licensee which had registered a trademark in the United

States and which was an agent or subsidiary or affiliate of a

Regulations which function belongs only to Congress. You will

recall that Congress could have severa~ times
7Tin

the past acted

in this field by legislation. One Bill, the Celler Bill~OUld

Are the new 1972 Regulations plainly and palpably incon

sistent with Sections 42 and 526 so that they might be challenged

in the future? Several industrial property rights organizations

have thought so7~nd voiced objections both to the previous prac-



although the effect ofthe~erfume"cases is not clear, this

a~gument would appear to be without too much force.

Further, the new Regulations are unlikely to be challenged

by a private litigant since the exposure to the possibility of

anti-trust charges would obviously be very great. However, if

one were willing to take the risk of an anti-trust charge, a

private party could argue, of course, that certain Pgenuine

authentic· goods which it seeks to keep~ut of the United States

are in fact physically different or not of common origin from a

uniform quality point of view and, therefore, their sale in the

United States would harm the American registrant's reputation

in~the United States. In other words, a brave party risking an

anti-trust charge might argue that the situation was within the

spirit.of the Katzel and Aldridge cases although they were not

exactly the ~ame factual situations, i.e., they would be arguing

that there is an existing and separate American good will in· the

trademark which merits protection because the public looks to

that American business as the source of the goods. Als~, as noted

previously, the products in the "Perfume- cases were arguably very

unique in that there were no other competing products possible be

cause of the strong appeal of the trademark. However, the chances

of winning these arguments, if a private party were brave enough

to bring them, are highly speculative.

As far as Congressional legislation is concerned, if any

73
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were contemplated, in today's era which tends toward the promo

tion of free trade it probably would be in the direction of the

Customs Bureau's approach. On the other hand, if unemployment

conditions or the balance of payments situation were to worsen

in the United States, Congress might amend Sections 42 and 526

to more specifically excludengenuine-identical"andhgenuine

authentic"goods.

So, in conclusion, we are left with Lthe likelihood that the

question of a United States trademark's owner's right to exclude

parallel imports will be determined in the next few years by the

1972 Customs Regulations. As we have seen, genuine-identical or

genuine-authentic goods will not be excluded by the CUstoms

Bureau:

1. If both the United States and foreign trademark are

owned by the same party; or

2. If one trademark is owned by a parent-corporation and

the other a subsidiary or there is some other element

of common ownership, i.e.,

"individual or aggregate ownership of more

than fifty percent of the business entity·

or common control, i.e.,

"Effective control in policy and operations"

which "is not necessarily synonymous with

oommonownership"; or



','

3. If the articles of foreign manufacture bear 'a re

corded trademark applied under authorization of the

United states owner. 74

The essential question in situations involving parallel im

ports under the CUstoms aureau's 1972 Regulations is ~

degree of closeness and eontrol between the United' States trade-

mark owner and the £()reign user. The extreme applications of

the new Regulations, of course, are,obvieus. (Let us here

define the word "genuine" as meaning goods bearing a trademark lawfu~ly

applied in their country of origin.) If the United States trade~

mark registrant and thefor~gn user of an identical mark are

in fact independent of each other, the "genuine"' goods of the

foreign user may be excluded from the United States by a regis

trant of the United States trademark, whether he be of foreign

or American oriq,i;n. If the degree of closeness between the

United States trademark registrant and the foreign user of the

same mark fits into any of the relatively clear categories to

which part 133.21 of the 1972 Customs Regulations say Sections

42 and 526 do,not apPly;SLe.. the United States registrant

and the foreign user are either the same party, or parent and

subsidiary or involve common ,ownership of more than 50%, or

the goods seeking entry bearing a recorded trademark applied

under the ,authority of the United States trademark owner, then

75
, ,



tributor which owned the trademark even though not made by it,

will fall into the Customs Regulations category of "common

a third party could cause
m

arguable depending on

may be infringement and a ,"copy or simulation" within Section 42

confusion. Therefore, it is certainly

indicating ~eir true foreign maker by

76

ngenuine identical" or "genuine-authentic" goods, there still

ngenuinen goods may not be excluded. Just what sit~ations

or where the Customs Bureau·s Regulations may permit entry of

because there may be a separate and independent local coed will
-~

in the mark which belongs to the American trademark owner. How-

ever, whether antitrust aspects and policy considerations would

it has been recognized that a sale of "genuine-identical" goods

i.e. ,. goods bearing a trademark which was true in the sense of

the fact situation that, in any case of so~called"genuin~goods

infringement for the importation and sale of even "genuine

identical" g~dS?" Thus, where the public understood that the

U.S. trademark meant the goods carne from the United States dis-

control n , i.e., "effective control in policy and operations n so

as to be excluded from the protections of Sections 42 and 526

are anybody's guess at this time.

On the other hand, let us not forget that, despite the
~

Customs Bureau's Regulations, the U.S. Supreme Court has held

that a United States trademark owner may bring an action for



~~
permit the courts today to .... such an independent American

good will and therefore infringement where goods of a foreign

affiliate or licensee are involved and a common ownership of

the good will in the trademark seems likely is not very clear

at this time.

. IIANKLlN PtERCE
LAW CENTER UBRARY

CONCORD. N.H.
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38. Bourjois'v.Katzel, supra note 29 at 691'-692.
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Bou~~ois v. A~~Yi.cg~, ~ra note 42 at 1014.

37. Bourjois v. Katzel, supra note 29.

16-. Fred Gretsch Manufacturing' Company' -v. Scho"eningand Malone
as Collector. etc., 238 Fed. 780 (2nd Cir. 1916).

35; ra, at 30.

3". Apo11inaris Co" Limited v. Scherer. 27 Fed. 18 (S.D.N.Y.
1886)

30. United States v. Guerlain, supra note 12.

31. Apollinaris Co., Limited v. Scherer" 27 Fed. 18 (S.D.N.Y.
1886)

29. A. Bourjois & Company, 'Inc. v. Anna Katzel, 260 U.S. 689
(1923) reversing 275 Fed. 539 (2nd ~ir. 1922); A. 30urjois
& Company Inc. v. George W. Aldridge, Collector, etc~,

263 U.S. 675 (1923) 292 Fed. 1013 (2nd Cir. 1922)

28. Apollinaris Co., Limited v. Scherer, 27 Fed. 18 (S.D.N.Y.
1886}, Russia Cement Co. v. Frauenhar et a i ,', 133 Fed. 518
(2nd Cir. 1904), Fred Gretsch Manufacturing Company v.
Schoening and Ma~ne as Collector, etc., 238 Fed. 780 (2nd
Cir. 1916); ,

27. 15 U.S.C. Sec. 1114(1).

26. J. Thomas McCarthy, TRADEMARKS AND UNFAIR COMPETITION, Sec.
23:1, pp. 34-35 (1st ed., The Lawyers Co-operative
Publishing ce ,, 1973).
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44. See cases cited supra note 28.

45. See text. pages 10-11 and supra note 21.

46. UniT-ad States v. Guerlain, supra note 12-

47. United States v. Guer1ain, supra note 12, 114 U.S.P.O. at
224, 230, 233 and 236.

48. Id. at 225.

49. Id •. at 226, fn.• 17.

50. Id. at 224, 230, 233 and 236. Here is a sample of the
DIstrict Court's findings in this regard:

•
-12. The owner of record of ali of the cornmon

stock of American Lanvin. is Edouard L.Cournand.
Cournand acquired this ownership of record under
the terms of a "stock purchase agreement" dated
June 21, 1946. The purchase price recited in that
agreement was $100.00. Under the provisions of
the agreement, Cournand was obliged to terminate
'the business, of the company in Lanvin toilet goods,
and to change the name American Lanvin so as .to ex
clude therefrom the word Lanvin, if for. any reason
the merchandise agreements or the intangible assets
agreement between American_Lanvin and ~rench Lanvin
were teminated. The termination of either of tho.se
aqreements would render the comrnonstock in American
Lanvin ~rth1ess. The stock purchase agreement also
precluded Cournand from disposing of his stock or
voting it in favor of any proposal to merge the com
pany with any other o~9anization or to sell any part
of its assets.

"13. The merchandise agreements between American
Lanvin and French Lanvin, the fi~st dated Nove~ber 16,
1946 and the second dated January 5, 1953 prescribe
the terms under which American Lanvin purchases
Lanvin toilet goods from French Lanvin; Under the
agreement now in effect Courn~nd must retain his.
ostensible majority ownership of the common stock
of American Lanvin, and the agreement will terminate
if Cournand ceases to be the~hief executive officer
of American Lanvin. American Lanvin is required to
deal exclusively in the products of French Lanvin
and to conduct all of its merchandisi.ng in a manner
satisfactory to French Lanvin failing which )?rench
Lanvi.n may t.e rrnLna t e the agreement.
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1114. The intangible assets agreements, the first,
with French Lanvin, dated November 16" 1946, the!'
second, with Renacimiento, de tied Ye s of " Nov. 18, 1946
and the tihi.r-d, with Coverep, C.A., ·dated March 25, 1953,
control the manner in which American Lanvin may use

. Lanvin trademarks. These agreements, like the merchan
dise agreements, are condi.t.Loned upon" American Lanvin
associating Lanvih trademarks with goods supplied by
French Lanvinin a manner satisfactory to French Lanvin.
If American Lanvin fails to conduct its business in a
manner satisfactory to French Lanvin or itsVene~uelan

affiliate, or if the merchandise agreement is terminated:
for any reason, the intangible assets agreement will
terminate. Termination of the intangible assets agree
ment would require American Lanvin to release and reassign
all its Lanvin.trademarks toCoverep,C.A. Such termina
tion would ef~ectively destroy the business of American
Lanvin and render its cornmon stock'" .worthless.

"15. Ameri.can Lanvin, in deciding upon its action
on the exclusioR from importation into the United States
of·Lanvin toilet'goods purchased in France from French
Lanvin, accommodated its policies in this matter to the
desires of .French Lanvin '.

"16. As a result of the facts found in Findings
12, 13, 14 and 15, French Lanvin effectively controls
American Lanvin in the management of its business as
we11 as in the nature and qual-ity of the products
s.old by American Lanvin under Lanvintrademarks.
American Lanvin and French Lanvin are parts of a single
intern~tionalbusinessenterpriseengaged in manufactur
ing and marketing Lanvin toilet goods." - 114 U.S.P.O.
at 236.

51. 15 U.S.C. Sec. 2.

52. Walter J .• nerenberg, "The Tenth Year of Administration of
th~e Lanham Trademark Act of 1946 11

, 114 "Patent, Trademark
and copyright weekly Reports, No.7, 'Part II, August 12,
1957, p. 13; see also generally Milton Handler, "Trademarks
Assets or Liabilities?", 48 TMR 661 (1958)

53. United States v. Guerlain, supra note 12, 114 U.S.P.O. at
225-226.

54. United Statesv. Guerlain, supra note 12, 172. F •. Supp. at 107.
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55. re , at 108

Derenberg, supra note 60, at 374.

See text page 10.

Atwood,~ note 58', at 309-310.

19 CFR Sec. 133.2.

In the Matter of the Petition'ofGeorg Jensen Inc. for"Can
cellation of the Recorded Trade Name "Georg Jensen Y Wendel'
A/S", T.D. 52711,86 Treas. Dec. 17, p. 4 (1951) as quoted in
Derenberg, Walter.J. Derenberg, "The Impact of the Antitrust
Laws on Trade-Marks ~n Foreign Conunerce", 42 TMR 365 (1952),

Part I at 375

Atwood, supra note 58, at 315

John F. Atwood, "Import Restrictions on Trademarked Mer
chandise-The Role,of the United'States Bureau of cus eoms" I

59 TMR 301 (1969)

Atwood, supra note 58, at 305-306.

H.R. 7234, supra note 57, sec. 2, 49 TMR 673 (1959).

AtwoOd~~ note 58, at 307.

15 U.S.C. Sec. 1127.
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57. H.R. 7234, 86thCorigress"lstSession, Introduced May 19,
1959 by Mr. E. Celler. A copy of this proposed bill is
set forth in 49 TMR 671-673 (1959).

56. For an interesting case dealing with Section' 526 and the
importation of If g'e nu i ne - i de nt i c a l ll goods for personal use ,
see Sturgesv. Clark D. Pease, Inc., et al 48 F.2d 1035
(2nd Cu. 1931).

58.

70. E.G., letter dated April 7, 1971 from The United States
Trademark Association to Commissioner of customs; The
New York Patent Law Association, as reported in Vol. 12
of its Bulletin, No.5, March 1973, at p.3.

69. Muebles e lnmuebles, S.A., et al. v. Milton E. LeBlanc.
Collector of Customs, etc., et al. 216 F. Supp. 384
(E.D. La. 1963)

67.

68.

61.

62.

63.

64.

65.

66.
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78. See,·e.... , Menendez·etal. v.Faber,Coeand Gregg, Inc.
et.a1. 174 ~.P.Q. 80, al-lla (s.b.N.x. 1912).

71. See supra note 57 and also, e.g., s. 3713, 90th Congress
Second Session, Introduced by Sen. J. McClellan, July 1,
1968.

72. Supra note 57.

73. United States v. Guerlain,supra note 12, 114 U.S.P.Q. at 225.

74. 19 CFR Sees. 133.2 and 133.21.

75. See text at pages 12-13.

76. As of August I, 1973, the "Bureau of Customs" was designated
the nUnited States Customs Service II • Treasury Department order
No. 165-23. Chapter 1, title 19 of the Code of Federal Regu
lations, the Customs Regulations,were amended to conform to
the new designation effective September 12, 1973. 38 Federal
Register No. 176, 9/12/73, Page 25171.

77. BouSioiS v. Katzel and Bourjois v. Aldridge, supra note 29
It ould be noted that: ..

"There are some who believe that the Supreme COurt
decision in Katzel was narrowed by the 1924 decision of
Prestonettes, Inc. v. Coty. (264 U.S. 359, 68 L. Ed. 731,
44 S. Ct. 350 (1924») There the Court permitted the impor
tation of genuine goods even when the defendant importer
repackaged the goods in this country. The holding was
based on the fact that the public understood the goods to
be of foreign origin.

"However, it is submitted that this was not in con
flict with Katzel. The French m~nufacturer waS ~he owner
of the trademark in both France and the United States and
the manufacturer brought the action, not the distributor.
Although there was significant local good will, it was not
local and independent good will. II Lawrence E.Abelman,
nTerritoriali·ty Principles in Trademark Law", 60 TMR 19,
24-25 (1970).

" ~.
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79. Menendez et al v. Faber, Coe and Gregg, Inc. et al;
supra note 77 at 90 where the District Court sa~d:

"The remedies provided by Section 526 of the
Tariff Act Of 1930,19 U.S.C. 1526, Section 42 of the
Lanham Act, 15 U.S.C. 1124, are not, as the inter
ventorsurge, .the __ exclusive remedies available against
a foreign manufacturer or importer who infringes United
States registered trademarks in this country. There
is nothing in either statutewilich remotely indicates
that the remedies they provide are or were intended to
be the only remedies available. It is clear that the
general provisions of the Lanham Act may be invoked
against foreign citizens who infringe United States
trademarks in this country, whether or not resort has
been had to the remedies provided in 19 U.S.C. 1526
and Section 42 of the Lanham Act." ~
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CASE 1:

1'<

&;w'n-J#/ IN
M: -rSUk~Uf,rO

1 J""e. 1964

Z9 F~b .• 1964

~j

TOKYO DISTRICT COURT DECISION

PREFACE:

INJUNCTION OF INFRINGEMENT (TOKYO DISTRICT COURT
SHOWA 38 (U) No. 10414)

PROVISIONAL DISPOSITION (TOKYO DISTRICT COURT SHOWA 39 '
(YO) No. 2.339) •
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PlaintiU Shriro was a trading firm doing business in Japan with it8
head office in Canada. wae 801e agent for Parker fountain pens, products
of the Parker Pen Co. of Wisconsin and was the exclusive licensee lor the
registered trademark PARlillR in fountain pens in Japan. Defendant, Aki
Shcka i , its business being the importation of8tationery, imported genuine
Parker pens through a trading firm in Hong Kong.

SHRIRO TRADING COMPANY LTD. v, AKI SHOKAI LTD.

CASE Z:

Bayer, the well-known German p~rm.aceuticalcompany, began a
suit for injunction against American Drug in Tokyo who imported and 80ld
genuine Bayer aspirin on the ba.ai. of trademark ownership in Japan of
ita trademark BAYER. The court acknowledged Bayer'. plea and ordered
injunctiOn.

This case ta referred to aa the firat caee in a aeries of casea-involv
Ing ibis particular problem of paraUel importation of 'genuine goods in
Japan..

TOKYO DISTRICT COURT DECISION

ON THE PROBLEM OF PARALLEL IMPORTATION
OF GENUINE GOODS IN. JAPAN

FARBEN FABRIKEN BAYER AG v, AMERICAN DRUG CQl.PORATION

I would like to introduce major cases involved in parallel importa
tion of genuine goods in Japan and hope they will be of some use to you.
You will note later from my speech that Borne of the cases show that
parallel importation of genuine good. constitute infringement. and.ecme
do not. • •.. A review of thee e caeea will enable you to know the changes
in the attitudes judicially a8 well .a adminiairativelytowarda this con
troversial problem of parallel importation of genuine good. in Japan.
So, let me present to you a brief chronological aunu::nary of thes. ca.eca.



CASE 3:

li

Z9 May, 1965

Z7 Feb., 1970

fiHRIRO TRADINQ CO.v.

OSAKA DISTRICT COUR,T DECISION

CASE 4:

TOKYO DISTRICT COUI\.T DECISION

This case i., consfdeeedtc be quite significant in clarifying that
there-is some limitation en the right olan- exclusive licensee calling for.
an -injunction over parall~1 importation of genuine goods. 10 let me
discuse this case in eonu! detail.

Consequently Plaintiff Shriro sued for a provisional disposition
against Defendant Aki Sbokai. and the Tokyo District Court ordered an
injunction on the basis ofi the exclusive Hceneee IS right On the registered
trademark PARKER No. ,171867.

Plalnti££ N. M. C. Viae- a .eeceeaeer- toAki Shokai, a party Defendant
to Caee 2., established b'Y] thesam.e'representatiVelB a.fter the latter was
dissolved.

N. M. C. LTD.

The8e three ca.es to which 1 have just referred all are examples
showiDg that 'parallel impprtation of genuine goodll cODstituted wl;"inge
ment.

Although DefendantiSankai Shoten filed an oppos.ition against a'
provisional disposition. i,t was unsuccessful.

Defendant Sankai Sboten imported instant cqifee bearing the trade
mark NESCAFE. and Plalntiff Nestle Nippon. aa exclusive licensee for
the registered t rademe rk NESCAFE. sued for a provi8ionaldispoaiUon,
which was approved by Tokyo District Court.

PROVISIONAL DISP05IT.ON AND OBJECTION (TOKYO DISTRICT
COURT SHOWA 40 (Mol No. 969)

NESTLE NIPPON LTD. ! v, SANKAl SHOTEN

In this connection. :let me add that this particular case has a close
connection with ,a .imilar! case which I will bring to .your attenti~n later
in my speech.
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SUIT FOR CONFIRMATtON OF NON-EXISTENCE OF INJUNCTION
RIGHT (OSAKA DISTRIqT COURT SHOWA,43 (WAI No. 7003)



.A;,.~rY;(lirthi8ca ..e i.a8 follows:

(2.) The legiti;macy of plaintiU'spetitionneeds to be' considered on the
basia of the substance of protection for trademarks.

90

""c'''', .".

There was no difference in quality between the- Parker product.
impor~ by plaintiff N. M. C. through Hcngkcng and tboee imported

.by defendant directly from the United State••

Defendant-is identical to 'Plaintiff inCa8eZ.~So.Surpri8in81y
enough borh pe.rrdeato-thfa caseareeuhstantiaUy the sam.e as in Case 2.,
withUaeonly.differenceheingthattbepositions of the parties are reversed
and w:ithtJ'lieca.fI;ebei:ng for a confirmation of the non-existenCe of an
lnjUDctio~l"ig.~t,;:wJ::1Ut!r;:Ca.:e2 was _- for provisional disposition•

Because Defenda"nt Shriro filed with Customs "a petition for- an
import 'injunction On goods infrigning intangible properties to the e££ect
that an importation by a third party of designated goods bearing the
registered trademark PARKER be held in custody On the basis of its
exclusive licensee's right, cueeome decided On the policy o£ not clearing
the goods in the absence of defendant's letter of consent. even though the
goode were genuine.

The Trademark Law is intended for the protection of the good will
established byuee ola trad~arkby a trad~mark Owner. for main
tenance of order in the :£low of goods. and protection of benefit to
COnsumer. through the protection ot origin ,function and the quality

(1) Defendant Shriro had never engaged in the manufacture of pens
bearing the trademark PARKER.De!en~ntwas given by Parker
Co. an exclusive right of sale in Japan for Parker pens and other
designated goods manufactured by Parker Co. and bearing the
trademark PAIUq;R and had been engaged·in the importation and
sale in Japanaa SoleAgent for Parker pene.

According to the Trademark Law. a tradeDlark is destgned to per£onn
the functions of di8tinguishing the identity o£ origin, as well as guar
anteeingequality of l1uality o£ goods. The reason why the Trademark
Law provides a trademark owner with an exclusive right of use should.·
be construed as prevenUng the functions of distinguishing origin and
guaranteeing quality from beirigimpaired by the use of an identical
or similar trademark by a third party on goode identical or similar
to the deSignated goode.

ThiBwas the reason. plaintiff N. M. C. sued for confirma'tion .that
the defendant had no right to Object to importAtion by plaintiff. Interestingly
enough the Osaka District Court approved plaintiff's petition giving a deer
sioncontrary.to the one decided in Case Z. The full text of the judgement
is too' long to relate in a short time••0 we have to' confine ourselves only
toa f~ major pOints, I am a£raid:

'.



(5) The court reflected'on whether the trademark PARKER aymholized
good will. on the.parto~ the Parke~ Co. or good. will on the part of
the exclusive licensee.

The result Is that since Parker products imported by plaintiff are
of identical quality with those im.ported by defendant. there is no
danger of deception of origin or confusion of quality taking place
in the public, nor i. there any danger of the good will and other.
business interest of the trademark owner 'Parker Pen CO~ being
Impaired.

The court reflected on how plaintiff N. M~ Ce 18 act of importation
and sale of genuine Parker product. affected the functions and
related interest of the registered trademark PARKER for which
defendant Shriro was an exclusive licensee.

Since the protec~on for a .trademark should rightfully be subjected
to 80cial restriction. although a trademark right Is basically a kind
of private property right. the ambit of the-principle of territoriality
of trademarks .hould be decided by considering much of the presence
of in£ringementon trademark'. functions in the .light of the spirit of
the protection for trademarkll.

Although plaintiff quoted the exhaustion theory of trademarks which
. ff •

is known inWcst Germany 'ae.Erschoffung Or Verbrauch and has
been. occasionally adopted by various courts" in order to disapprove
the right to ban free importation of genuine goods, the court did
not rec.ognize plaintiff's assertion based on this theory by 8aying
. the court could not readily subscribe to this. theory".

gnarantp.e of a t rudcma rk thus enabling consumer-s toobtain good.
of the .eame origin or qualityJ:hat they want without being misled.

91

'Thue the dir~ct objectives of. trademark protectiori lie, in these
{unctions ,of a trademark, through the protection of which the
benefit to a trademark owner as well as the interest" of the public
are p'rotect.ed, In this connection it should be pomted out that a
trademark righti. a stronger right from the view point of8ociety
and the public interest than other forms of intellectual property
rightae

The result i. that -de:£endaJJ.t'sgo()dwillin b\18~neIJ8 as the exclusive
licensee and the world rePutation of -Parker prod~ct8 fonned by ,
theParkerCoe,combine to form one and the .. same good will that
is inseparable ,from each o~er~' .

Ac.c().r9ingly•...Bi~ce .~e.:P~r.ke~,._Co~ good._~ill.,~I1:. b:u~~~e8~ 18 not
. lmpairedbyplaintiff N-.¥. ~e.18.brJ.J)()Ttation,aJ1d_ ~~le of, genuine
Parker products, although defendant'B .. monopo1istic control o.ver
the Japanese market 18 thxeetend, it follo~. that defen~t'. good.

(4)

(3)



will is not impaired either. Furthe~·more. the approval of parallel
importation of genuine' products by third parties will give. rise to
Ca.i r and free' competition in price and service and 80 on in the
domestic market, thue bringing about auch positive advantages as
an Impr-ovement in i.nternational trade and industries in addition to
bringing about benefits to consumers, eventually serving the purpo8e
of Trademark Law.

(6) The Court'. conclusion was aa follow.~

Plaintiff's act of import and 8ale of genuine Parker product. cannot
be construed aa conflicting with the purpose of the Trademark
.ystem.

The threat to defendant's exclusive control Over the Japanese market
does Dot provide a 8ubstantial reasOn for condemning plaintiff'.
importation and sale. In the light of trademark protection. pla.intiff'l
act o~ importation and sale of genuine Parker products lacks illegality.
and doee not constitute any lnfringeJDent or right.

(7) De£eDdaU Shriro appealed to the Osaka lUgher Court from this decision,
However', the exclusive license contract between Shriro and Parker
Co. was cancelled later by Parker Co•• accordingly the Osaka Higher
Court over ruled the original decision on the ground that defendant
did not hold an exclusive right of use ,?f the trademark in question.

This case, a8 1 have said previously. ie quite a significant case
and considered"breal<through In allowing. parallel importation of
genuine goods On the basia of the eubeeanee of protection for trade
mark8. It i. also anintel'e.ting case a.a~exam.ple showing tlULt
plalntilf through its painful and strenuous elforts, deaplte Its initial
failure, finally achieved SUccess.

CASES:

. FINANCE MINISTRY'S NOTICE ON PETITION FQI. IMPORT
lNJUNcnoN ON GENUINE GOODS .

(NOTICE No. 1443. issued ZS Aug•• 1912 effective I oee., 1912)

The aeries of cases I mentioned today culminate in this caee 5 which
i. not really a judiciary peccedent though.

Japan's CustOms Tari£! Law, Art. 21· specifies that goodainfringing
a patent right, a trademark right and sO on fall under an import embargo.

JUBt ·over a year ago the Finance Ministry issued a Notice by which
it lifted the·embargo on the importation ot genuine good. under certain
condition••
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The main purport of the Notice is as follows:

Why did the Finance Ministry take such a measure.

(1) 'Vhen eithel".a foreign manufacturer and trademark owner in Japan
a r-e one and the same enterprise or are in such a special relation
to each other as to be deemed ae One and the same

Accordingly it follows that with the enforcement of this Notice the
Finance Ministry is going to free the importation oC those goode that It
had previously embargoed because of trademark infringement. .

93

This Finance Mini.try's Notice: ban epoch making administrative
measure.

According to this Notice. the parallel importation by a third party
ol genuine good. ol dilferent quality I••till forbidden aa it u.ed to be..

Firstly, the Osaka-District Court's decision all referred to in Case
4 was obviously instrumental in influencing the Finance Ministry to issue
this notice. Secondly, the Finance Ministry reportedly attributes one
of the reasonS Why the price. of imported goo~. do not drop despite the
up-valuation of yen to the monopolistic import by distributors with ail
exclusive licensee'B right.

CU8toms used to take the position that importation of goods failing
under a trademark as specified by Cuatom.s 'rarilf Law Art. Zl was Dot
pennitted, unle•• a letter of consent was submitted..

Because, hitherto on the basie of the Custom.s Tariff Law a trade
mark owner or it. exclu8ive licensee could ban ~e parallel bnportation
of genuine goode as well a8 opurioue goods by .. third party by submitting
to customs a petition demanding injunction.

Actually. based on such an opinion, the Fair Trade Commission
announced Anti-monopoly Act Cluidelinsa for Sole .Import Pistributorahip

However, there lathe opinion that even in Buch a case, if the quality
or the market to which the goods are intended i. indicated on goode, free
parallel importation will not at all impair the purpo.e of protection lor
trademarks. .

Provid"cd that these two conditions are satisfied, the parallel
importation of genuine goods does not constitute a tradentark infringe
ment, 80 the goode are not .ubjeet to an embargo injunction at customs.

(Z) Where goods to be imported and Bold either by a trademark OWner
or its exclusive licensee,respectively, in Japan and those to be
importedand sold by .. third party bear the same trademark and.
are ot same quality.



etc. in which it regarded the act of unduly hindering parallel importation
of genuinegooda as" tending tocoDstitute uniair business -practices_

However. many distributors-who-are-now unable" to ban parallel
importation by a third party of genuine goods clue to this measure of the
Finance Ministry eue to determine the legitimacy of customa I measure
due to this Notice. although consumers dcubale s al'y welcoIfle with applause
this Noticeenapling them: to get genuine goods either of 1dEmtical or dif
ferent quality lor cheaper pricea ~an they wowd otherwise kave to pay_.

CONCLUSION:

1 have just reviewed the Japaneae judicial and 'adminiatrative positions
taken during the course of five ca.•••• and. hope they will be of .opi.e us. to
you.

l..H



on "the related laws DOW i.n :force, although ~solved, ,6ii;,

suchwell-kno:WIl compani,;'!s as Nacdonalp·,',s and l\,entucky .Fried

vn,mll IN
T. F"tJ',iuDto

Sys.t.em )whiCh

FRANCHISE SYSTEH AND JAPANESE LAWS

to the--'

ment ,(Kado in Japanese) ,and teae~r:e;lnony_.cS~d.o".

IV '1~)
However, it, 18-;;;-- onl-Y(i"ecent years tbat Fanchise

D5

to a f"ranchisee-under,the,condition ~~at the franchisee yield•

According~ "The Franchise Distribution lf ....a:ftcullaboPft",'';''eft Hi t b

and pendig.g ..

-1"< rUbIAUtt,• ..J

developed a certain pattern or f"ormu1a in rela~ion to the spe-

...
patter~ already set ,up by t~e £ranchiser.

. -rIfE, tAJ'Tff-y:r, . . '.~
I~ 7 a oe above there Iras eXis.tedlUFranchise System l1

,< ViI....,..:P. . . 0&/
in ·'Japan:since old t.imes,~ Iemoto-seid,?~rrrepresentation.

pS1<l1;L.l~It£D HRJ/1:)E:~ j"OJ£kj <,,,.o~, 0

syst.em.> which has been ... 1: "' and ~eeeJl!Y1 dn{£lo"':er, ar-r-ansre-.( ...• . o.

cific undertaking gives the r1ght to carry on, the undertaking

Mr. E.H. Lewis and lolr. R.S. Hancock, "Franchise Distribution

IN . .,.JItt0:f-J
System" is defined as being an agreement ~1"ranchieer.who

In Japan, Franchise System has,recently mades rapid progress,

but laws, acts and/or regulations concerning franchisiQ&,has

tJ !!;.!:.J
not yet come tO,be well ~stablished. w~~e£erto apd comment

o~ "'1A'~~ MIi" ~7/"'(" 1$€-"'
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Chicken, have now adop~ed in~irculating :ield}has found its

_-(oJ. /,J fl.} ~1'>\;Y . IV
way i?,Japa~emarkab~tthatis to sayfFFanchis. Systeml1D the

Vll1>e«. "'~'~*) W.u;.#J 1+ ) 1M
form,~ certain package is sold £romCfranchiser to{rran-

. ft ~I:!f;.v . .•chisee, .-.eb package inelu products, service, training of

,/oJ , -f6"""'o.Vt..y "'~ loft'...... lis.->
employees h 27 I r:::a1es prolDot=CSn (iia fthlthe ri,sht to

sell produc~s and service under a ~radeDame and service mark,

-flt~J I'" ""f~~lJ """ fO"'- ~~
a....a..i!2""'2...._~~ranchisee ssume responsibility'" paying ~ranehise

tee and royalties based on profits rising from the sale of

products and service.

T~.~ref'ore, -investigation of' franchise and 'the rela'ted laws G. J.fA S

04~£. 1I4.~ r~
not ~i in , yet,and ~ laws wi~h'~e object of regulat-

ing fioanehis~filr;e~nehise Inves'tmen't Law 'that was set up

~:::" B&~.~~".)in Ca1i£ornia, U.S.A. in 1970) °not ye't· n Japan.

<' 5 .1
However t' I i I Franchise syste!:l has :l sa p 20 JliiIig tit MA1>p-:

IAJ 7J~A" ..,..~
great strides and thusJ~erit and demerit of' tranchise~and ~~~

..J, ftR~ p'U'8U£17r ~;;<, 1~$I"ti'T~
protection o£"francbise,"a.. e JcSiaLIS -, +~raised V 7 iLS

by people concerned.

)Jt>f$J>
In response -to tho".' +q,njremen+s a commercial promotion law

tor the medium and EmaIl trader which is aimed at promoting

~-smaller enterprises, was~ before the Diet by the Japanese
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expected ~o become effective from September 29, 1973.

chiserls trademark, trade name and otber indication and in turn

1~

The law is

in going into a franchise agreement.

-f1!J'-'
a package f'romfl'ranchiser 'to

'1'''''''on <:t"ranehisee ,

f'ranchisee.

3) The technical guidance of' the manazcment.

2) The sales conditi0nf0£

4) ~he trademark and tradename and other indication.

5) The term, renewal and cancellation of a contract.

the follwoing

, "n'F)
i~£- ~anchi ser

In entering into an agreement, it is a matter o~ course ~hat we

IJJf c.oiol'",..,"'p
have to provide the above items in an ngreemen') and is -thought

shall pay an affiliation fee, guaranty money and others to
"f>",y

~ranchiser, is provided in a franchise agreement by franchiser,

"f~ i1~~* E-V:P/A'oJ,:,.,~henCtranchiser is compelled to papers &emtiopipg ~~H+

,-----...
items to the would-be franchisee 1wJ explaili and,

<~./do so, f"ranchisee is able to advise 1~~
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We qu.ot.e the ,following article f"rom the law.

A tp".J
"When~ clause that rancbisee is allowed to use the f"ran-

~
Governmen-t and passed tlt gh on August 31, 1973_

fails to

SIIIl'MI1/.
:franchiser to pa:;A: the papers and explain in detail, .. "
-,~t. 17,...s ~-.

1) An af'f'iliation fee and guarantee f'ee and others levied



~he agreement caref'ully in advance, the aepene se Government poW

1'.vforcesrrranchiserto disclose the contents of the agreement

-r(,li5~
in advance. ~tbe first time that ~apenese laws'have

",.

1) 5 A fff5k(.
liB ei ftffN;; EI 8' it..

Tr'ad-e Commd 't t.e e

~ .
System,~; ..~he Anti-Trust. Law

-(/JV .
relatedto-~ranehise Sy8tem.

something to do~thFranch1se

P"JR.Ttc·~LV
is(thoug~t' to be very closely

~~ 0"
In Japan, there~ly -a i"el1 ca.sEll>-tlbat ;franchises ·in-rring'~t,
O(J

..w.b

~thout obtaining enough time to investigate the conten~s of

intervened in the Japanese Franchise System, Which is of great

9S

and smal-l' trader ..

s:i.gni:ficance.

concerned parties.

~
As ~ranchisee is o~ten forced to sign an agreemen~un£airly

....~

As laws relating to<Franchise System, we can po1nt· out the

.........
Trademark Lawja-! t.he Ul1:rair Competition. Law and the Anti-

M~I!7"~"'" T..v
Trust Law, iii e s,; de s ,- commercial promotion law' ·for the medium

t..~<;)""-1
.,Ret te se in reed: as to'provide'the' "above items 'in laws,

-(~'!Y '7rf~"-" P,!!Vbut we seersuch a simple' is~ o£~en/observed by the

the Anti-Trust Lews , and the Japane'se Fair

. ''''. . :£;c1; 5=~ I~t/:-,sr(~,~ ~ '.
\ ~ also f ranch1se-'System

\Jl-flt£ Both 'the Trademark Law and the Un£air Competition La,., have
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danger of

orJ

GorJi).~T r"s,"";'~; 'o/j,f;cq. WO()H> f?fkD
4Ical iii th WIdE! the ConGl C28B "eiRi· 6 "3) To

u asee..

one af"ter another ill Japan.

un£air and discriminate manner.

1) To deal with a competitor (a fellow trader) in an
/

essential items; RS lI/Jr'tlR. TfUl"1)£ f61.

preventing Q fair corupetitio~fhe Japanese Fair Trade

Committee designate &'5 the wt£a:i;p 'tiFt! do among the following
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Ei~hcr way, in f'u-ture, 1£n'15 concerning; f'ranchi-sewill be enacted

posi~ion in transaction.

'the competitor's enterprise activity, Uj.JFA-I~LY<y

~) To deal with a compe~i~or by making use of his own

2) To transact with others with unbalan~ed value to value.

. ~~iS ;J),l-ICIf Al2~
The Ant.i-Trust Law prohibits 4 1 an act that r in

1f35J'
Therefore, ~be £ranchise agreement stipulated above ~ the

:iJ"~possibility ,of i.nf'ringing~ the Anti-Trust La5 we should

...... __O:;-~~b'~~_=-be careful .IflIC not to infringe ""t;ti=f 6 e OJ

/'-roe: ". futureiO!)t-~'lIa__

~~
Whe-ther or not~ c a e es infringe, with the Anti-Trust Law H

OJJ "1'"1.#£ . :;1 '; 0 TUAV
de_old to decide case-by......cas fit is difficult to discuss

1\ """f"J/<J1/T '),~c.S~"',J'" hJJ ACr"t'll..}
this as~ general matter,_l;s 5 cat. !i~ caslf;>--

f;>1L



Cfi'tt1t+l.#!, as.
COMMON LAW AIm STATE TRADEMARKS IN THE UNITED STATES

Clarence R, Patty, Jr.

The principal subject of this paper was suggested by the Japanese Group, who

asked if" the American Group might present a discussion as to "Elntragungsgrundsatz"

(appropriation de 18 mar-que par Le depot) -and I1Benutzungsprinzipll (appropriation de

18 marque par l'usage) in U.S.A. [appropriation of marks by registration and cp

propriation of marks by usage in U.S.A.]. The discussion of State Trademarks was

prompted at the suggestion of the American Group who felt that our Japanese

friends might have at least a philosophical interest in that subject.

There is an old saying--and I must confess that I have no notion as to where

it orlginated--thatgoes something like this "all generalizations-have an element

of untruth, including, probably, even this one." Having thus cautioned you, I will

begin with the generalization that all substantive rlghtsin trademarks in the

United States are acquired by usagei tben, somewhere further down the line, I will

refet to two situations which, in my view, represent the most notable exceptions

to this generalization.

It 1s not a purpose of this paper, indeed the available time would not pe~~it

it, to trace the development of United States Trademark Law which, like practically

all of Un:f.t:edStates jurisprudence, was developed by the courts as flC~~ j.~'W"

long before any trademark statutes were adoptee by our Congress. If you are in

terested in that history, I think I can do no better' than refer you to an article

entitled uTRADEMARXS - mIR EARLY HISTORY", by Benjamin G. Paster, published in

THE TRADEMARK REPORTER, Volume 59, Number 8, August, 1969. I believe that reprints

of this article are available, in at least limitedquantities, fromTbe United

States Trademark Association, 6 East 45th Street, New York, New York 10017.

Suffice it' to say that, as developed at common law, the courts recognized a

property right in the existence of a relat~onship beeween a mark applied to goods

and the source of origin.of those goods. Once recognizing the existence of such a

property right, it was the very nature ofncommon law" to protect tha:. p_ropert~

right. Thus, without benefit of any statutes on the ,subject, early courts first

in England and later in the United States, applied common law principles to enjoin
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and otherwise punish those whQwou~d trade upon'the reputation established by the

first user of a trademark.

A study of the Act, however, will reveal that whereas it may only conf111D or

codify, rather than actually bestow substantive rights, it offers the trademark

owner definite procedural benefits not available to him at common law. For

example, Section 7(b) of the Lanham Act provides that a certificate of registration

on the principal register establishes prima facie lithe validity of the registration,

registrant's ownership of the mark, and of registrant's exclusive right to use the

mark 1n commerce in connection with the goods or services specified in the certifi

cate, subject to any conditions and limitations stated therein" (15 U.S.C. l057b).

Since the first user of a trademark in the United States owns his mark under

our common law heritage, and may have relief' against infringers thereof, whether or

not he registers the mark, ,one may wonder wbywe need trademark registration

legislation such as the Lanham Act. One may also question why, even after the en

actment of such legislation, one should go to the trouble and expense of register

ing a trademark in view of the fact that, as a prerequisite to registration, he must

prove, at least prima facie, that he already owns the trademark -as a result of

actual use thereof.

I should perhaps explain at this point that the term ucommercefl as used .in

the just-quoted passage means all commerce which may lawfully be regulated by

One of the first things tbat should be understood in comparing the rjghts of

trademark owners under the United. States "first user ll philosophy With those of

owners in "first registrantn jurisdictions is that under the former philosophy, a

trademark owner need not even take advantage of such registration procedures as

may be available to him in order to have the courts recognize h1s~ership of a

mark and grant relief for infringement thereof. Indeed, he may even rely upon his

unregistered owner~hip to preclude registration of the same or a confusingly

similar mark by a subsequent user who may attempt such registration. In contrast,

since registration is a prerequisite to ownership in "first registrant" jurisdic

tions, the trademark owner must usually look to the statute in determining the full

body of his rights' and remedies in relation to his trademark.



Congress under opr Constitution. This includes business transactions between per

sons in different states and between persons in any state and any foreign country

or United States territory.

At common law the owner (and by definition first user) of a trademark might

not prevail against a subsequent user unless he could show that the subsequent user

had actual knowledge of the claimed owner's first use. This might occur, for

instance, where the first user had an established market only in, say, the New

England States, and the subsequent user was found to be operating in the South

western region of the country. But Section 32(1) of the Lanham Act provides that

'any person who shall, without the consent of the registrant--use in commerce any

reproduction, counterfeit, copy. or colorable imitation of a registered mark in

connection with the ssle--of any goods--which use is likely to cause confusion-

shall be liable in a civil action by the registrant-- n (15 U.S.C •. 1l14(1».

Thus, a Lanham Act registration serves as "constructive notice" of the registrant's

prima facie ownership of the registered mark, making actual notice immaterial

insofar as the right of action against a subsequent user 1s concerned.

Another procedural advantage, somewhat related to the preceding, is that by

registering his mark under the Lanham Act, the trademark owner assures himself of

the option to decide whether to pursue an infringer in the federal courts under

jurisd1ctio~ conferred by the Lanham Act, or to rely upon action in an appropriate

sttte court under either his common law trademark rights or a state trad~rk

statute. Absent a Lanham Act registrat~on" the trademark owner would be restricted

to a state court action unless there were diversity of citizenship (i.e. unless the

trademark owner and the infringer are residents ofdlfferent states) and the trade

mark owner could; in good faith allege that the matter in controversy had a value

in excess of $10,000.

I do not intend to enumerate all of the procedural benefits which the Lanham

Act provides to United States trademark owners. Rather, by enumerating some of the

more important and obvious procedural provisions of the Act, I wish merely to

demonstrate that while the common law served us well in establishing our trademark

philosophy, enlightened legislation has certainly improved the ability of trademark

owners to protect their proprietary interests against encroachment by infringers and

other late-comers.
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(2) the application conforms as nearly as practicable to
the requirements of this Act, but use in commerce need not
be allegedi

(1) the application in the United States is filed within 6
months from the date on which the application was first
filed in the foreign country;

"An application for registration of a mark under sections 1, 2,
3, 4, or 23 of this Act filed by a person described in paragraph
(b) of this section who has previously duly filed an application

'for registration of the same mark in one of the countries
described in paragraph (b) shall be accorded the same force and
effect as would be accorded to the same application if filed in
the United States on the same date on which the application was
first filed in such foreign country: Provided, That--

(4) nothing in this subsection (d) shall entitle the owner
of a registration granted under this section to sue for acts
committed prior to the date on which his mark was registered
in this country unless the registration is based on, use in
commerce. If

(3) the rights acquired by third parties before the date of
the filing of the first application in the foreign country
shall in no way be affected by a registration obtained on an
application filed under this subsection (d);

The effect of the above provision is to permit ~.foreign applicant whose

country of origin 1s a party to certain international conventions t~whlch the

United States is also a party, and who bases hisapplic8tionfora United States

registration on an application first filed in such country of origin within a

preceding six~month period I to obtain a United States registration even though he

First, I should like to .reeee to Section 44(d) of the Lanham Act (15 u.s.c.
l126(d), the relevant portion of which I have iocluded in this paper. but which I

shall not present orally.

I will turn now hriefly to the exceptions to the generalization with which I

opened this discussion. That is. I wi~ mention two instances in which, in my

opinion at least. substantive rights for United States trademark owners are created

b-yregistration rather than by first use , Others who, have made a much more in

tensive study of the Lanham Act than I can boast o£ may point to' other instances,

or may evee-eese issue withmy view that registration grants substantive· rights in

the -instances which I,will cite.



makes no claim to actual use of the trademark in the United States. Raving thus

obtained a registration, the registrant is then in a position t~ enforce that

registration against one who first uses that mark or a confusingly similar mark

in the United States after the date of registration but before any actual use by

the registrant. This clearly is a right which could not exist at common law, and

thus 1s acquired solely by registration.

The other area in which it appears to me that the Lanham Act has bestowed sub

stantive rights resulting from registration is in relation to Section 7(b) to which

I have referred earlier. Although, as mentioned before, our common law recognizes

that the first user has the exclusive right to use his trademark, that exclusive

right, at common la~, might extend only within a limited geographical area and/or

~o those who had actual knowledge of the prior use. It seems to me :hat by accord

ing the certificate of registration the effect of prima facie evidence of regis

trant's exclusive right to use the mark in commerce, Section 7(b) of the Lanham Act

endows the registrant with substantive rights (i.e. prima facie exclusive ownership)

throughout areas of the United States in which he might not enjoy such rights ,under

common law. Note, however, that this latter substantive right, while it results

directly from registration, is indirectly dependent upon the registrant's actual

first use, since the right to registration in the first place is dependent upon a

showing of actual use.

I will say just a few words about State Trademark Statutes. I believe you

have all been given a copy. of the so-called MODEL STATE TRADEMARK BILL which, as

you will note from its cover sheet was initially prepared and has been subsequently

amended by The United States Trademark Association. At the present time, tIle trade

mark statutes of thirty-eight states incorporate the substance of this Model Bill.

The other twelve states also have trademark statutes, though they differ somewhat

from the Model Bill.

With rare exceptions the State Trademark Statutes require the applicant for

registration to indicate the date of. first use in the particular state. Thus,

state-recognized substantive trademark -rights of its citizens, just as those en

titled to registration and the Lanham Act, are acquired by use rather than by reg

istration. State registrations thus serve, generally, as a means for recording and

serving as prima facie evidence of an already-existing ownership.

1114
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-While State Trademark Statutes may in general offer little benefit to owners

of Lanham Act registrations, some of them have a desirable feature which has not yet

found its way into Lanham Act revisions. This is the so-called "antidilution"pro

vision, for an example of which I refer you to Section 12 of the MODEL STATE TRADE

MARK BILL. In essence, such a provision enables the owner of a registration in a

Perhaps the most compelling single reason for seeking a state trademark reg

istration arises in the case of a trademarkawner who uses his mark only within the

boundaries of a single state. Since trade within a single state is not "cceeeece 'f

as heretofore defined, a Lanham Act registration is not available, and thus a state

registration may be looked upon as worthwhile for whatever procedural advantages it

may offer.

I,1

One thing I think I may say without fear of contradiction is that state trade

mark registrations, even' if one should obtain a registration in each state, is no

substitute for a Lanham Act registration. A principal reason for this is that a

certificate of state registration does not generally serve as prima facie evidence

of exclusive right to use the ~egistered mark even throughout the entire territory

of the state by which the certificate is granted. Thus,in many states, the owner

of a state registration will find himself in no better position with respect to

subsequent users who had no actual knowledge of his prior use than he would be in

had he -relied solely upon his common law rights. In contrast, as pointed out earlier,

a Lanham'Act registra~ion serves as constructive notice of the first user-owner's

exclusive right and is effective against subsequent users everywhere within the

area in which Congress may regulate commerce.

The effect of state trademark registration varies from one jurisdiction to

another, and there is some doubt whether, in some cases, state registrations offer

any advantages at allover mere reliance upon common law rights. An excellent dis

cussion of this subject is to be found in a paper entitled THE EFFECT OF STATE

TRADEMARK REGISTRATION, by Milton B. Seasonwine, which was published inIHE TRADE

MARK REPORTER, Volume 61, Number 6, November - December, 1971. As in the case of

another publication that I mentioned earlier, I believe, that reprints of this

article are av~ilable. in l1mit~d quantities, from The United States T~ademark

Association.
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By new you will have observed that this has not been a scholarly treatise or

one based upon extensive legal research. with documentation for each thought ex

pressed. It was not intended to be. Rather, it was my thought that the timeavall

able could best be used by touching upon only the more prominent features of the

"first user II trademark philosophy of the United Sta·tea and its several states and

the relationship between that philosophy and our trademark statutes. Hopefully,

there may have been a few in the audience who knew even less about the subject than

I, so that in spite of the lack of entertainment value, some one of you may have

heard something that you did not know before.

Any discussion of United States trademark laws must necessarily include a

;iscussion of registration statutes, and this discussion has been no exception.

However, it is abundantly clear that the basic feature of these laws existed prior

to the statutes. Thus, the philosophy of acquisition of trademark rights by usage

rather than by mere registration 1s deeply engrained in our tradition. So deeply

engrained, in fact~ that the reluctance to change that philosophy is the principal

objection being sounded against United States adherence to the recently signed

Trademark Registration Treaty about which Mr. De Simone spoke yesterday. You will

recall that the Treaty would permit a mark to remain on our register and not subject

to cancellation for nonuse for three years from its priority date without even an

allegation of actual use anywhere in the world. The mere thought of even this token

concession to the theory of acquisition of marks by registration without use is

frightening to many. I am among them.

Thus, a trademark owner who had both a Lanham Act registration and a state

tlkdemarkregistration might find it advantageous to take action in a state court

based upon his state registration rather than invoking his Lanham Act registration

if there is some doubt as to whether the defendantts objectionable acts a~e

clearly classifiable as,infringement as that term may be interpreted in that par

ticular state.

jurisdiction where such provision exists to enjoin actions which detract from the

distinctive quality of his registered trademark or otherwise injure his business

reputation asso~~ated therewith. It 1s not necessary for him to prove that such

actions involve actual use of the same or a similar mark on competitive products

or otherwise meet the tests of infringement.
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(.gywwI# I u. s,REVISION OF U.S. PATENT LAW
JOHN R. SHIPMAN

THE UNITED STATES HAS FOR SOME TIME RECOGNIZED THE
DESIRABILITY OF REVISING ITS PATENT LAW. REVISION HAS BEEN
PROPOSED NEARLY EVERY YEAR FOR MANY YEARS BUT AGREEMENT
COULD NEVER BE REACHED ON EXACTLY HOW TO REVISE IT. IN
PAST MEETlflGS OF THIS ASSOCIATION. WE DISCUSSED THE "McCLELLAN
BILL" TO REVISE THE PATENT LAW -- A"BILL" IN THE UNIT~

·STATES IS APROPOSED LAW PLACED BEFORE OUR CONGRESS FOR
CONSIDERATION. THE McCLELLAN BILL WAS DISCUSSED AND DEBATED
AT LENGTH BUT NEVER GOT TO AVOTE BECAUSE EVEN THE GOVERr:~lENT

COULD NOT REACH AGRE81ENT BETWEEN ITS OWN AGENCIES ON SUCH
THINGS AS RIGHTS TO LICENSE PATENTS WITHOUT VIOLATION OF THE
ANTI-TRUST LAWS. IN PLACE OF THE McCLELLAN BILL. CONSIDERATION
HAS BEEN GIVEN LATELY TO A"HART BILL" INTRODUCED LAST MARCH.
NOW. JUST LAST THURSDAY. PRESIDENT NIXON SUBMITIED. AT LONG
LAST. ANEW GOVERNMENT SPONSORED BILL PREPARED JOINTLY BY
THE JUSTICE ArID COMMERCE DEPARTMENTS. IT WAS INTRODUCED ON
MONDAY BY SE~ATOR SCOTT. IN MY OPINION THE CLIMATE IS NOW
RIGHT FOR ACTION AND iT IS MY FORECAST THAT WE WILL HAVE A
NEW PATENT LAW BEFORE THE END OF 1974. FOR THE BENEFIT OF
MY AMERICAN FRIENDS. I HASTEN Te ADMIT I AM NOT ALWAYS CORRECT
IN MY FORECASTS -- I RE}lEMBERA TIME BACK IN 1956 -- WELL NO
MATTER!



IT IS MY INTENTION TODAY -- FIRST. TO REVIEW BRIEFLY
THE ~IGHLlGH.TS OF THE HART BILL. - SECOND, TO COMMENT ON
PUBLIC CONGRESSIONAL HEARINGS HELD ABOUT TWO WEEKS AGO O~

CERTAIN ASPECTS OF PATENT LAW -- THIRD, TO ADVISE YOU AS
TO WHAT I KNOW OF THE NEW GOVERNMENT BILL AND -- FOURTH,
VENTURE AGUESS AS TO WHAT MAY BE EXPECTED IN ANEW LAW.

THE HART BILL INTRODUCED LAST MARCH INCLuDED THE
FOLLOWING SIGNIFICANT PROPOSALS FOR CHANGE OVER PRESENT LAW.

1. THE PATENT OFFICE WOULD NO LONGER BE PART OF THE
DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE BUT WOULD BE AN INDEPENDENT
AGENCY. THIS IS OF INTEREST PRIMARILY TO AMERICANS
AND IS PART OF WHAT WE CALL THE "POLITICAL IN-FIGHTING"
TO EXERCISE CONTROL.

2. ANEW PUBLIC COUNSEL POSITION WOULD BE CREATED HAVING
RESPONSIBILITY TO INTERVENE AND PARTICIPATE IN ANY
PATENT OFFICE PROCEEDING, IF DEEMED IiI THE PUBLIC
INTEREST TO DO SO.

3. ACOMMITTEE WOULD BE APPOINTED BY·THE PRESIDENT TO
EVALU~TE ON ACONTINUING BASIS THE EFFECTIVENESS OF
THE PATENT SYSTEM.
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4. PRIr1ARY HArmERS WOULD BE. GIVEN THE POWER TO SUBPOENA
.EVIDENCE AND INFORMATION TO ASSIST IN THE DETERMINATION
OF PATENTABILITY BEFORE GRANT OF APATENT.

5. MAINTENANCE FEES OR ANNUITIES WOULD BE IMPOSED AFTER
4 YEARS STARTING AT NO LESS THAN $1000 PER YEAR AND
INCREASING ANNUALLY AT 25%.

6. THE DATE OF INVENTION AND OF REDUCTION TO PRACTICE FOR
EACH CL~IM MUST BE INDICATED IN THE SPECIFICATION
WHICH MUST ALSO INCLUDE ALL KNOW-HOW FOR COMMERCIALLY
PRACTICING THE INVENTION.

7. ALL KNO\~N PRIOR ART MUST BE DISCLOSED. WITH THE
APPLICATION BY WAY OFA PATENTABILITY BRIEF,

8. APPLICATIONS ~IOULD BE PUBLIS ED PRIOR TO EXAMINATION
PERMITTING THIRD PARTIES TO NTERVENE IN THE EXAMINATION
(ADVERSARY PROCEEDINGS),

9. DEFERRED EXAMINATION IS PERMISSIBLE UP TO 5 Y(~RS WITH
THE LIFE OF THE PATENT BEING 12 YEARS FROM FILING PLUS
THE TIME PERIOD OF DEFERMENT.

10. IN ADDITION TO SALARY AN EMPLOYEE INVENTOR IS TO BE
PAID AMINIMUM OF 2% OF PROFIT OR SAVINGS TO EMPLOYER.
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I REMIND YOU THAT THIS IS THE HART BILL AND SOME ITEMS
ARE ON THE EXTREME SIDE. BUT INSTEAD OF DISCUSSING THEM,
I THINK IT MORE FRUITFUL TO REVIEW POINTS MADE AT THE PUBLIC
HEARINGS AND THEN REVIEW THE N~W GOVERNMENT SPONSORED BILL
WHICH WILL PROBABLY RECEIVE PRECEDENCE OVER HARt.

THE PUBLIC HEARINGS WERE LIMITED TO ONLY FIVE ASPECTS
OF PROPOSED PATENT LAW REVISION. TESTIMONY AND COMMENTS
WERE GIVEN BY U.S. INDUSTRY ASSOCIATIDrIS SUCH AS NAM, PATENT
LAW AND BAR ASSOCIATIONS, PRIVATE INDIVIDUALS AND PATENT
OFFICE EMPLOYEES. WIDELY DIFFERENT POINTS OF VIEW WERE
APPARENT -- BUT HERE ARE SOME IMPRESSIONS.

1. ON ADVERSARY PROCEEDINGS, MOST SEEMED TO F.lWOR SOME
FORM OF THIRD PARTY PARTICIPATION BUT WITH VARIOUS
LIMITATIONS.

2. MOST SEB1ED TO OPPOSE THE IDEA OF APUBLIC COUNSEL ON
THE GROUfmS THAT MANY OF THE USEFUL FUNCTIONS OF SUCH
APOSITION COULD BE EFFECTED BY BETTER ADMINISTRATION.

3. DEFERRED EXM1INATION WAS STRONGLY OPPOSED.

4. MODEST MAINTENANCE FEES SEEMED ACCEPTABLE BUT NOTHING
AS GREAT AS IN THE HART BILL.
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5. THERE WAS BROAD SUPPORT FOR ELEVATING THE LEVEL OF
THE PATENT OFFICE IN THE GOVERNMENTAL STRUCTURE BUT
THERE WERE DIFFERENCES IN THE BEST WAY,

LET US LOOK NOW AT THE NEW GOVERtlMENT SPONSORED BILL.
IT WAS JUST SENT TO CONGRESS AT THE END OF LAST WEEK. IT IS
WELL OVER 200 TYPEWRITTEN PAGES AND I HAVE ONLY READ THROUGH
IT ONCE HURRIEDLY, THEREFORE WHAT I WILL SAY IS BASED ONLY
ON QUICK IMPRESSIONS AND IIOT ON ANY CAREFUL STUDY. THE
BILL PROVIDES:

1. THE PATE~rr OFFICE REMAINS PART OF THE DEPARTMENT OF
COMMERCE BL~ SHALL FUNCTIon I~nlEPENDENTLY THEREOF
IN EXERCISING ITS ADJUDICATORY FUNCTIONS.

2. AN ADDITIONAL OFFICER OF THE PATENT OFFICE SHALL BE
APPOINTED TO A) PARTICIPATE IN ANY PROCEEDING WHEN
REQUESTED BY EXAMINER OR BOARD OF EXAMINERS-IN-CHIEF
AND IT IS APPROPRIATE IN THE PUBLIC INTEREST; B} DEFEiiD
APPEALS IN THE OFFiCE: c) HAVE THE RIGHTS OF APARTY
INCLUDING TAKING TESTUlO~IY AND DEPOSITIONS: D) BRIEFING
ON ARGUING APPEALS TO COURT,
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3• ANY PARTY TO APROCEED ING BEFORE THE EXAmNERS- IN-CH IEF
MAY, OR AN EXAMINER-IN-CHIEF HIMSELF MAY, HAVE ASUBPOENA
OR DISCOVER.., ORDERS ISSUEJI FOR TESTIMONY, EVIDENCE.
DEPOSITIONS, OR OTHER INFORMATION AGAIN3T THE APPLICANT
OR ANY PERSON WHETHER OR NOT APARTY.

11~!

MAINTENANCE FEES OF $1000 AFTER 10TH YEAR ANNIVERSARY
OF FlUNG AND $2500 AFTER 15TH YEAR MUST BE PP,ID UNLESS
PATENTEE FILES ASUFFICIENT STATEMENT THAT INVENTION
IS BEING COMMERCIALIZED OR DILIGENT EFFORTS BEING
MADE TOCOMMERCIALIZE IT.

UPON APPLICATION FROM THE OTHER OFFICER "PUBLIC COUNSEL"
ASUBPOENA OR ORDER WILL BE ISSUED TO ANY PERSON TO
APPEAR BEFORE THE OFFICE TO TESTIFY OR PRODUCE
DOCUMENTS OR TO FILE REPORTS OR ANSWERS TO SPECIFIC
QUESTIONS.

ADESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD
IN OTHER THA~1 TANGIBLE (JYPEWRITIEN-FILM-PRINTED) FORM
SHALL BE ABAR TO APATENT IF ACCESSIBLE TO U.S. PUBLIC,
TO SKILLED PERSONSINTHEU .S" OR TO APPLICAIIT .
NONPUBLIC, COMMERCIAL USE BY THIRD PARTY IS NOT ABAR
BUT BY APPLICANT IS ABAR. IF NOT COMMERCIAL USE,
CONCEALED ACTIVITY MAY STILL BE ABAR BECAUSE OF

5.

4.

6.

!,
I
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t,:-

SUPPRESSION OF THE INVENTION. THE DECISION OF IN RE
HILMER IS OVERRULED SO THAT APATENT APPLICATION
FIRST FILED, BEFORE THE INVENTION WAS rlADE BY AN
APPLICANT, SHALL BEA BAR.

7. AN APPLICATION MAY BE FILED BY INVENTOR QR ASSIGNEE.

8. SPECIFICATION MUST CONTAIN ADESCRIPTION OF WHAT IS
KNOWN BY THE INVENTOR, ANY PERSON TO WHOM HE IS UNDER
OBLIGATION TO ASSIGN, A~ID THE APPLICANT AS TO MANNER
OF MAKING AND USING THE INVENTION. FURTHER, AFTER
ALLOWANCE THIS INFORl1ATION MUST BE UPDATED.

9. CLAIMS MUST BE DEPENDENT OR MULTIPLE DEPENDENT FORMS
CONTAINING ARECITATION OF THE OLD, FOLLOWED BY "WHEREIN
THE IMPROVEMENT COMPRISES" AND RECITING THE INVENTIVE
ELEMENTS AND RELATIONSHIPS.

10. IN ADDITION TO INVENTORS, ASSIGNEES Am APPLrr:MITS,
THE ATTORNEYSA~ID AGENTS HAVE ASTRONGLY EXPRESSED
DUTY OF CANDOR AND GOOD FAITH TO MAKE REASONABLE
INQUIRY FOR INFO~~TION WHICH MIGHT AFFECT THE PATENT
OFFICE DECISION OR BE NECESSARY TO AVOID MISLEADING
THE OFFICE.

1l.:3



SUCH INFORMATION AS PRIOR ART OR INFOR1'1ATION ~10RE

PERTINENT THAN CITED BY THE S~AMINER; INFORMATION
RELATING TO SALE OR NONLABORATORY USE MORE THAN 1

YEAR PRIOR TO FILING WHETHER BELIEVED TO BE ABAR
OR NOT; INFORMATION TENDING TO CONTRADICT ANY
REPRESENTATION MADE TO THE OFFICE. APPLICANT FILE
OATH WITH FILING AND STATEMENT AFTER ALLOWANCE. AU.
PAPERS SIGNED BY ATTORNEY DEEMED AN AFFIP~ATION OF
COMPLIANCE.

11. AN APPLICANT ~~Y REQUEST PUBLICATION OF APPLICATION
AT A~~ TIME, ON PUBLICATION MAY DECLARE ABANDONED.
SUCH PUBLISHED APPLICATION MAY BE USED IN PRIORITY
CONTEST EVEN THOUGH ABANDONED,

12. Afo1EMORANDUM OF PATENTABILITY MUST BE FILED WITH
APPLICATION CITING PRIOR ART AND REASONS FOR ALLOWANCE
OVER CITED ART.

13. EXAMINER MAY REQUIRE EMPIRICAL DATA SUpPORT FOR ANY
STATEMENT OF FACT.

14. APPEALS TO BOARD CONSIDER PATENTABILITY DE NOVO AND
MAY REJECT CLAIM PREVIOUSLY ALLOWED, PRIMARY SUBMITS
LEGAL OPINION, PUBLIC COUNSEL SUBMITS BRIEFS AND ORAL
ARGUMENT.
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15. AFTER ALLOWANCE APPLICATION IS PUBLISHED. THEN ANY
THIRD PARTY MAY

A) SUBMIT ART AND STATEMENT OF ITS RELEVANCE
TO nlE APPLICATION, WHEREUPON ADIFFERENT
EXAMINER \'ilLL REVIEW WITH THIRD PARTY NOT
PARTICIPATING AND HIS IDENTITY ASECRET; OR

B) FILE AN OPPOSITION AND PARTICIPATE IN FILING
BRIEFS. ORAL ARGUMENTS. TAKING DEPOSITIONS.
DISCOVERY AND PRESENT TESTIMONY AND CROSS
EXAMINE WITNESSES WHERE OTHER THAN TANGIBLE
EVIDENCE IS RELI ED UPON.

16; IF INVOLVED IN APRIORITY OF INVENTION PROCEEDING.
THE TERM OF APATENT EXTENDED BY TIME OF PROCEEDING.

17. TERM OF PATENT-- 20 YEARS FROM FILING

18. MAY HAVE PATENT ISSUE OtiALLOWED CLAIMS WHEN BEING
EXAMINED BY TWO EXAMINERS AND ONE FINISHES FIRST OR
WHEN THERE IS APRIORITY PROCEEDING NOT INVOLVING THOSE
CLAIMS OR WHEN APPEALING DISALLOWED CLAIMS IF APPLICANT
OPENING HIS APPLICATlOf: TO OPPOSITION PROCEEDINGS.
ASUPPLEMENTAL CERTIFICATE WILL BE ISSUED LATER.
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19. DISPUTES ON VALIDITY AND INFRINGEMENT MAY BE ARBITRATED
BUT FILE MADE PUBLIC WITH PROTECTION FOR TRADE SECRETS.

20. PRODUCTS MANUFACTURED ABROAD BY AU.S. PATENTED PROCESS
WILL BE AN INFRINGEMENT WHEN IMPORTED INTO U.S. ON AN
EXCLUSIVE MARKETING ARRANGEMENT.

2i. REASONABLE ROYALTIES nAY BE COLLECTED DURING OPPOSI liON
PROCEEDING AND UPON ACTUAL NOTICE TO USER OF INVENTION.

22. ASSIGNER MAY ASSERT INVALIDITY IF RESCINDS ASSIGNMENT
AND REPAYS ASSIGNEE. LICENSE IS LIABLE FOR ROYALTY
PRIOR TO ASSERTION OF INVALIDITY.

23. THIS LAW M[[ TO BE CONSTRUED TO PREEMPT STATE LAW
OF TRADE SECRETS.

GUESS ALAW SIMILAR TO THIS WILL PASS BY END OF 197Q. --

COMMENTS ON EFFECT ON CGRPORATE PATENT DEPARTMENTS. --

October 1. 1973
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October 3, 1973
Japanese Group, Committee #2
Chairman< Kolchi YOKOYA

MAY LICENSEE OF KNOW-HOW USE IT
AFTER TERMIIIATIOII OF AGREEMENT?

Committee No.2
Japanese Group of PIPA

Among many problems which we encounter vith in drafting and
interpreting agreements vith respect to transfer of technology, I
am going to discuss about whether a licensee or know-how may use
it after termination of the license agreement. In case of patent
license agreement~ it is obvious that the ,licensee may not use
the licensed patent after the termination of the agreement. Can
th~ same thing be said' to the know-how license agreement? The answer
to that question must be seeked for after clarifying the definition
of know-how and recognizing the difference between patent and know
how. If there is an express provision in the agreement as to whether
the lieensee mayor may.not use know-how after t~e termination of
agreement~ it will be binding upon the parties. Our experience,
however, has showed there are many know-how license agreements which
have no such express provision. In the case where no such provision
is incorporate~ in the agreement, may the licensee use the Know-how
after the termination or the agreements? This is what I am going
to discuss today. Even in the case where no such provision is to~d

in the agreement, some- other pr~isions, such as payment, secrecy or
return of know-how, '~l occasionally give us some implication about
this issue. My discussion, however, Will not refer to such matters.

Firstly I must show four representative arguments by the Japanese
experts each of which SUPPORTS the use of know-how by a licensee after
terminationol thelicens~ agreement without paying any consideration
to the licensor. Each such argument will. be followed by my comment
on it.

1. "LICENSE OF KNOW-HOW: IS IN SUB!;1'AICR NOTHING B1l'l' ASSIGNMENT OF
KNOW~HOW."

Many reasons have been raised to support this argument, noneet
w~ich, however, tell us the.reason why we can deny the freedom
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of a know-how holder to elect not to assign but license the know
how. It may well be said that it is almost impossibla to cause
any licensee to forget any know-how once known to him. But
knowledge of know-how and the right to use it are two different
things.

2. "LICENSEE OF KNOW-HOW IS DEEMED TO HAVE THE SAME POSITION WITH
THE THIRD PARTIES AFTER TERMINATION OF THE LICENSE AGREElBNT AND
KNOW-HOW IS NOT ENDOWED WITH ANY RIGHT TO EXCLUDE THE THIRD
PARTY'S USE AS IS CONFERRED UPON PATENT."
This argument is not so pursuasive. Even after the termina~ion

of know-how license agreement, we cannot identify the licensee
with the third party, because the licensee has been disclosed
know-how under the agreement while the third party has not.

3. "IF USE OF KNOW-HOW BY LICENSEE AFTER TERMINATION OF AGREEMENT
WERE PROHIBITED, PLANTS AND EQIPMENTS ALREADY INSTALLED FOR USE
OF KNOW-HOW WOULD BE WASTED AND SUCH RESULT IS UNREASONABLE."
This argument is out of question. Even in case of patent
licensing, where use of patented invention after termination of
license is prohibited, plants and equipments will also be wasted.
Further thiS argument will not show any definite solution in
suchsituat~on as- no spec~al plant or equipment, are required to
utilize the know-how.

4. "KNOW-HOW HAS BEEN EXHAUSTED BY PAYMENT OF CONSIDERATION BY
LICENSEE DURING THE.LICENSE AGREEMENT."
This argument is nearly the same with the affirmative arg~ent

Item 1 above. I have no further comment than those mentioned
above as to the said" argument Item 1.

Secondly I must show the argument which DENIES the use of
know-how by the licenSee after termination of the license agreement.
This argument DISTINGUIS~ASSIGlll1ENT OF KNOW-HOW FROM LICENSE OF IT.
According to this argument, (1) IN CASE OF ASSIG~~NT OF KNOW-HOW,
ALL THE RIGHTS AND INTERESTS IN AND TO THE KNOW-HOW SHALL PASS FROM
THE ASSIGNOR TO THE ASSIG~~E, AND ASSIGNOR LOSES THE RIGHT TO USE
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THE KNOW-HOW UPON ASSIGNMENt, and (2) IN CASE OF LICENSE OF KNOW
HOW. THE KNOW-HOW REMAINS TO BE PROPERTY OF THE LICENSOR AND THE
RIGHT TO USE THE SAME SHALL BE GRAllTED TO THE LICENSEE, AND THEREFORE
THE LICENSEE OF THE KNOW-HOW MAY NOT USE THE SAME AFTER THE TERMINA
TION OF THE LICENSE AGREEMENT.
Such an argument may be applicable when we are going to explain the
difference between assignment and license (or lease) of patent (or
tangible goods). Know-how, however, has no such exclusive right
in it as is given to patent (or tangible goods), and this argument
does not clarify such difference of nature between know-how and
patent (or tangible goods).

As I mentioned above, there is no reliable opinions in Japan
With respect to the issue of my discussion, and I must say that
no Japanese court has ever passed any decision about that.
I know, of course, the decision given in Painton VS. Bourns (309F ..
Supp, 271 (S.D. N.Y. 1970)) which allowed the plaintiff, a know-how
licensettouse the know-how after terminationofllcense agreement.
But I think the judge depended too much on the decision given to
Lear VS. Adkins (395 u.s. 653 (1969)) which laid stress on the
federal patent or public policy of the United States of America.
Even if the- said,decision of PaintonVS.Bourns were correct, we
could not expect' a decision to the same effect to be given in Japan
where no federal.- system "Ls adopted.

I asked the Fair Trade Commission of Japan whether the prohibition
of use of know-how after termination of license agreement constitutes
the violation of the Japanese anti-monopoly laws. The Commission
answered that no-such prohibition will violate theant1-monopoly
laws insofar as the know-how so prohibited to be used remains secret
even after ttrmination of agreement and that whether the use of know
how after termination of agreement may be allowed or not is a matter
to be agreed between the parties concerned.

The issue of my discussion l~S debated earnestly at the meeting
of Committee No. 2 of PIPA Japanese Group and all the attendants
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Licensor.
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"(1) After the expiration or the termination of
the Lieense may use any of the Technical Information
by the Licensor hereunder without any payment to the

Pending establishment of any def1Dite solution about this issue,
we must solve it ourselves by incorporati,nlin knov-how license
agreements some provisions on a case-by-case basis and in doing.
so must see to it that the interests of both lieensor and lieensee
will be well belaneed. The folloving is an example of sueh provisions.

showed their keen interests in the issue. Unfortunately, however,
no pursuasive reason has been found either for or against the use
ot know-how by lieensee atter termination of agreement. But I must
say that a majority of the members of the Japanese Committee No. 2
have supported the use of know-hoY after termination of agreement.

We, all members of the Japanese Committee No. 2 are eager to hear
the opinions of the corresponding Committee of U.S. Group about the
issue discussed above~ Thank you.

(2} Anything herein stipulated to the eontrary notwithstanding,
upon termination of this Agreement by the Licensor in case of any

default of the Licensee hereunder, all the rights and lieense of
the Licensee to uSe the Technieal Information shall cease and the
Licensee shall not use the same thereafter, provided, however, that
the Licensee may use the same for the completion of the semi-finished
Products on its hand at the termination and for the fulfillment of
the outstanding orders for the Products ·received before the termina
tion both subject to the royalty payment to the Lieensor.

(3} Nothing herein contained shall be deemed to deny the rights
of the Licensee to use the Technieal Information, without any payment
to the Licens~, in order to repair, or to manufacture any replacement
parts for, the,Products which have been sold to its customers and on
which royalty has been paid to the Licensor.~



or unpatentable, secret (trade secret) or somethi.ng' less

of which 18 limited to the self-styled proprietor. In fact,

--.I "':E

New tJo-,fBl

-----~

e
FOr purposes o~ th~s discuss~on

General Considerations and Defini1

used ",5 a generic term to describe all int,

that is non-statutory~ The rigbts to~

property are defined domestically and intei

patent, trademark and copyrigh:t. laws.

Know-how may be tanqible or intanqible, :;;>atentable

than secret, i. e.., subject zuatter,' the relative apprecia.tion

l'n

HIGHT OF--LICENSEE TO· USBKNO\'l-HOi'1 AFTER TERMIN.1I.TION OF
LICENSE AGRE~'~NT- ymEll LICENSE t~SFOR<PATENT h~D KNa1-HOW

know-how can only be evaluated by comparision of the state

of the art before and after its disclosure.

~he rights incident ~ the possession of ~how

may be further characte:ri:zed by comparison nth the rig'hts

of a patentee. In the case of a pateDt~ the term of exclu

sivity, the territory where exclusivity is recognized, and the

precise i~entityof the proprietary subject matter are all

well-defined. AlBO, the ~ansfer of th,e riqhtsunder a patent

by o~t rig-ht sale' or by the granting' of exclusive or non

exclusive licenses is sufficiently well-def1.ned 1:0 enable

reasonably certain predictions of legal-ity. Know-how, however:

lLicensinq inFor~iqn'and DOmestic-Ooerat1ons, Lawrence J.
Eckstrom; Vol. l~ Clark Bvar~n Company, Ltd., New York,
New ,York (Revised Third Edi~ion, 1973).

2pract~1 Patant Licensing, Albert J. Davis, ~r., ed••
Vol. II, Pract~s4nq Law Institute, New York, Ne~' York.

3Trade Secrets, Roger M. Milqrim, Mathew Bender, New York,
New York (1973).



1.) Baa no certain. ,s.table lesa.~st.atus.andin

fa9tthe rights relative to the transfer of know-how 'cUrrently

appear to beunaergoing a dramatic redefiniUon iJtthecourts.

(More anon.).

2.) Has no specific subject~tterdeJl:1nitionl

nor does it. have specific territoriallimita.

3.) Has no definite term over which royalt.ies

may be collected. [Centrally involved in the definition of

the royalty-collectable know-how term is a tension between
•

.contract law and ~itable prl.nciples on the one band and

fe~eralsupremacyof patent ADd federal antierust laws on

t.'le other. Thus it cannot be saiel with certainty 'today

that the know-how term. is purely a matter of agreement by the

parties to a contract,- or tha:t; the ,term is gauged solely by

the useful (and possibly secret) lUeof the knoW-how. 'l'his

is particularly true where patent and. related know-hOW- are

wrapped in the saJ!l8' transaction.]

4.l By lUl&1"'lY to pat....t law. know-how C&liU1Ot be

• infringed I • It can, however, by misappropriated; and until

recently, healthy remed.ies founded in equity, contract. law,

anastate unfair trade pracueelaw were unqueationaUy ,

available to the a.99rieved (here,ehe discloBinS licensor

of know-how).

S.) A8 a practical matter, once disseminated by

transfer ta a. second party. kDow-hoV cannot be recovered.

'While know-how license a9'reements frequen.tly contain I snap

back' clauses, theaetempted retrieval is best likened .to

returnin9' an e9'g eo its shell. Injunctive relief to restrain
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the defaulting- licensee"from using ,0': discJ,osi:z:l:~l,,:the:,lc.nOw-now

being' the only remedy,and, in view of rfac.ent_4evel.~~ts

in case law, this remedy may have been severely ,w~~e:

The title:.query is topical, for today it ia'

estimated that few license agreements ~ the domes~i~ and

foreign fields are straight patent licenses. Patentand

related know-how are transferred inaunit package; albeit a

divisible package in view of well-recognized antitrust

proscriptions should the licensee opt for individua~ patents

or separate know~how. In fact, the, licensor's drafter will

always want, to include know-how to prevent a failure of

consideration should the underlying patent be held invalid,

thus insuring that some measure of royalty will continue

for the valuable know-how consideration.

Develooinq Case Law

Stated another way to iive a better slant on the

problem, the title query miqht rea.d~

What post-termination (measured by the patent term)

rights (backed-up by injJiUlctiy!!: and. damages redress)

does the licensor ot ?atents and know-how have

relative to continued (but on A different schedule)

know-how royalties, or to recover know-how?

Knowing that the license agr~ement will be viewed

primarily as a patent license Unless'otherwise .. warranted4,

the answer to the above query, un1::il recentlf, would be that

. 4Rocf orm Corporation v~ Acitelli-Standard· Concret.e Wall, Inc.;
143 USPQ 405.
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tliG:,terms.oi,thelicense· eontraetcontro1. 5 [Of course,

't;hi.s-answer is' bottomed on the provision ~at the 1ioe1168

Qontract was npt 'a bald attempt to exaot the same terms

and conditions for the Period after the patents had expired

as they do for the m?nopoly period~,6 and provided that

other anti-competitive patent·misuse practices are absent.~,8]

5s ee for example, 178 F. Supp. 655, the famous Listerinecase,
wherein the court upheld a'know-how',licenseagreernent
made in 1881 for royalty payments based the continued
manufacture and sale of Listerine.even thouqhthesecret
know-how (~~e formula for Listerine) had fallen into the
public domain through no fault of the licensor on his assigns.
The court held at paqe666:

One who acquires a trade secret or secret
formula takes its subject to the risk that
there be a disclosure. The inventor makes no
representation that the secret is non-discov
erab1e. All the -inventor does is convey the
knowledge of the formula or process Which is
unknown to the purchaser and which is 50 far
as both parties then know is unknown to any
one else. Thete~s upon which they cor-tract
with ref~rence ~o tn~s subJect ~atter are
purely uoco th~~ and areaoverned Sv-what
the contract they enter into provides.
'Emphasis suppl~ed.j

6llru1otta, at a1. v, Thys Company, 143 IISPQ 264.

7SC'ltt Papper Co. v , Marca1us Co•., 67 1ISP<l 193. 196.

a ~ a any attempted reservation or continuation
in the patentee or thosee1aiminq under him of
the patent monopoly, after. the patent expires,
whate~er the legal device employed, runscounte~

to the policy and purpose of the patent laws.

8Automatic Radio Co. v. IIaze1tine, 85 IISPQ 378.
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Thus. if the ~icense agreement is silent. the

licensor retains no post-termination rights to the kr.~w-how.

This is the usual result. for even though the license may

oontain a cl~use f~r th~return by the licensee ~f all

tangible know-how on termination. the know-bow royalty is

usually calculated as a single. initial payment. or as

installment payments on a sum certain.

It is when the license either 1.) provides ;or

post-termination know-hew royalties (or any post-t8rmir.ation

.superior right in the licensor) I' or 2.) irrespective of ter::l,

the license provides' for royalties on know-how Whi.ch has

fallen into the public' domain. that prOblems are enoeuntered

because the license has entered. into aD area of upheaval in

the law making prediction of legality uncertain.

The upheaval may be' traced to three decisions

of the CupremeCourt: SeArs. I«oebuck , Co. v. Sti£fel co. 9

(·Sears·) 1 Compco COrporation v , Day-Brite Liqbtinq, Inc. 1 0

:·CompoO)' and Lear v; Aljikins l 1 (-Lear-). In Seazs and

Compco it, was held that state laws prohibi:ting' the copying

of articles not protected by valid patents or copyrights but

offered for public sale were inconsistent with the federal

pat.ent and copyright: laws. Sears .and Compco really only

set. the climate for the problems here considered and are

not truly apposite thereto. for the Illinois law of unfair

competition invalidat.ed in Sears and compco conferred a

~nopoly agains~ copying. an article otherwise in the public

domain~ a monopoly g~ against non-contractors just as a

937 6 U.S. 225 (·1964).

1°376 u.s. 234 (1964).

11395 U.S. 653 (1969).
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patent or copyright would have beenw An agreement licensing

know-how is an altogether different matter. Itbindsno

one except the licensee;' all others are free, as the licensee

previously was, to attempt by, fair means to figure out what

,the secret is and, if they succeed, to practice it. It

was this agreement between licensor and licensee which Lear

was addressed tow

The facts of Lear 'areintereseinqand pert.inent.

to this discussion. In 1952, Adkins wa.,hired byI.ieu"

specifically for the purpose' of "s~lvtng',a "exing,'problem

relating to developing a' gyroscope. Adkins, quickly' solved

the problem, and the solution was incorporated by .L4aar

into its gyroscope production process - much eo. Lea;r~s

great advantage.

At the beginning of their relationship Lear ~nd

Adkins executed an agreement which provided that Adkins'

ideas, discoveries' and inventions were to become the

propert.y of Adkins, ",Mohhe agreed to license to Lear

on a mutually satisfactory basisw In 1954, Adkins file~

a patent application on his invention, and in 1955 a fo~l

licensing agreement was executed by which Lear aqreed to

pay Adkins certain royalties, with the option to terminate

"the agreement if the Patent O~fice refused to issue a oatant.

The patent ultimately issued in 1960w

However, in 1951, Lear refused to pay further

royalties, announcing that it had discovered a patent which

1?I~
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2.) The Court held that the l.1.censee on

challenC1!n9' patent validi-ty in ,the courts is relieved of

the obligation to pay royalties until validity ot the patent

is established.

In reversiJ19', the Court: made two,general holcUn9"

whi?h brought patent litigation in step With thersat: oI!

the law and were not, despite much outcry" t'rora seU-sty.led

oracles of the patent bar, surprising or- UDtortunatill, aDd

one specific boldinq derived ~lely_tram a tactual inter

pre1:atlon 'of the Lear-Aclkins agreement,

1.> The Court abolished the already moribund

doctrine of licensee e~toppel which prevented a patent (

licensee from raising the defense of patent invalidity•.

it .Qe+'ie"ed, 'fully anticipated Adkins' cla.imed invention.

Convinced that Adkins...could not obtain a patent, Lear cont::f..Dued

to manufacture itsqyroscopes using Adkins' idea. ~er

his patent issued in '1960, Adkins sued~ and sec:nu:ed a

large ju~ent fer accrued royalties, wh.icb judgmen:t: wa.

affirmed by the Supreme COurt ot CAlifoxnia, but: revcsed.

and remanded. for further proceedings' by 'the SUpreme Court:

of the United States.

3.) The COurt held, based OD' an interpreution

of the written ,aqreement, that Lear must be permitted. to

avoid the payment ofa~l royalt~es accruing after Adkins'

1960 patent issued if Lear can prove in a subsequent

proceedinq that Adkins I patent is invalid.
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The general holclings 1.). and 2.) were based on

a federal public policy stemming frQm Article I, I 8, of

the Co:ls~itution and the patent laws derived. therefrom;

it being inconsistent with such a policy favoring the full

and free use of ideas in the public domain to muzzle

(licensee estoppel) and economically shackle (royalty

obligation during patent validity determination) the person

h~vin9' the strongest incentive in showing that the pa.tent

is worthless, i. e , , 1n returning the claimed invention to

the public.

The specific holding 3.) has been strange;!.y

~sconstrued or extrapolated to a ~eneral holding by

commentators12 and lower courts13 to the effect that

royalties may not be collected On trade secrets that are

no longer secret. This implies that the licensee acquires

royalty free post-termination know-how rights. A" result

clearly without sanction from Lear and in conflict with the

holding Qf tha state court which held that Lear, the licensee,

had nopost-te.:mina'ti.on -riqhts of use. 14

If, however, the upheaval is to be traced to any

specific part of the Lear opinion,. it would havEir to be the

remarktlr.elatiile to Adkins I rights prior to issuance.' of the.

1258 A.B.A.J. 45 (1972) ••• The Court [Lear! held that at
least with respect to an invention disclosed 'in aninval~d

patent, ~coritractcallingforroyaltiesto-be\paidafter
issuance of the- patent could nolonqer beenforcadunder
the tileory that these royalties were in,consideration,for
tho initial confidential disclosure of a then soc~et "
invention. That is to say, royalties may not. be, collected
on trade secrets ulat are no longorsecret.

l3choisser" Research Corn~ v. ElectronicVisiori',C:Or'f).
173 U.S~P.Q.234~ 237 (1972). In upholdIrig:tbe terms
of a liccnsil'9'ugrccmant ';involvingonly-;trndG: secrets
and ordering payment of royalties, the court-,made this
extrapolation from Lear: If it is unreasonable to extend
the life of a patent beyond 17 y~ars, it-would be unreason~le

to require payment for a trade secret beyond itsusef~l life.
Kewanee Dileo. v. Bicron Co~n. 1780 U.S.P.Q. 3 (1973).
Pa~nton & Comoany. Lt~. v. BounlS, Inc~ 164 U.S.P.O. 595,
reverseu 16§ U.S.P.o. 528 (1§71).

14Adkins v. Lear, Inc. 64 Cal. Rptr. 545, 558.
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1960 pacen c , \...hcrein toile Court invited the state courts to

'fully focus' and reconsider the theoretical basis of their

decisions enforcing the contractual rights of owners of

unpatented inventions:

Adkins' claim to contractual
royalties acctuing before tho 1960
patent issued is, ,however, a much
more difficult one, since it
squarely rais~s the question
whether, and to what extent, the
States may protect the oWners o~

unpa'tented inventions "/ho are.
willing to disclose their ideas to
manufacturers only u?on payment
of royalties. The California
Supreme Court did not address
itself to this issue with precision,
for it believed that the venerable
doctrine of estoppel provided a
sufficient answer to all of Lear I s
claims based u~on federa~'patent

law. 'l'hus, we do not know whether
the Supreme Court would have awarded
Adkins recovery even on his pre-patent
royalties if it-had recoqnized that
previously established estoppel doctrine
could no longer be properly invoked with
regard to royalties accruing during the
l7-year patent period. Our decdaLcn
toda¥ will, of course, reqUire the
state courts to reconsider the theo
retical basis of their decisions
enforcing the contractual rights of
inventors and it is impossible to predict
the extent to which this re-evaluation
may revo~utionize'~~e law of an~ particula~

State in this regard. Consequently,. we
have concluded, after much COnsideration,·
that even though. an important question of
federa~ law underlines this phas'e of t..'1e
controversy, we should not now attempt
to define in even a limited waytte

. extent, if any, to which the States may
properly act to enforce ~~e contractual
rights of inventors of unpatented secret
ideas. Given the difficulty and im?ortance
of th~s task, it should be undertaken only
after the state courts l1ave,after fully
focused inqUiry, determined the extent
to whiCh they will respect ehe cont=ac
tual rights of such inventors in the
future. In~eed, on remand, the California
courts may w~ll reconcile the competing
dern~ds of ~atent and contract law in a
way. which would not warrant further
review in this Courtw
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and to Justice Slack's Qissentin part wherein he, with

Chief Justice Warren and Justice Douglas concurring, givos

his opinion as to the proper result of the invited 1fully

fceuser:l' reconsiderationo£ state trade secret laws:

I still entertain the belief I
exoressed for- the Court in Stiffel and
COlapCO ~1.at no State ha's a right to
authorize any kine 6f monopol~ On
what is claimed to be a new invention,
except when a patent has been obtained
from the Patent Office uno..er the
exacting stanclards of the patent
laws. One who make s a discovery may,
of course, keep it secret if he wishes,
but private arrang~~ts under which
self-styled "inventors· '6 not keep
their discoveries secret, ~ut rather
disclose them, in return for contrac
tual payments, run counter to the plan
of our payment laws, whiCh- tiqhtly
regulate the kind of inventions that
may be protectea and the manner in
which they may be protected. The
national policy expressed in the patent
laws, favorinq free competition and
narrowly limitinq monopo:y, cannot
be frustrated by private aqreernents
amonq inciividuals, wi t..~ or without
the app;oval of .~1.e S~ate.

one of the first state courts to accept the invitation

was Painton & Co., Ltd~ v. Bourns, Inc. (see foo~ote 13, suora)

wherein a license agreement for '!;he transfer of know-how from

a u.s. company to a British company was denied enforcement:

••• our patent policy of strict
regulation of inventions would be
undercut if inventors could enforce
agre~ants for compensation for alleged
secret itieas without being required
to sub~t those ideas to the Patent
Office, and, tbcre~y, eventually have
the ideas disclosed to the' pUblic.

On appeal to the Second Circuit Court of Appeals,

Judqe Friendly severely 'undercut' the opinion of the district

court and reversed in an opinion which will be discussec

below.

1:30
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A s~~onu state court acce?ting the invitation

reuched an o?posite result. In reversin9 the dis~riet

court, the Si~thCircuitCourtofAppeals in Kewanee Oil

Cornoany v. Sicron Corooration, et a1. (see footnote 13, ~)

held:

•••. state trade secret law which
protects ani\lventor in the maintenance
of a monopol~of. adevi~ewhi~~ is an
appropriate subject for patent under
the United S~ates Patent Laws i~ in
conflict with the policies and purposes
of ~~ose patent laws where the invention
has been used cOmQ8rcially for more than
one year.:aysuch-uee t..~e inventor_has
forfeited his right to a patent but by ~~e

use of the state ~rade secret law he is
able toexcluQe carn?etition and prevent
disclosure, thus obtaining protection
whicl1 he could not; Obtain under the
laws of t..~c United States. The state
trade secret law has no limitati.ons of
tL~e and, ~~erefore, is in direct
conflict with the Patent Laws, which
have as a purpose the objective of
obtaininqpublicdisclosure after a
limited period or time.

We recognize that our holding in
thiS. ease is in conflict with the
previously citedciecisions of other
Circuits, Servo Corp. of America v.
General Electric Co., 337 F.2d 716,
143· USPQ 85 (4th Cir~ 1964), cert.
den. 383 ~.S. 934.146 USPQ 772 (1966).
rehearing denied 384 U.S.914 (1966);
Dakar Ind~stries, Inc. v.3issett-Berman
Corp., 434 F.2d 1304,168 OSPAil (9th
Cir. 1970),cert. den. 402. U.S .. 945,
169 USPQ 528 (1971); Water" Services,
Inc. v. Tesco Chemicals, Inc., 410 F.2d
163. 162 UgoQ 321 (5th Ci~. 169);
Painton & Co. v ; acums , Inc., 442 P.2d
216,.169 USPQS28 (2rid Cir. 1971)., but
our analysis ?f the=elationsh~?~etween

the Patent Laws of t~e united States
and the Trade Secret Laws of ~~e State
of Ohio, as ap91ie~ in t~is case, forces
us to the conclusion that ~~e =iald of
proteGtion afforded to ~~is plaintiff
by, ~~at~radcSecre~Law ~as ~een

pree~?tedbythe Patent Laws of ~~e

Un~ ted. St~:.es •. ,,~,'ie, t..:~erefore,. holci
that the T=ade Secret Laws of the
St.ate Of,. O~i9.=aynotaz=o=<i to the
plainti=f in ~his case ?~o~ection which
Ehe plai;l.t":'':f could not o1:ltain under
t~e Patc;l.~~~~s.

Ul
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IntheKcwaneeOilcas~, the defendant corporation

was founeedby former ewployees of the plaintiff on trade

secrets relating to ~e groW~ of sodium iodide thalli~.activated

scintillation crystals, which secre'ts were stolen fr~

the plaintiff.. - But for 'the 'black' influence of Lear,

plaintiff most assuredly would have prevailed in its plea

for a permanent inj unction restraining tJ1.e defendant from

disclosing and/or using the tr~e secrets, for .the facts of

Kewanee pr~sent a classical misappropriation of trade secret

case. Pl.aintiff has filed a. petition for w:it. of certiorari

in the Supreme Court.

Thus, Kewanee stands for the aboli'tion in· the"

Sixth Circuit of state trade. secret law relative to the

protection of subject matter whi.chis,2!!.!!.' patentable.

For purposes herein considered, the decision requires that

a current li~ensee of patentable know-how acquire free use

of the know-how, irrespeC'tive of te.rmination date. Future

license agreements involving patent~le, but unpatented,

knoH-hu.'1 are unenforceable. The' court's decision does not

affect the licensing of unpatentable know-how.

The second circuit case of Painton. Co., v , Bourns·

has been previously mentioned. Jud.ge Friendly's opinion in

Painton" is well reasoned and harmonizes state trade secret

law ,'lith the true meaninq of Lear. Thus today the sixth

and second circuits- are· indirect opposition relative to

state trade secret laws.

The-facts of Painton are interesting and quite

relevant here because involved was an agreement relative

to·a British patent and related know-how. Painton# the -

licensee, was a British manufacturer of potentiometers under

1;32
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a license agreement with Bourns, the licensor. The cont~act

had a set termination date of October 24, 1968 but was

silent as to post-termination rights of the,licensee except

that it did contain a ctause by which the. licenE!ee, would

continue to pay certain royalties on a l~ted number of

unpatented potentiometers for a period of four years beyond

the expiration elate..

Under th& contract the licensee received know-how

(drawings and enqineerinq assistance) fx.om the licensor ..

The licensee ,has the righi: to secure' a British pa.tent in

the licensorls name 'and one such patent::,was secured covering

a few models of the potentiometers.. The licensee had the

right to operate under this British patent free of any patent

infringement claims for the term of the contract. In

consideration the licensee ~s obligated ~ pay specified

royalties"

Shortly before the contraot termJ.nation date, the

j.Lcenece informe<l the licensee that it was not going to

renew the contract and that it expected the licensee to

discontinue manufacturing the various potentiometers which

were not exempt from the four year extension cause and to

return all tangible know-how relative to those non-exempted

potentiomet.ers.

The licensee, however, contended, based ,on its

interpretation of the contract, that it had therigbtto

continue to use the licensed know-how after termination of

the contract and after its payment of royalties due on the

exempt~d potentiometers, to be manuf.ctured under the four

year clause, all free from any trade secrets and patent claims~
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Despite the extremely complex nature of the

contractUal relationships of t..'lte:parties,.t..'lte district

judqe<]ranted a motion for summary judgment fully supporti1'l9'

the position of the plaintiff licensee. The district jud<]e. .

based her opinion both on a matter of contract interpretation

and her interpretation of Lear:

Federal patent policy, the Court has held,
will not allow trade secret claims against
a party who has expressly contracted for
them where there has been no patent applica
tion, 309 F. Supp. at pa<]8 276, note 12.

In reversing- the lower Court on the trade secret

issue and remanding for trial on the issue of .cont:act

interpretation relative to the respective post-termination

rig-hts of the parties, ~udge Friendly held, respectivelY:

We therefore do not find, either in general
considerations of public policy or in ema
nations from the federal patent law, a
sufficient basis for decli~ing to enforce
even the royalty provisions of trade secret
agreements at leas~ with =espect to -cases
where no patent application has been filed.
Whatever the ~~pac~ of Lear may be with
respect ~o agreemen~s governing inventions
for which paten~ applications have been filed,
we find nO suggestion in the opinion ~~at the
Court intended to cast out ~~e long standing
principle that an inventor who choses to ex?loit
his invention by ?rivate arang~ents is entirely
free to do so, thouqh in so doing he may thereby
forfeit his riqht to a?atent. Although the
Court stated that nfederal law requires that
all ideas in general circulation be dedicated
to the co~on good unless they are protected
by a valid patentA it did not'say or suggest
that federal law requires that all ideas must
be pu~' in general circulation. Indeed, as the
Court observed on another occasion, the inventor
-may keep his invention secret,and reap its
fruits indefinitelyn.

111111

The validity of agre~~ents for the saleer
license of trade secrets has been upheld for
generations in too many ca~~s to warrant
extended cita~ion. (Citations omitted}.
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"""
In thousands of contracts businessmen have
divulged such secrets to competitors, dealing
at arms' length and well able to protect
th~~selves, on the faith that mutually
acceptable protl'isionsior payment, for the
preservation of confidentiality, and for the
return of secret information on termination
or default will be enforced by ehe Courts.

"""
The effect of termination of the agreement upon
[the licensee's] continued trightto retain.
drawings and use information that had been
supplied ~~ereunder is a ~ost difficult question
~f contract interpretation. Neither the contract
norene numerous affidavits, depositions and
exhibits speak to us with the clarity they did
to the district judge.

[The licensor] stresses the contract's references
to the grant of a license. It states, with
seeming correctness, that all rights granted
by a license generally cease upon i~s expiration,
citing particularly '(citation of california
decision deleted].

Thus, Judge Friendly's opinion stands for the continued

vitality of trade secret laws in har,mony Lear. Most tmportant,

the decision recognizes and reaffir.ms the right of parties to

a contract to bargin at arms' length to arrive at mutually

agreeable terms relative to the transfer of know-how.

Antitrust Perspective of .the Problem

Writers in the antitrust field believe that the

aLear~ problem is made unnecessarily difficult by trying to

fashion some notion of a federal public policy on patents

and related matters. They believe that contracts relating

to the transfer of patent ~nd know-how ri~ht~can be drafted

with a higher predictability of validity and enforceability
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restraint.

consideration from the licensor to the licensee then £Ol:' the

.'

if the transfer is viewed from an antitrust perspective. 15

The question to ask relative to the transfer of

know-how is: whether the terms defining the respective

rights of the licensor and the licensee constitute an un

reasonable restraint of trade amounting to a violation of

I 1 of the Sherman Act. These guidelines may be offered:

1.) If Lear is considered to be addressed to the

proposition of whether it constitutes an unreasonable

restraint of trade to collect royalties on a previously

secret invention once it ~s been disolosed to the public,

and if, as many commentators and lower courts believe, such

a royalty provision amounts to an unreasonable restraint of

trade then such provisions in a contr~ct are to be avoided.

However, -if secret know-how which subsequently loses its

secret nature is regarded as a bargained for '"head start"

3.) The safest roya~ty s.chedule, for anyknow··how

situation, is one providinq for a single initial lump sum.

4.) In any license agreement involving know-how,

the courts will probably employ for an ant~trustissuea Grule

became publically known.

2.) A potentially perpetual royalty arrangemerlt

with no definite cutoff date approaches, an unreasonable

of reason G approach on a-case by casan basis.

mutual convenience of the parties a royalty payment schedule

based.on a gum ~ertain could be established which would

continue even if the know-how constituting the head start

lSAn Antitrust Decision: Lear v. Adkins; SBADAJ4S. The Lirr;its
on Trade Secret Law Jmccsed by FcdcrulPatcnt and J\ntitn:st
Supremacy, 80 Harvard Law Review 1'132 (1967); £:now-How Li.ccn s i nc
and The i\ntitrust r.aws , 46 JPOS 338 (1964); rlhat E:very PrnctiO:':-:;l.:"
Should xucw about?atent and Ant Lcru s t; P'roo Lerne in L.lccnsinq
Patcntfi and xnov-uow, lS p'rCJ:A~3 :Fcbru~ry 18. ':"971) li'n excerpt
of a speech da1iever by nich~r.d St0rn, Chief of the Antitrus~'s.

Divisions Patent Section, g::'vcJ'?'..eeror c the Chicago Dar !l.ssoc.:.a.t.lO;:
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Conclusions

Theforeg,oinqha.s sketched the development 'of the

c:urr.~t. tBAA.i.Q1J1- between contract law". equity and .state trada

stacret l~ws: .. on t.he on~hand and f.ederal.' supremacy of patent

and federal antitrust la~s on the other.: Tbis tension,. which

gives rise to the ins'tant dllemma respecting the relative

post-termination rig!;lts to know-how of the parties to an

agreement licensin~patentsand know-how, may be traced to

the landmark decision of Lear v. Adkins ana its diametric

progeny, Kewanee and Painton. Ke~ee in the si.xth circuit

stands for the abolition of trade secret recourse for

~paten~ble but unpatented- know-how. i"a.inton in the second

circuit harmonizes and provides for ~& continued recourse.

to ~ade secret protection in view of Le:ar,. and reaffirms

_the. notion that~s bargaining at arm I s length may

transfer know-how accordiD'l to mutually aqreeable. terms

which are nOt: othal:Wiae incoAai.a'tent· with express patent and

anti.b:l,l$t .laws.. "

Tha :rollow:Lng conelusions are reached in order of

decreasing eertai.ni1:y:

1.) In any license a9'reement for patents and.

know-ho~,~ the licensee has an inherent advantag'e in obta.ininq

free use of know-how after termination. Likened to retu,rning

an eq9to its broken shell, know-how once disclosed cannot be

recapturect.

2.) If the license agreement is silent as to pOst

termination. rights to know-how, the licensee keeps the know

how. HOWeyer,. in" the licensor's favor,. there is a 9're~t body

of case law showing the courts willingness to consider all
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credible eV~dence offered to prove the intention of'the

parties.

3.) ...In a case where the previously seceee know

how falls into the public domain, the most conservative view,

in view of the current upheaval, is that the licenseet e

royalty obligation ceases. This result,. however,_ is not

required by Lear. In a case where the equities are with

the ~icensor and the license Agreement is unambiguous, a

contrary result respecting the licensee's obligation for

continued royalty payments after loss of secrecy Would not

be inconsisteilt with Lear.

4.) In a license ~i9uOUSlY reserving a superior

post~termination right to "patentable- secret know-how in

the licensor, most courts, save those in the sixth circuit,

would follow 'Painton and the ~tire body of pre-Lear trade

secret case law and uphold the licensor's superior right.

5.) In a license unambiguously re·serviJ19 a

superior poat-termination right to "unpatentable" secret

know-how, the same result as given in 4.) would be reached

except that the sixth circuit -would join consistent with

..ICewanee.

6.) Finally a pure predietJ.on: Painton- represents

the better view &nQ.will ulti.JDately prevail. Thus, assuming

compliance with antitrust and express patent laws, parties

will be pexmitted to contract for transfer o~ patents a.ndknow

how on terms consistent with mutual advantage; conflicts will

be settled on a case-by-case basis following Painton and Lear.
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Note 2) Art. 77.0) Art. 78@
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October 3, 1973
Japanese Group, Committee '#2
Chairman: Koichi YOKOYA
Reporter: Takashi AOKI

COMPULSORY LICBNSIN~ OF PATENTS I~ JAPAN

-LEGISLATIVE 4NDPRACTICAL ASPECTS

These effect of patent right is subject tOe restriction froe

various causes. Licensing of the patent is one Q~ them.

License is a right obtainable by third party from the patentee

to exploit the invention covered by the patent as his business,

and the right is provided fcr in the Japanese Patent Law.

Beeing from the cause for which ~censing occurred, license

can be cassified into two kinds; one is based on the wm

of a patentee2) and the other not based on it.

It isa wa1l~establjBhed theoryin'Japan that patent righ,

has two phases in its effect, positive and negative; the

positive one is that the patentee himself exclusively possesses

the right to exploit his patented invention (Art. 68 of the

Patent Law), and the negative is that third psri:ies are

prevented fro~ working the. invention (no corresponding
I . .
Article)~)

0:,. {..~.

'." 9 : B

a. Introduction

Note 1) In the United States, patent granted is a right"to exec1ude

others from making, using or selling the invention

throughout the United States. The phrase "to exclude

others· is the heart of the catter. The patent does not

give the inventor the right to practice the invention himself.



And t~c :~::~= kine :~ :e ~~=ther classified ir.~o two

types; a sta~utory lice~se ~~d ~co=p~sory license.

The statutory license is a non-exclusive license autocatically

becOming effective as provided by law independently of the

patentee's will and without any particular administrative

additional,ac1:ion needed, typical examples of which are

ua non-exclusive license on the:g1'ound.of prior useu::)

ua non-exclusive license of an employer when his empJ.oyee

becomes a owner of the patent on an employee's invention"1)

and others.

On the other hand, the compulsory lioense is a non-

exolusive l!cense available by an arbitration decision of the

Director-General of the Patent Office or the competent minister

when under certain statutory conditions a third party

concerned proposed for a license on a patent to its,patentee

and negotiations between both parties have ended in failure.

Strictly speaking, therefore, a compulsory license is called

sUlicense through arbitration" or· more briefly an "arbitration

license" accOrding to the present Patent .Law. That is,

sinoeone of the objeots of 1;he patent system is the exploitation

of published inventions, a oompulsory license was designed on

that premise in order to exploit a patented invention by

establishing a non-exolusive license on a certain patent

available by force to a third party through the intervention

of the administrative power if the oase comes under certain

statutory oonditiOns.

Note 3) Art. 79

Note 4) Art. 35

14.0
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The, compulsory"license is.men1;?--oned as follows, but all

the points connected with the procedure in the Patent Office

are left out as ti.I:le is limited.

2. Types of Compulsory Licensing Provisions

1) On grounds of nonuse or inadequate USe by the patentee

2) To facilitate use of improvement or dependent patents

3) In case working is specially needed for national defense,

public health or other public interest

4) Patents in certain groups or owned by certain patentees,

The coresponding provisions covering the items 1). 2)

and 3) above are stipulated in the Japanese Patent Law but

there is no suehprovision connected with the item 4) above

therein.

3 ~ Compulsory Licensing on Grounds of Nonuse- or Inadequate Use

by the Patentee

The most common type of law the world over is that

which provides for compulsory licensing when an invention

patented is not used or worked in the country within a certain

period of time or when the invented goods is mainly

manufactured abroad and i.I:lported into the country. The

Japanese Patent Law also provides for this kind of provision

in its Article 83 based upon Paris Convention for the Protection
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of I~du~~rinl Property, Article 5 which reads as follows:

(Arbit~a~ie~ tecisicr. on es~~~lis~~~nt of a r.on-exclcsive
lic~nse .~ ~~e ~ese o~ ~on-workir.;)
ARTICLE 83. :;~~n ~ pa~cn~ea ~~vcn~io~ has no~ been adequately

exploitee cc~~in~ously ~O~ three years or more inJa~~~t a
person ~~o -i~~enc~ ~o aA?loi~ ~~e p~~ent~d ~ventio~ ~~y request
the· pste~~ee or ~~c cxcl~=i~Q~ic2n$ee ~o hold conz~l~ation on
~e g~a~~ of a n~c-exclusive l~cenze ~~ereon. However. ~is

provision s~~:: ~~t app:y w~en a periGQ of tour years h~s not
ej.epsed f:-o: 'tr.e j.~te o!"tiling ot t..,.e a?p11u't1on 1n resl)ect ot
-&aid paunted invent LOr...

2. When no agreecent has been reached or it 1s !gpossible
to hold ccnsul~aticAS ~~der ~he ?receci~g p~ragraph, a person
~~o Inte~es ~oeX?loit ~e patented ~nvention :ay ~ike a request
of the Direct~r-vcneralof ~e ?a~ent Office for an arbitration
decision.

It is understood from the above provision that it is

prerequisiteofor obtaining the compulsory licensing that nonuse

or inadequate use shaD. continue for more that tllree years

dUring the effectiv~ period of the patent right (and four

years after patent application). The meaning of the "inadequate·

use" could be cOntroversial because of no preceding case

decision; How~veri the expert's opinion prevailing in Japan

indicates as typical examples of the "inadequate use" cases

that a) an invented material is manui'actured abroad and aD.

imported into Japan and b)manu:t'acture is not big enough to

satisfy domestic demand~.

All international firms which possess patent rights in

many foreign countries would naturally make efforts to make their

worldwide operations most efficien~ by exclusively exploiting

the technology covered by the patents. Therefo~e, whether
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it is go~r.~ to ·~crk tee ?~te~~ed i~vention in a specific

:".>'\"

143your r.eference.

Such tendency as this syst= is not utilized so much is more

or less the same in various other countries~) It might be sure

country or whether it manufactures all the products abroad

and export them to the specific country is entirely dependen,

upon the "logistic" policy of the international firm who is

the owner of patent rights. In ease where the firms adopts

such a policy as of exploiting the technology only in a

specific factory and exporting thus obtained goods to all

the countries of the world, the corresponding pat.ent rights

eXisting in the countries importing those goods are considered

to be of service only for this act of exporting to be carried

on exclusively for such countries. It is to be against the

national pOlicy of the importing states which are trying

bard to make the patent system contribute to the development

of national industries.

It is generally felt that the eXistence.of :he compulsory

license system in Japan has some meaning. As you can see

from the Appendix 1 attached on. this paper, there has been

no case as yet with the ,Japanese Patent Office where a

compulsory license was established on an arbitration decision

by the authority, while only three cases were so far filed

requesting for e:rbitration decisions two of which were withdra"n

thereafter and the last one is still pending'before the

Patent Office.

Note 5) As an exaople, cases in the United Kingdom are shown in

the Appendix 2.Statistics on compulsory licenses under

special provision for food or medicine "ere also c1ted for



There has been some movement of international cooperation

Compulsory Licensing ,\;O :fa.c::'l:;'.:ca t e Use of Improvement 0:'

In many'coun~ries co=?~so~y l~censing is i~pose~ in the

that- the e:.::::",:';"tcr:.ce of thi~sys-tc=. ~l:::.:;z some 'relete

dependent ?atents
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with respect to the application of this provision among

concluded throu~~ such ne 6otiations.

difficult tokno~ the exact number of license agreements

facilitatelicensi~ct~ro~Gh nesotiations, tho~3h it is

developed countries. For instance, Switzerland having many

internationally active enterprises in it has been concerned

about the compulsory licensing for a long time and positively

pushing ahead the policy of concluding with other countries

an agreement based on toe principle of reciprocity, which

provides that Switzerland shall not dispute non-working Of

the Swiss patents owned. by nationals of the country participating

in the agreement on condition that the patents owned by the

Swiss nationals in said country shall escape any legal

obligation for non-working. To my best knowledge, Switzerland

has already concluded this kind of agreemant with the U. S. A.,.

West Germany and some other countries. Since such proposal

of SWitzerland would be along with the recant tendency of

internatiollal divi.sion of labor, ..i t would surely be welcomed

by multi.-national enterprises of advanced countries. If my

survey is correct, the same kind of proposal was also made to

Japan in 1967, but I believe there has been no development

of negotiation between the two co\lntries.



case of an invention ownec by one p~~en~ce, the use of whic~

is dependent upon a right of use under ~~ older patent owned

by another; i.e., the owner of a yo~~ger patent can obtain

a-compulsory license from the owner of an older patent

under the situation in which the f9rmer would infringe the

latter's right when using his own invention if without

obtaining said license from the older patent owner.

Article 72 of the Japanese Patent Law clearly prohibits

the free use of a younger paten,ed invention in case of

dependence upon the right of an older patent as follows:

(Relationship with another person's ?3tented invention, etc.)
ARTICLE 72. ~fhen a pa~ented inve~~ion is ~o util~ze

another person's paten~ec i~ven~ion, registered u~ili~y oodel
or registered design or design si~ilar ~here~o under an ap~li

cation which was filed prior~o ~~e date of ~iling of the
application for pa~ent concerned, or when the patent right
conflicts with another person's design right u.~der an application

for des1gnreg1atrat1on which was filed~pr.1or to the cate at
filing ot the application fer ?aten~ concern~d, the patentee,
exclusive licensee ornon-excl~sive :~cer~ee shall not exploit
the patentedinvent10n as his ~~siness.

Then, the Japanese Patent Law further provides for in its

Article 92 the procedure for obtaining a compulsory license

in sach a case as follows:

(Arbitrat:on decisio~ o~ es~a~:is~~ent of a non-exclusive
license fo~ eA~10i~i~6 one 1s CW~ pQ~e~~ed i~ven~ion)
A.qTIC~ 92. -.~r"i.ef.t pc t entec .inverrt i on ::'":1:5 under- any of

the cases as pr-cvfde d :'.';)r" .:..~ ':':-':':'cl·;; 72, -:'::'2 ::~~"n<;ee or excs ua Lve
lice:'l;see nay -ccccsc c.:~C'::-.():- ;'0:-':'::: r'cr'ez-r-cc -:0 :'n SOlid ;'r:icle
to hold co~~~l':~:ic::s or. ~~~ ~:"~::<; 0: ~ ::o::-excl~siva :ice~$e for
exploi~~::'~ ':he;)<::.':.cn":ec:~Ye:-.t; .:.v;-. 0:" 0:-, a :;o::.-exc~~sive licer;ae
on the U~ili'";;y ::::lode:' :-... ;;nl: or ...he c.esi~n r~.;h<;.
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4. (Omitted)

system, the general opinion of most Japanese experts might be

that this compu1sory licensing system is as necessary as in

1·16

"".",., "'"'.

2. ~i.1en no ~~~cc=c~~ h~s o~~n ~c~c~cc or it is i~?o~~ible
to hold co~~ul:~~~~~t ~::~~~ ~~c ~~cccc:~~ ?~~~Gr~~~t ~.c ?~~~~~ee

or exc:~=iv~ ~iC~~S0~ =~y :~~~c ~ ~c~~~s~ of ~hc Dircc~or-C~ncral

ot tee p~~c~~ c~~~c~ ~or ~~ ~~oi~~o~~~n decision.

5. If. in tb; case ,,:, t.~e preccc.inG ?e::-<l;ra:?h. the
establis~.:en~ o~ ~e nc~-excl~s~ve lice~se i~j~res unc~ly 'the
1nterestof ~no~~er ~erscn referred to in' Article 72. t~e

Director-Gcneral of ~~e ?~ten~ Office shall no~ render an
arbitration QeciSion~o ~e effect that the non-exelusive
l1cenae shall be granted.

As. can lie seen from the above, this compul.scry license is

obtainable at tiny time as far as the both patents, older and

younger, are registered, different from the case of nonuse.

The owner of the younger patent can ask for a compul.sory

1icense of the older patent, whi1e nevertheless the owner of

the older patent cannot ask for it for the use of the younger

patent. It shou1d be noted that, if it is judged that the

interest of the older patent owner will be undu1y harmed

when the compu1sory license is given to the younger patent

owner, no positive decision cou1d be made:

The amount or rate of roya1ty to be paid to the owner of the

older patent as compensation for the licensing shou1d be of

vita1 importance, which sha11 be decided by the Director-Genera1

Qf the Patent Office when he makes a positive decision.

(The same will be aPJllied to compu1sory license on grounds

of nonuse or inadequate use.)

Although the Paris Convention does not provide for this



the cuse of co=p~so~y l~c~~si~£ 0: ?a~e~~3 ~n no~~sc. ;~

you can see froIT. the Append i.x 1, thc:-e have beenjso far only

two cases in which requests :c~ a~bitration decision were

asked both of which were withdrawr. thereaf,er by applicants.

Again, ,in this case, however, it might be correct to conside~

that the provision plays some important role in facilitating

and adjusting the grant of a license bet.ween the two patent

owners as might be cases with compulsory licensing for nonuse.

It might be opportune to add that if patent protection

should be extended to chemical product and pharmaceutical-producf

(medicine) per se in future which subject is nov under hot

and serious deliberation in Japan, such an idea is expected

to become dominant that the-compulsory licensing system for

dependent patents should be utilized more positively in the

fields of chemical and pharmaceutical industries so that it
,.,." ......

may exclude evils of monopoly due to stronger-protection in

this field. 'If such situation is brought about, the system

will increase. of its importance.

5. In Case Working is specially needed for national Pefenee;

public Health or other public Interest

Some countries (such as England) have introduced prOVisions

for compulsory licensing into their patent laws an order to

prevent specific types of abuses of patent rights; e.g.,specific

provisions on the grant o~ licenses upon application with

respect to food or medicine or processes for producing. such
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their Patent Law.
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3. (Omitted)

2. When no agreeQent has beer. reached or i~ is impossible
~o hold consultations under ~he precec1;'~ paragraph, a person
who intencs ~o exploit~he patentee i~ve~tio~ cay make a request
o~ the ~ir.is~erof Interna~ional Trade and Ind~stry' for an
arcitrationdecision.

(Arbitration dec~sic~ C~ es~ab:ish=ent of non-exclusive
license for p~b2ic ~r.~e~es~j

ART~CL3 93. ~~en the e7.?:oi~c~:on o! a patented invention
1s partlc~3r:y necessa~ ~cr~e ?~b~ic in~erestl a person who
intends to ex?loi't ~he peuenuec inver.o:io4::ay reques-t:.tr..e paten"tee
or the exclusive licensee ~c ho:d consu:ta~ons on the grant o~

a non-excluslve license ~ereon.

or any other public ,interest. Sometimes the temporary or

permanent expropriation of patent rights by a Government for

the same reasons_is referred to as "compulsory license".

Another type of compulsory license is a license to the

Government for the purpose of national defense, public health

thecaseofE..~Gland). Japa..'1 has no such provisions in

The present Japanese law_has no such provision specifically

appointing the Government for authorizing to get this type of

compulsory license. However. Article 93 of the Japanese

Patent Law broadly covers this type of compulsory license for

any third party who intends to use the patent for public

interest as follows:



It is poi~tcd ou~ ~~a~ ~here has bee~ so far no request

for this type of co~p~l~ory l~censinf befo=e the Minister

concerned.

It is always a basic problem here i.e.,what is "public

interest" in connection with patents? AnsVlers differ from

country toicountry. A basic differenc exists between the

oountrieswith economies domina~ed by ag=icultu:e and those

which are highly industrialized.

In this connection. reference is made to the controversy

recently made by the special committee of the Fo~eign

Investment Council in Japan seeking some oountermeasures for

excluding evil in:fluences of thechnological monopoly by huge

enterprices; that is. they pointed out that the meaning of

the "public interest" provided for in the Article 9~ above

could possilbly cover. in addition to "such cases where the

patented invention is an important one having a direct

relation tp the national livelihood such as the people's life.

welfare and/or construction of public facilities, etc.".

also auch other cases where there are fears of (a) causing

mass un~ployment, (b) abandoning eXisting heavily capitalized

industrial facilities. and (c) remarkably arresting sound

economic and technical development of basic industries, very
•

important export industries ~~d indust~ies of the most technically

developed and sophisticated fields, etc., following-the

collapse of enterprises or other fac~ors and tqosecoul~ brir.g

on serious ill effects on the national economy in conse~~ence.
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Besides ".;;heGc ca.sec -:l::.e ;:,.::.::.c:-. :'0': :"::ve:;:l;:'o:.3 w:-~ich ar-e

Summary

- End -150,

Patents in Certain Groups or owned by Certain Patentees

A Compulsory license has also been granted for entire

technical group of patents or for all'patents owned by a

specified owner mainly under the United States Anti-Trust

Law with the object of restoring competition in th~ field

of technology. In Japan we have no such corresponding case.

which is now imminent social F~oole~ ~ight possibly become ~~ object

of attack in the future according to the provision. of the article

in question.

concerned with preven~io~ of 0= ~e=edy fo= e~v:'ror~ental pollution

It is quite true that any type of compulsory licensing

based upon the Japanese Patent Law has been seldom used

officially in the history and, from that viewpoint, it could

be said that the industries have been paying rather small

attention to the compulsory licensing clauses. However,

the emphasis should be placed on the point that as a matter

of practice these compulsory clauses, in particular, those

on the ground of nonuse o~ inadequate use by a patentee and

for a dependent paten_ o~ne~ have been surely playing some

role to, adjust and facilita.te c\4,;ua.l negotiation be.tween a

patent owner and a third ?ar~y whowanvs to get a license

from the patent o~ner.



caeea filc.d with the- ?ai.cnt Of~i.~;(; ;.:

-
Applicable Nationality of lfaaonality ot Date of r-eqr

No. clause the pai.~nt owner th.e requesti.Ag party per-sc.ec i,c
make ccr.sul :

1 A.21*lnon.useJ Japan Japan ~B. 27,

2 A.92(dependent) U.X. ,
Sep·~. 9.

3 A.22'(dependentl Franca , Nov. 30,

4 A.92(dependent) U.S.A. • Jan. 22.

5- A.83(non use 1_ U.K.. .. June 13,

6 n U.S.A. l)enmark Oct. I),

7 " Switzerland Japan Nov. 3U,

S , U.S.A. n Oot. 23.

9 n Franoe n Maroh 2<

10 n Japan n July 22,

11 , ,
" Dec. 4.

12 A.21*(non use) , • Feb. 23,

Remarks * These three cases are not based upon the Pat!':
Utility Kodel Law have corresponding prov1s1(

** Betoreamelld..centot the provisions concernec:i
is required to hold consultation i.letween a pE-
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~,-:..:2..-.L

Reell1.t

\11-1'thliralln on ~oy.

20, '09

Arbitration not
ye1; filed

Wi:thdrawn on llov. 5.
'62

•

Arbitrat1oilnot
yet filed

Wi:thdrawn on Feb. 17
'65 due to reconcilL_
aUon

2enriing

Aequest for per~issi_

withdra"",n

Feb. 18, '69

Ha¥ 16, '62

nee , 26, '67

Ma7 1, '69

. lIov. 6, '64

Dateot reqQost tor
arDi~ra~ion aoc1oion

J~. iU, 168

Feb. 2U, '67

Dec. 12, '68

April ,. '64

Oct,. 20, 161

Aug. 2, '66

March lU, '64

Date permission was given
to ~e consultation··

'66

152

'67

'66

'6U

'61

'71

'68

'6'

'64

, 'b8

16b

at Law but. the Utility Model Law. Article. 2l and 220~ tho
ns to Articles 83 and 920t the Patent Law. respectively.
on June 1, 1971 to the preeent form, official permission

tent own~r and a requestins party.

'68

con.l1~ction with cotlpulsory licenses

est tor
;}. to
ation**

D1smisse~ on Oct.
6, '69 clue to
inco~plete procedure--------------------



SecIIoIl41 (Speda1_ for FoocI or MedIduo)
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1
3••IS
3

I

7
9
6
II
26
IS
12
6

PeDdiJlI at FlIed
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Section37 (Gonorn! Prorision)

PeDdlng at
be&lDning or Filed

yar ~"lcaz -195~ I 2
19EO 2 1
1961 3 1
1961 I 3
1963 3 -1964 1 3
1965 3 2
1966 3 3
1961 6
1968 5 I

1959
1960
1961
1962
1963
1964
1965
1965
1961
1961

Applications to the Comptroller for Comoulsory Licences under
. the Patents Act 1949

195~1963

Source: 'Palor/J.Du/~ andTr~ Maru: 86thRcpOrloftheComptroller.ucDcral of PatccCS
Designsana Trade Marki (or thc yu.r l~OS.
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satlSf'actory to the U.S. group.

or. legal substance of :;'.8 z:~~~ect, h('l\..rever, doe s not 0.1·....::.:::

Francisco Meeting. However, we regret to say that a general
L~AC~

idea of the subject has not~in Japan as having a
-<M-~

popular or clear meaning. A fixed understanding and d5gnitio~

of it from the standpoint of licensing practices and the legal

aspects adjacent to the Ant~monopoly Act has not been

established in J~pan. We are afraid that this presentation may
/VII'£(;:ft; ,,"'-

. 1;')4

Octob",l:' 3, 1973
Japanese Gl:'OUp, Committe", #2
Chail:'man: Koichi YOKOYA
Reporter: lIaruyuki KOIDE

Field of use License

The dei'icie-ncy'ori:::::s.-:1;r:. 7.yo::co;rr.~~:l()no:' ..... he lega~ C0::~'(';:-':'

It is generally l:lnderstoodto be restrictions in some respects

and within a scope, of' lltechnical field ,for manufacture,

2lfield of technical methods including a method of how to use

a product and/or 3lfieldof sales.

I. Definition

It was due to a suggestion by the U.S. group that the subject

of "Field of Us'e License ,i , espeCiallyll{p~~~~ to Japanese

practices thereof and its acceptance of and attitudes toward
IAJI'f, l'i\MIe.

it of the Japanese regulatory authorities is jlut 8& .... theme
) -fills

?~\l.;~~before this Committee No.2 of PIPA at .$Jsq t t • t San

4



of important sources

~. ,~:.;..

the

concerned as a business. ~rt:cle 78 paragraph.2 provides

exclusively possess the rifht to work the patented :nventi0r.

shall, "within the scope speci:'iec in the act of cres.t:'on tl
,

155

The provision of Article 68· refers explicitly to the effect

that even·a patentee cannot possess the right exclusively to

.Japanese Patent Law; Article 2 paragraph 3 (defining "workin;".

Article 68 entitled "Effect of Patent Right", Article 77

paragraph 2 entitled "Exclusive License" and Article 78

paragraph 2 entitled "Oridinary License (which corresponds to

non-exclusive license). The clarification of the content and

"work" a patented invention with .respect to "the scope within

which the exclusive licensee exclusively possesses the right

to work the patented invention". The provisions of Article

77 paragraph 2 prOVides explicitly that an exclusive licensee

~ean that licensing practices i~ Ja~~;. a~e not accc~pa~ie~

~ "field of use li:::it.atior.. l1
• :t ::ay be prr~ correct.

and proper to say that there a~ses where the "field

of use lin:itation" is applied.

import of patent righ:;Which composes the nucleus of licenses

as well as exclusive or oridinary licenses auxiliary thereto
.- "

would elucidate the legal substance and scope of "field of

. use limitation".



1I~'ield of 'Use li::-.i t a.t i or;'".

II. Practices of "field of use limitation license"

'.
"

licen~:_:;b

156

documents

the view of "field of use lirr.i tat ion" .

that an ordinary licensee shall, within the scope specifie6

This Report suggests that we might be correct to suppose the

Fair'~rade Commission may not examine license agreements in

~----...

Apart from international license agreements, ~Izei e E0!'9 no
. Wff'~

authorities or mechanisms existent in Japan,~ol~all

license agreementsfuvOIVing a Japanese corporation) or. person

~ party to it. :iort'ar as an international license agreement

is concerned,.the Japanese party to it is obligated to file

it with the Fair Trade Commission ·accord!ng to the prOVision

of the Antimonopoly Act. Accordingly, we can obtain some

information concerning license agreements in the light of the

Antimonopoly Act by examining the Annual Report· issued by the

Fair Trad'e Commission (~ap1; 6P wliich, is at tached ftSpotrj tb)
,. - ;--.... - '- - -

the preceding prOVisions would elucidate the substance of

the right to work the patented invention concerned as a

business. The clarifica~ion of s~ch scope prOVided as in

by the provisions of Law o~ in the act of creatior-, possess



·' .. .'.~;;::'

practice of and Anti:-::onopoly prccleIT.s on lI!':el::i of use

interested in royalty, far more than the "field of use" on

the part of licensee or in the case that field of license

to .be limited is more wide than specified in the patent

claim.

li::-.i tat:'on lt in ';aps.n, .......na t w-e car; do is to procee:i as

may not limit "field of usev , There n-.ay be "field of use

limitation" in the case ~icensors are too much

follows: firstly we ass~~e patent license agree~efits not

including know how or infor~ation. So~e of them ~ay or

157'

On the other hand, in such cases as 1) a specific patent.

among proposed plural patents is requested to be licensed

by Licensees, 2) licensing resulting from a patent infringe

ment suit, 3) licensing of the competitive products between

firms under competitive relationship, 4) the profit coming

from the patented product or the product to be obtained by

using patented process or method shares'largely in. the

licensor's total profit and 5) ~..~ the licensor will limit

"field of use" of licensees. Such licenses may well be
. 1!'o.P
accompanied~ strict limitation of licensed scope. An

agreement which does not limit explictly the scope of license
,,~: .

(including "field of use") may possibly be, except _ other-

wise specified, construed in Japan to have licensed,over all,

of the scope of the patent claim and over all of manufacture,

-rIlE- use and sale of the par-ented invention. Secondly, we assur,e .

the technj cal ass f s t ance agreement including·lmow-how,



. Point of Contact with Antimonopoly Act

158'

Such agr'ee:~ents

Such recognition may be established on a case

1,,, ~
ini"or::,ation and er. as well as patents.

recognition.

::ray possibly include the lin:itation of "field of use" in

SOme respects, as the limitation of contractual field or

subject matter is essential to fixing rights and obligations

of the parties. If the contractual field is of wide range, "It
!.Y

includ~ many products or "field of. Use". or~agu: around
II (.i;tfAjt. il!,o 'llI!lt-1'l~ ~'6UFlrA"'lQN: o~.)

the border line, specifying clearly and pract).caIlyhe

import of granting in addition to the limitation of contractual
) . "

field is required jIld in such case, "field of use limitation"
, "I"..)

may possibly;Pe accompanye«ras a result of such specifying •

by case basis, in proportio~ to the transfiguration of-economic sinuatron ccneer-ned ann taking i nt o tiIIII;.. account t he

necessities under- pub l i c po:': c:'es. A:1 thn~e are~i.

The Japanese Antimonopoly Act provides in the Article 23

(see the attached full text) that the p,rovisions of the Act
~~~

shall not apply to such acts as)\recognized to be within the

execution of rights under the Patent Law. If "field of use

limitation" is within such ac~s, it"is not liable for the

violation of the Act. Here we must give attention to ~1r~€

ijoN-existence of an absolute guideline dominating the said



and -r~jl30hj hi ted.

said /fully satisfactory

159'

connected with the prov~sicr. o~ Ar:icle l of theAr.~i~or.opcly

Act (see the attached full text). Con~on opinion suggests

The factors composing "Unreasonable Restraint of Trade" are
yo

understood to be 1) Conjunction among entrepreneurs,

2) mutuality in restricting entrepreneurs' activities,

3) being contrary to the public interest and 4) a substantial

that it is within the execution of rights under the fa tent Law

to licens~limiting to each one or more of manufact~e~e
and sale and limiting term, territory and/or field of

technology and sale. But we cannot find~ any trial·

decision of the Fair Trade Commission or jUdge~ent of the

court giving sub~tance to such an opinion.

restraint of competition in any particular fi~ld of trade.

Tl~ act comprehending all those factors is s~-called car~l
f/~~ '

Conr:-e:rr.li~b the ~factor above',i,t is
IF

t~. the exi s t ence of'an' agr-eement.

The problem whether or not limitation in the license Agreement,

including "field of use limi1i"ation" is recognized asa

, violation of the Antimonopoly Act is same as the problem Or--
I"

whether or not such limitation is deemed to be within 1)

"Private Monopoly", 2) "Unreasonable Restraint of Trade" or

3) "Unfair Business Practices" which are all prohibited by

the Act. (Refer to the full text of Article 2 paragraph 5, 6

and 7 of the Act.)



a~onb the entre~rene~rs can ce presu~ej even if eV11ence

One is that the

shown , as si,;.gges:ed :'n the trj.al deci~ion o~ t.te
111<- 1>/"'1) .

Concerning No. 3 factor,

cannot be

Fair Trade Co"",.ission in 1955.

there rtwo cateJories of opinions.

H)I}

designation" ~. The ur.justness common to six (0) typical

:*~;&f~.~acts 9:'5"~actorl:s eXPlained) to rr.ean being not appr-oved
IA).

OQ the o·aep I<:J:&AQ, ...the fa~tors composing "Unfair Business
CAl ......

Practices" are understood to «1) aSIllJoftg under anyone of

six (6) typical acts prOVided in the Article 2 paragraph 7,

2) endanger~ fair competition and 3) be~ as designated

by the Fair Trade Commission (t~is is called "general

public interest means an economic discipline based on~

free competition. The other is that it means the interest

common to the nation including such~isciPline. The Fair

Trade Co~~ission seems to support the former as suggested

in ~he trial decision of August l·1949 and April, 1972.
"'fill- 1'Oo~J!t.} . .

Concerning No.·~actor,-anyparticular field of trial is

eXPlained~qUalto the part~cular competitive field.
tAIoIl#1> &1 .

That is to say, the field 4;'S"<r!l1 oh the. restrictionIlO6&ehcs.
~Moreover, ~ substantial restraint of competition is
~s ~61#(., •~ .

explained A los. M't ~ituation where the effect!ve function JIJ(, Of
of'M' competition cannot be expected. In 1955 the Fair Trade

Commission announced an opinion for recognition of

"Unreasonable Restraint of Trade" to the effect that sharing

in up to 30% was. a point to be examined.



in the light o=·the genera~:y a~~ep~ed ide~ of ~he e~ono=ic

society. The factor of No-2 is expla~ned to ffiean abstract

danger, not concrete or definite danger. Concerning the

factor NO-3, the Fair Trade Cotrrm s saon designated twelve

(12) typical acts and ~ade them open to the public in

September 1, 1953. The relation between such 12 ac~s and

the said 6 acts is shown as per enclosure. The prohibition

ot: "Unt:air Business Practices" is intended to maintain fair

competition in the economic society where neither "Private

Monopoly" nor "Unreasonable Restraint of Trade" 'Q,8e~ Iltej;

",xist1and is explained to constitut~~ precautionary

measures against such monopoly and restraint. If-t~e packag~

"""license or multiple patent" license as well as "field of use

limitation license" is coerciv~tr l11easure for obtaining

royalties to be" imposed on the products outside contractual

field, it may be possibly illegal from the standpoint of such

precauti0n&l!fmeasures ."

The illegality of "field of use limitation" Will be examined

first in the light of "unt:air business practices", as it has

wide conceptual scope." But in the. case of patent licensing,

what "is within the execution of rights under the patent law
~Ie~ .

and where the border line~ are of great interest,

since ~ exemption under the provision·of Article 23 of the

Antimonopoly Act liof'"Uea. IS. "Pf/"'R7,;'A.J q;

16,1



A Tokyo Supreme Court decision in September 5th 1966 denied

162

questionable to conduct kno~-how

legal right ~the same level with

-'v

in ~ay 24, 196~. ~he Guidelines, especially the provisions

of paragraph 3, s~bparagraph (1) to (5),provide to the

effect that the li~tation of technical field and sales

field is to be recogrdzed as the acts Within the execution

of rights under the Patent Law. The thinking of these clauses
_ _wl/(CAI- ~~ .

seem to be similar to the thinkingJJl.esumutl~ rom "General

Talking Pictures Corp. V. Western Electric Co., U.S. 175

(1938), one of the leading cases in U.S.A.".

illegal per se, but it is
- II~ - II

which is ~e.emed 'i4 be .;i€'t

patents.

The provisions of paragraph 2 of the Guidelines apply

correspondingly to know-how but paragraph 3 does not. It

may POSSiblr be correct to suppose that "field of use

limitation" in relation to know-how is conducted in ~

licensing practices as much- as in relation to patent license.

Such practices of know-how ~AB.;eJVBs are not-necessarily

the situation o~ legal right of know-how and apcordingly

~ . ·~·~·~-';'''h~·~·;'·~ ro • ~, • ., •. , 1'~"""'(91' "t,.~·;~ ... -·aenle.:J. L.,JO 1 •. , ....(t:.:.Gl. ... !I,~ ...or ln~ll.,.(·'"or.:., .. J''''.,.l ~ ......... e. ..v~

deny the va l ue as Q. pr,~-::erty.

1~nly ~ can rely O~. i" rel,,~ion to the point is

llAnti::-.onopoly Act Gt;,:.c.t;:lines for 2:n:ternati,oG6.1 :'icensing
I"l~ 

Agreement" (as per enc Losur-e) which the COF..missioxlpublic~



~oreover, the staff perso~~el o~ tte ?air Trace Co~~issio~

expressed an opinion in t:.e -co::::r.entary they wro~e that

putting know-how into the same rank as patents is auestionable.
~, . .

Supposing the acts ~are not prohibited or are supported

by the Guidelines, in patent license or know-how license, if

any combinatlon of any acts or intentions haVingr.:conomic~

relation with tl:le former acts/is recognized as nDnreasonable
fU wov"1UIJi../ '

Restraint of Trade", then such,combination ~(!llegal eno~g~

"I!!!h. Q!!&J
to make the said acts}iegal ~ themselves)illegal.

'fl6U11t-
The Guidelines ape ri'la"'ing to "Unfair Business Practices", ~

not ,.g;+;; to "Unreasonable Restraint of Trade". The

reason why the Guidelines do not refer to "Unreasonable

Restraint of Trade" is e~d that such acts as within

the restraint cannot be properly classified into some range

of catago-ries because of their 'complexity. "Field of use

limitation" in conjunction wit patent. pooling or closs,

licensing may~r b xamined in the light cif "Unreason"ble

Restraint of Trade".
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REGULATIONS CONCERNING INTRODUCTION OF

FOREIGN TECHNOLOGY AND FOREIGN INVESTMENT INTO JAPAN

PIPA Japanese Group
Committee No. 2

~. YokDWo.-
I'm going to make some short explanations about the new

measures taken by the Japanese Government after the end of the
Tokyo congress of PIPA concerning the introduction of foreign
technology and also the foreign investment into Japan.

Firstly I wlll begin with the introduction of foreign
technology. As regard the regulatipns on the introduction of
foreign technology, the Japanese Group of PIPA made a report at
the Washington congress held in May, 1971. At that time, seven
technologies remained to be subject to the case-by-case screening.•
In June, 1972 the Government of Japan announced the time schedule
tor the liberalization of the said seven technologies. The

time schedule 15 shown in the table on the first page of the

papers attached. As you can find from the table, all of the
seven technologies except the technology of electronic computer

had been scheduled to be decontrolled on or before January, 1,
1973, and I must say that .the decontrol was actually effecte.d

as scheduled.

Next I'll explain the liberalization of foreign investment
into Japan. At the Tokyo congress of PIPA held 1n May, 1972, I
made a report concerning the forth round liberalization of
foreign investment implemented in August, 1971-
As you know, however,. on the bas1s of the principle of the DECD
calling for complete liberalization of foreign investment, the
Government of Japan implemented a new and epoch-making liberali

zation of foreign investment. The new measures was announced

in April, 1973, and became effective on May 1, 1973.
The new meaSures are outlined in the tables from the middle of
the 2nd page to the last page of the said papers.
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I think you will find that two major changes are included
in the new measures.

1. Before the new measures was taken, 50% equity for foreign
investors had been the basic principle of the Government of
Japan. On or After May the first, 1973, 100% equity has been
basically open to foreign investors •
.Of course, some exceptions still remain, but such exceptions
will not lessen the significance of the new measurs.

2. Before the new measures was taken, foreign investments in .
an existing company is strictly restricted, compared with
those in a newly-established company. But after May 1, 1973,
the Government of Japan have treated and will treat both of
themona equal basis.

I explained to you the measures taken by the Government of
Japan after the Tokyo congress of PIPA concerning the introduction
of foreign technology and foreign investment into Japan.
As to the new measures, we wish all of the American members to
note the following three points.

1. The measures were taken by the Government of Japan (including
but not limited to MITI).
The measures were taken by the Government fully based upon
the answers by the Foreign Investment Couneil to the questions
by MOF••

2. The Government of Japan implemented tlle measures by taking
into consideration the requirements bY the DECO.

3. The Government took into consideration the close relation
between Japan and the, United States in ,tlle future.
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A-TTAO-fHENT
REGULATIONS COll:ERNING INTRODUCTION OF

,'OHEIGN TECHNO~OG'Y AND FOHEIGN INVESTMENT INTO JAPAN

PIPA Japanese Group
Committee No. 2

A. Regulation on Introduction of Foreign Technology

As regard the regulations on the introduction into Japan
of foreign technology, our Japanese Group made a report at the
Washington congress of PIPA held in May, 1971. Last year
(June,-1972) the Japanese Government announced the partial
liberalization of introduction of foreign technology, the
outline of which is as follows:
Seven technologies which had been subject to the case -by-case
screening will be liberalized along the following schedule:

.
Aircrafts July 1, 1972

Arms Ditto
-

Explosives Ditto

Nuclear Power , Ditto
- -

- -

Space Exploration Ditto

Derivatives January 1, 1973
Petrochemicals .

The other July 1, 1972

Hardware
(ColllPerisation 01:

July 1, 1972technCllogy does
not exceed

Electronic US$ 100,000)
-

Computers -Hard.ware
.

(Compensation
-exceedsUS$ 100,000) . July 1, 1971t

Software
.- ,.
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1. .Investment.in..a Jle.wly-Estahl1shed Comp~

(a) Before May 1, 1973

50% equity allowed .

100%% equity allowed

subject to case-by-ease screening

Time limit of liberalization
indicated (Note 2)

Restricted (Note 1)

100% eqUity allowed

172

5 industrial lines

228 industrial lines

17 industrial lines

7 industrial lines

Remainder
(approx. 910 lines)

Remainder
(allprox. 700 lines)

(b) On or after Mai 1, 1973

The said schedule has been actually effected and, as of
October 1, 1973, all technologies except the technology
concerning the hardware of electronic computer (insofar as
the compensation for the technology exceeds US$ 100,000) and
the software of electronic computer are liberalized.

B. Regl11ation Concerning Foreign Investment

At the Tokyo congress of PIPA held in May, 1972, our
Japanese Group made a report concerning the. forth round
liberalization of foreig~ investment into Japan which had been
implemented in August, 1971. As you know, however, on the
basis of the principles of the.OEeD calling for complete
liberalization of foreign investment, the Japanese Government
announced a new and epoch-making liberalization of foreign
investment in·April, 1973 and the new measures became effective
May 1, 1973. The outlines C!f the new measures are as follows:



'(Note '2) "Se ~nteenl1nes w1ll be open to 100% decontrol wi thin
a few years.
The inclcated times of decontrol are as follOWS:

case-by-case screening

50% equity allowed

case-by-case screening

100% on May 1, 1975

100% equity allowed on
December 1, 197~

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto

Ditto
I

Ditto

,
Ditto

I --_."

more than
11 stores

not more ~l1anI50% equity allowed11 stores

Oil industries

Agricultural and
forestry industries

Mining Ind.

Meat products

Integrated circuits

Leather and leather
product manufacturing
industries

1'73!

!
Retail Business t-I-----+I-------c---~-

I
I

Processed tomato goods

(Note 1) Five Restricted Industrial Lines'

Processing of .pre:'cooked fOod
for distribution to restau
rants etc.

------~-----+I---..---- -..- .

Clothing manufacturing and
Wholesaling

Feedstuffs

I

r
:!'~I'i



2. Investment in an ExistiDgCoJDPlUlY

less than 25'%

not more than 15%

less than ios eqUity allowed

174

Non-Restricted
industrial lines

Restricted
industrial lines

One foreign investor

All
foreign
investor

(a) Before May 1, ~973

F:ello-~lloys Ditto
. .._-.

Pharmcenticals and Dittoagricultural chemicals

Hydraulic equipment Ditto

Packaging and wrapping Dittomachines

Electronic precision Dittoinstruments
. -

Record cutting . Ditto
.....

Real Estate Ditto

".

50% On August 4, 1974Computer manu1'acturing,
marketing and "leasing 100% on December 1, 1975'

Data processing . . 50% on December 1, 1974
100% on April 1, 1976

"

Fruit jUices and tru1 t drinks 100% on May 1, 1976
"

Photo film Ditto
"



(b) On or After May 1, 1973

Investment in an existing Japanese company (including
stock acquisition through portfolio investment) shall receive
the same treatment with the investment in an newly-established
Japanese company as above mentioned.

i rsI,),
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.11.

TIlE TRADEMARK UGISTRATION TREATlr e-...1f~.U.S.
f-l. R. D.... S'~ """0 ",e.

On June 12 of this year m historic new treaty for the inter-

national registration of trademarks was adopted by 46 member countries

of the Paris Union at a Diplomatic Conference. in Vienna. This trade-

mark registration treaty or TaT as .it~baa come to be called was then

signed by 8 of the countries,. namely the United States of America,

the United K1ngd.... Federal Rel'1blic of Germany. %tall'. Hungary•

•Portugal. HQnaco and San Marino. I say a "historic;' new treaty because

it is the first such treaty since the'-ArTangement of Madrid which came

into being in 1892 some 80 years ago. While the new treaty is" termed

the Trademark Registration Treaty I would point out that it also encompasses

certification marks, collective marks and service marks~

Since the Arrangement of Madrid is still in existence, one. might

. well ask - why another trademark treaty? To answer this question' it

is necessary _to consider some: of the basic pr~8ion8' of the Madrid

Arrangement. The most significant of these is the provision' that an

applicant. under Madrid, must first acquire a' national registration. in

his home country. This registration is 1ihen deposited at Geneva wheX!e
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it becomes. in'effect, an application for registration in each of

the designated countries of the Arrangement. Each country th.... procesau

it in accordarice with its own DaticmaJ. law. If it meets the """,11...-..ta

of the national law it is granted \:he.!affect of a national regisl:ration

as of the international registration date. The Madrid Arrang.......t also

~rovides that for a period of fb", 78arB the international registration

is dependent upon the home country registration. Consequently. if

the heme country registration is ean~alled. or otherwise rendered invalid

during this period. the international registration bee.... invalid in

sll of the countries of the Arrangement. In·the deliberations on TaT

£lkd ,.
th"is was described as the- "Central Attack" or ''lxtraterritori81 ~t

concept.

The Nice revision of the Medrid Arrangement slso introduced

the "State Designatioll" concept. This permits a member state to .llect

a provision which requires an applicant to designate thAt state specifically

ss one to which the international registration is to be extended. and

to pay an extra fee for such registration.

The Madrid-Arrangement presently has 21 members , mostly continental

countries including some iron curtain eountries, some North

, 178
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African countries and Vietnam. However. a numbe,r of important countries,

among them the United States. the· United Kingdom. Japan, Russia,

Australia and South Africa have never joined the Madrid Arrangement.

One of the principal reasons why the United States never joined was the

requirement oE a prior home registration. As you know, we have an

extensive ex parte and inter partes examination ~e~ure so that an

American trademark owner· may have to wait several lDontha, or even years,

before he bas a bane country registration to deposit ~t Geneva. In

fact' if his domestic applicstion does not surviw the exsmwtion pro-



take place after such use has occurred.. In the otIIer countries of the

18.1J

"<'0"·' .".

world a trademark right may be claimed and an appUcation for regiatration

may be filed baaed upon an intention to use the mark.

After the Nice revision of the Madrid Arrangement and in view

of the increasing growth in forei&n" trade, the United St';tes Gavernment

begsn to explore once again the possibility of Unit~ .States adherence

to the Madrid Arrsngement or some modificstion of it. Discussions with

professional am industry groups made it clear that th~ Arrangement was

still, not acceptable but there was a 'general cOllsensus approving, in

principle, t;he creation of a trademark treaty to which the United States

might adhere. Largely at the instigation of our governme~t officials)

'!IPO lin 1971 ,convened a CClIIIIlittee of Experts consisting principally of

government delegations from.the member countries o~ t~e Paris Union. A

number of represent'atives frcm the private sector were also invited and

"

participated in the deliberations. The Coumittee of Ex:perts ~ld a

number of meetings at Geneva from February 1971· to May 1972. Out of

these came three successive drafts of a treaty, the third of which was

. the one considered at the Diplomatic Conference which has now come forth

with a treaty.



This· treaty resembles "the Madrid Arrangement in some particulars

but it departs. from Madrid in several important respects. The moat

significant' and substantive departure y. as, you ,might expect, is the

provision for direct ,filing, of, an international application with~

at Geneva without the necessity of's Pl"ior hOllh> country spplication

or registration. AaI have pointed out, this was a sine qua non for

United Ststas. consideration of a treaty to Which .... might adhare. Unlass

the Pl"iori1ly of an aarliO,r application is claimed. the date of the filing

of the international application at Geneva, !>ec_ the international

registration aeee, The applicant DlUSt designate the atates to which

the international registrstion is to extend. This designation D1ay

range from all the stat.es. to some of the state. or even ~o only one of

them. If be wishes~ the applicant maY even design~te'only his own

state. He D1ay designat.e additional states after the application has

been filed. or at- any time during the existence of his international ~i~

tration. Tbiaisdefined in the treaty as "Later Designation". The

registration- is granted for lOyears with renewals for ,like terms_ The

languages' of the treaty are French and English. This may pose Some

problems for our" Japanese ,friends l and I believe. they-may have some
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reason of eX parte objecticm.sor the filing of an op~osition, this refusal

Arrangemenll this is: a fili"ll treaty. Ths international registration will

there can ~ a separate state fee for' each class designated.

in the international ofticial gaze~e and will be promptly notified

as of the mte.'rriitior.ai' -registration date.

the intern:a~iorial registrat'ionwill become effective in, that' country

wIPOwifhin'lS monthsof:the intemationalpUblicationdate. Otherwise.

or notice 'of poss"ible i-efusal anist be' notified "by the national office to

at that time aM' will be. deemed to have bean regia~ered in the coUntry

application is refused,or if there is the possibility of;refusal by

1 <..: .)c
, \.. ......

The in~erna~ional applica~icin will be published pioomptly by WIPO

to each designated state. I would emphasize here that like the Madrid

I have:iai.d~t:ha1:ariinternatfonal registration will be-processed

be ,treated in each designated state 88 if it were a national application

filing ,fee which goes to WIPO and a state fee for each designated state.

The state fee- cannot exceed-that state'. national filing fee. However,

will undergo the sameproces8ing as s national applica~ion. If. the

ccmnentstomake.,abou.t this' :at -this meeting. There is an international

with the priority date· being tha international registration da1:e. It



did insistupo'n some" verv important safeguards.

country was prepared to ,enter into au international trademark treaty

s·' home country registration but the c?nverse. ia not true. No foreign

file appllcations directly in foreign countries without use and without

rights are acquired by use and a trademark must be in Use in interstate

which requires such use prior to filing. 'thus United States owners can

be filed. The United States is virtually the only country in the world

or foreign c<XlIDeree before· an applicat'lon· for· federal registration may

183

.... .... ... ... .. . .... ~·,mJ~~
~-nationallawmay,providethatthe moratorium on use will

effect without a requirement of prior use. However, the Uni te.dS tates

after"which the registration will be' subject to cancellation for 'non-use.

exist for only three years from the international,regist1."'8tiondate,

national law.. In the United States, as I have mentioned, trademark

the treaty one important limitation on this, a provision which 8upercedes

in each state in accordance with national law. However, there is in

national applications could be filed and would be granted registration

we' would have to make some concession wi,th respect to the user require-

with us en theseteX1DS so if there was to be a treaty', it was clear

me.Dt. 'The United Sta.tes agreed, there.fore" to the proposal that inte.r-



Second - National law may provide that no action -for infringemen-t

can be brought until continuing use of the mark has coamenced. and damages

cannot be recovered except lor the period. after such use has commenced.

!!l!!:!!. - National law may provide for the filing of affidavits

of use after the original moratorium period has expired 8nd periodically

thereafter.

The recognition of trademark registration rights based upon

intent to ~e is a long step towards harmonization of our trademark

law with the trademark law of other countries. However. we have already

taken important long steps in this direction.

First - in order to meet our Treaty obligations under the Paris

Union we included a provision in the Lanham Act, Section 4;4. which requires

the granting of domestic trademark registrations to ,foreign registrants

filing here under the Paris Convention, even though they have never used

their trademark in the United States.

Second -with our Intent to Use Bill--whieh was proposed in

recognition of the problem of establishing early'use of a trademark in

our complex business society. Today it may be several months or even

years between the conc:eptof a marketable product and the actual placing
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of the product on the ~arket. This has led many companies to resort

to the practice of "token" use. Now it is well recognized that a

token use may be acceptable if it is followed in timely fashion by the

other steps necessary to actually put the pr~uct on the market-.- Howeve.!

the progression of these 8tep~ tb marketing may t~ several months or

even a few years. The question then is whether this ia so much more

.preferable th~n a bona fSde expression of int,ent to use the trademark in

questi9n for that product?

What we shall be doing then, under the 7reA~YJ is permitting an

int~rnit:tional registr&D~ to resexve ~or a. limited period o£ time,

namely 3 years, the right to, uSe a particular mark after Which

the registration will.becomevulnerable to cance~lation £or non-

use.

The consensu., ~.opinion now is that i£ such a'right is t~

be given to an international registrant, the same right should

be given to A domestic applicant £iling under national law. This

will require a substantive change in the Lanham Act to 'provide-

~oX' ~ational applications based upon "Intent 'to Usefl, and this
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commerce" was promulgat.ed by a Supreme Court in a case decided

that trademark rights IIU8t. be predicated upon ac'tuaJ. "use in

almost 100 years ago. Since then there bas been

concept. Many cd the Madrid countries expressed the vietltthat.

. In tbeoriglnal discussions concerning the earlier' dJcal'ts

1+
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Constitution, and there is asti'onQ teell.ng among many:trademark

in 1879

lawyers that today trad8llluk application. based upon inte~t to use

sucblegislation~ HoWever, we should remember t.hat t.he doctrine

raises an-important' ,quest.ion--naaaelythe c:onsti tutionalill of.

they could not acce~t a treatywitbout a central attack provision.

might well fall into this category•

of the treaty an important issue was tbat of. the "central Auack"

table and workable central attack provisioD)and the concept was

be re~ulat.ed by Congress under the cOIIaerce clause. o~ the,

However witbout the home country r.gi.trat~on.concept,insuraount~

able difficulties were e~ountered in leeking to devise an equi_

·substantial liberalization of the concept of matters Which may



dropped~romthe treaty.

Near th.closeot the deliberations at Vienna. Braail intzo-

dlleecl an entuely n_ proposal on bebAU' of the developiDg ....1:1_.
This was debated and was ultimately adopted in llIIodUied :fan. It

provide. that developing nations ~Which are :meabers of. or which

accede, 'to the paris Union, -v take advantage ~ the provisions

cd TRr tor a limited time. without having to grant reciprocal

bene:fits to the other members at the treaty.

As I have mentioned. 8 st:ates have already signed the treat:y

but no state has yet ratitied it. The treaty will come into

torce 6 months ~ter S states have depos.:hed their instruments

of ratification or accession.

So far American business is divided in its attitudes toward

the treaty. Clearly: the treaty has it~ greatest appeal among

those trademark' owners who file trade.ark applications extensively

abroad. Some advantages of the treaty are "the simplicity ~

:filing one application instead ot a multitude of appl~cations,
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the 'simplicity of renewing registrations which will have a si.ngie

renewal date; some savings in government fees and attorney fees;

the ability to recoxd a••iva-ents, changes of name and limitations

of goods. or services by filing a single international document,

with the same effect as if it was recorded in the ~tional Registers

(alt.hough it should be noted that any state 1Iay refuse the effects

ofreeordal of an assignment or require additional evidence accord-

.iog to its national law); and G( coU%se; the possibility of

filing for registration in the United States based upon intent

to use.

The principal disadvantage usually referred to i~the

argument of proliferation of marks. OpponenfS cir TRT point out

that there will be a deluge of foreign applications tiled here

wi~hou~ the requirement of use of the mark in this country.

With the treaty the~e will undou~edlybemore marks filed here

than at present -- after all one o~ the purposes of the treaty is

to facilitate the filing of trademark applications. However, we
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sho~ld not lose sight o£ the tact that there are important sa~e-

guards against proliteration~ We have a strict ex parte and

inter partes examination system. Fees will be fairly high. Also,

the invulnerability of the registration is of relatively short

duration, 3 years, so that excessive filings Dec~me'expensive.

Finally, the registrant's rights during the period or non-use are

severely limited since he cannot Sue tor infringement.

Another difficulty is that the "use" concept is well entrenched

in our law and many people tend to resist any change which might lead

to the granting of trademark rights based upon bona fide intent~on to

use rather than upon use.

Whether the senate will ratify this treaty will depend therefore

upon the support proponents can muster and this will depend upon their
. I

ability to persuade everyone that the treaty is in the best interests

of all trademark owners. Meanwhile, the patent office and many profession.

groupa have begun to consider what changes will be ·required in the Lanham

Act if TaT is to become a reslity in the United States.

Remarks prepared for delivezy. by Anthony R. DeSimone
before the Pacific Industrial Property Association (PIPA)
at the Fairmount Hotel, San Francisco, California,
October l, 1973.
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Circumstances of Japan's Non-Signature to the TRT

$'. Toe,...t1 0...

A Report by the Thilod Committee of the
Patent and Trademark T'r-eatte s and Convensions
ol the Japanese Group of the PIPA

Octoper 1, I~ 7.3'

As you know, the Trademark Registration Treaty, which has a historically
significant meaning. was signed and concluded at the Vienna Diplomatic
Conference held this May. However,although among the eight signatory
powers is the U. S•• one member oi the PIPA. to our regret, Japan,
the other member of the PIPA, did DQt signeci the treaty. The Japanese
Group of the PIPA considers that it might be meaningful to explain
here at this conIerence the circumstances and our opinions concerning
Japan's non-signature to the treaty.

f'
"

,I

This treaty was concluded after quite a short-period proceeding; only
three professional confel"ences had been called until the treaty was
signed in May 1973 since the proposal of hslirst draft in April 1911.
Although opinions might be varied as to whether various matters had
been fully discussed other than the major ones centered around the point
of "Central· Attackll

, there would be no doubt that this treaty is significant
and useful for attaining the ideal of the international unification of
Industrial Property. It is, of course. believed that the government and
the public are recognizing the important value of the treaty. It is
not lor a theoretical reason but for a practical reason that Japan did not
sign the treaty.

191

,The reason for Japan's non-e Ignatur-e to the treaty is quite simple. The
principal reason therefor seems to be that it would be absolutely impossible
at the present stage for the Japanese Patent Office to fulfil the requirement
of disposing a trademark application within fifteen months as regulated under
the TRT in view of the great backlog of pendingtrademarl<: applicatic;ms
amounting to 400,000 cases, at the Patent Ofiicewhich would require three
or four years for all ofthem to be finished to be examined. The Patent
Office Seems to take the position. toward the TRT that the Patent Office is
by no means indifferent to the 'I'R'E'and has, expressed its opinions at various
TRTconferences. assuming that: Japanwould-join .thev'I'R'I'. in the future, and
therefore that it never refused but.pos tponed Ice-edhe r ence-to the TRT for
the time being. It would be a pressing need, for, the Patent Oificeto
expedite the disposition of the' backlog of pending trademark applications
at the present stage.



The Patent Office recently started the earnest study of the conc r-efe.,
measureS for -the-reduction of the backlog of trademark applications
which is-'arl' actuatcberacte.ec be: cleared urgently. Our Japanese Group
would spare, no ,efforts to 'solve, the backlog, pz-olbern- and expect, that_good
results would, be-achieved therefrom In. the near future, hoping that Japan
would be able to join ;theTRT as soon .ae possible.

Japan IS:· adherencetcithe-treaty,wouldcaus e em increas eof international
trademark app1ic~tions~Thesituationwould Iar-ge.ly.d epend upon such
factors as the 'rationalization in .ceedemerk administration due to the increase.
of signatory .powe r-s and the -reduction in' application expenses .. Further,
it is anticipated that since eliterprises having existing well-known-trademarks
would have already registered them in the wor-Id, they would make use of
such international appki catdo n.e ystern , . which is simple in proceduee a.. fo_r
new Trademarks.
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Major private enterprises in Japan take the attitude toward the TRT of
recognizing i t fo have ahistorically significant meaning for the atta.inment
of the i nter-nar.dcnal'umfdc atfon o! Industrial Property, few being ofthe
opinion positively denying it. The Japan Patent Association,which is
a typical_industrial property organization-composed of Japanese major
enterprises and.having. a close relationship, with the Japanese Group of
the PIPA, e s tab'Hahed.ca special committee. when the first draft of the
TRT wasproposed,tostudy.the;draft.and reported· to and exchanged
opinions with the PatenfOfficethel'eon.

That such backlog problem would probably result in .Iapant s non-si.gnature
to the treaty had already been ioreseen or the Government as well as
private enterprises beiore t he.ig r cup of .J'ap a ne s e representatives left
Japan to attend the Vienna Diplomatic Conference held this May.

Basically speaking, the TRT seems to be by no means inconsistent
with the present Japanese Trademark Law. but some adjustment
would be necessary with respect to the difference between the
Japanes e classification of goods and th a international clas sification of goods,
the problem whether service marks should be included into trademarks,
the alternation of the application system from one application lor one class
of 'goods to one application for multip.l.e classes of goods, the retroactivity
of the effectuation oi trademark rights to their filing dates (In Japan,
trademark rights-arises from their registrations granted after their
publications.), the method of publication in Japan on TRT international
applications, the examination period. of fifteen months and so forth. These
matters must be further examined by the Government as well as the pubjIc ,
Although there would not be caused so basic problems as to be fatal fo_r Japan's
adherence to the treaty. due processes and considerations should be taken
to accomplish such revisions of the Japanese Trademark Law and its pas sing
the Diet.



Next, the present status of Japan concerning the PCT will be touched
upon b r i efly, At present, the problems including the adoption of the
m ult i cc l a irn in g system. which is a pr e r-e qu i s i te ior the ratification of
the PCT, and the introduction of the system for patents on chemical
and medical materials in order to harmonize with the systems in major
advanced countries are being studied from the standpoints of the relat ionship
with the backlog of pending patent app.l ic a tio ns , the policy for industries,
the influence. upon the public, and so on at a sub-committee of the Industrial
Property Council composed of the intellectuals within and outside the Patent
Office. Meanwhile. the colf ecrfon of the minimum documents such as
examination materials and patent materials have been started at the:
Japanese Patent Office to meet the requirements for an international
examination country of the peT. It is anticipated at the present stage that
the ratification of the peT would be around 1977. The representatives
of the PIPA are going to attend the Tokyo Diplomatic Ccnre r enc e of the PCT
to be held at Tokyo next October as observers.

It is added here that the report on the TR T as stated above will be reported
at the Third Committee of the Patent' and Trademark Treaties and
Qonvensions of the Japanese Group of .the PIPA, making contact with the
Trademark Sub..Committee of The Committee of the Patent and Trademark
Procurement Law and Practice.

Finally, our Japanese Group would like to pay our respects to the, U. S.
for its having signed the TRT.

1n:r
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chairman for Committee 4. This committee was formed as an
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property. When the American group.heard about this, and

its.members to determine the frequency and general nature of

The Japanese Group this spring initiated a survey of

sea~s to be the recognition that such disputes are often based

for the strong interest in such an' activity on the part of PIPA,

between Japanese and American companies. In fact, the reason
'----....."---'" I '- _

the settlement of dispute.s in the fields of patents, 'tr-aderaarks ,

interest that is developing in PIPA serving to facilitate

It is a pleasure and honor for me to serve as your

lB5

independent committee only this year, because of the strong

infoDmal procedure whereby such misunderstandings might be

on misunderstandings, and·that it might be helpful to have an

Good afternoon, ladies and gentlemen -

litigation or even the formal procedures of arbitration.

questionnaire.

and knowhow, in the event that such disputes might arise

the disputes that may have arisen in the field of industrial

clarified, without resort to either the formal procedures of

received a copy of the questionnaire used in Japan, a survey

of the American members was conducted using the identical



on behalf of the American Group.

to explain the present thinking. of the Japanese and the

,$aeesme I!! --place

The preparation of

~-

ce,......~,
Mr. We J~Q will report on

'- ~L'_';.\.",- ...~:t;: ~'t-"-''"''-\:i,'

lH6

To start our program, to report on behalf of the
J(......u..'

Japanese Co~~ittee 4, may I introduce the chairman Mr. ~ ?' •

discussion of this subject later this afternoon.

go forward in this direction. We shall open the floor for

the draft, and principally on the question whether PIPA should

We have also been working together·on a draft of

,.

as chairman of the Japanese Group for Committee 4. They have

activity. We in the Japanese and America? committees, and the

th~ir conclusions~ We shall then present a corresponding report

Board o:f Governors, request your comments on the substance of

Mr.

analyzed the Japanese interest in conciliation procedures, and

they have also studied alternative procedures available to

and more thinking. we propose to go through this draft, and

these rules is still in a preliminary stage. The working draft
....... --- '--'-'~ - .-----'"'"'-- -

possible Rules' for such conciliation.

Japanese and American companies.

American committees. The Board of Governors has not yet debated

the question of whether PIPA should actually embark on such an

that we have distributed this afternoon requires more analysis

..
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provided in response to the ~~estionnaire.

oppositions, but these were not included in the Lnfo.rmert Lon

fairly large numbers oftrade!':1ark oppositions and patent

procedures. Several of our respond~nts stated that ~hey have

trademarks, over and abov~ routine trademark opposition

have not had ~~~~i~o~u~s-£p=r=o~b~l~em~s in this area. In any case, a

The questionnaires submitted to the ~~~rican Group.
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21 full responses to the: questionnaire~ Thefollo~ing

infoDmation. There was reference made in several cases to

that there had been disputes related to industrial property

Of the 21 companies that replied, about 80% reported
~

We shall benefit from this useful information in the, course

and remarkably s~ilar in result to that which has just been

reported on behalf of the Japanese group.

review of the returns actually ~eceived is quite iEstructive,

matters. Of these, about 75% said that thesubject.of their
.~

of our deliberations this afternoon.

reasonable to assume that the companies that did not respond

disputes was related to,patent~and 40% stated that they had

-----been involved in disputes relating to knowhow and technical

did not produce nearly as complete a return. There were

,analysis is thus based on 21 cornpani~s. Perhaps it is



The answers to the questions on the subject matter

of disputes are also interesting. Almost all of the

respondents had disputes in the fields of patent validity

and patent infringement. 50% of these stated that the issue

was validity or interpretation of industrial property rights,

and 60% stated that infringement was an issue. There is

clearly some overlap here. Three respondents stated that

antitrust issues were involved.

Almost half of the respondents stated that they

had been involved in disputes on the scope of a contract.

15% of the, respondents stated that contract disput.es related

to the~ty and ~aym~nt terms; 10% stated that the licensed

territory was disputed. Other areas of dispute related to

secrecy obligations I the duration of the agreement, and other

problems of interpretation of the contract.

The disputes were settled in various ways. 25% of

the respondents resorted to ~itigation. 15% were settled by

adjudication under ~icle 71 of the Japanese Patent Law.

There were no settlements reported by our respondents through

the use of conciliation under the Japanese law for

conciliation of civil affairs. Two disputes were settled by

existing arbitration organizations, specifically the
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International Chamber of Commerce and the American Arbitration

Association. Two respondents had settled their disputes

through conciliation by a third party, one having used the

conciliation procedures of the International Chamber of

Commerce.

An interesting aspect of these returns is that ~

of all their disputes were settled.by negotiation between the
.~

parties and in only one case was it reported that this

successful negotiation occurred after litigation was begune

It also appears as.if most of the Japanese companies involved

in the disputes reported by the American companies are not

members of PIPA.

OUr analysis of these returns -- accepting that they

were not complete returns -- is as follows:

Patent infringement is the major cause of dispute, and ~tract

~nterpretation is the second cause of dispute. Patent

validity appears to be tied to infringement. There were an

especially large number of s~s by ~~otiation. There

·v was less settlement by arbitration and formal conciliation

than by litigation; it is assumed that in all of these cases

negotiation between the parties had been tried and had failed.
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;
~ ~ew fo~urn for conciliation. We should also consider whether

, some of the disputes which were finally settled by negotiation

..

I think that it is important for us to think

about whether those cases which actually went to litiga~

might have been settled amicably if PIPA were to provide a

d Lr ec t.Ly. bet\.;ee:o the parties, might -have been settled sooner

or more amicably or more fairly if PIPA were to provide a new

mechanism for the parties to discuss their differences~

The view has been expressed quite forcefully that

there is nO need for another structure to help people to get

together and talk out their disagreements. However, some of

ourrnembers believe, from their past experience, that certain

dispu~esmightneverhavebecome serious., and might never

have ended in court ,iftilere were available to the- parties

a proceduteofthevery sort that is here:proposed. They suggest

that it might be very much easier for the parties_to open

discussion wj,.th. the:aido':a conci·liator, if they could work

through PIPA and would know that they could choose an

industrial property expert as their conciliator, rather than

SUbject .themselvt£Si t.o the conciliation rules of .either the

International Chamber ofcomme~ce or the Japan h~erica

Arbitration Association.

') Ill)'...... ' .. r
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I tihLnk that we are a Ll, reluctant to organize

a new formal structure unless there is' a need for it and

an adequate interest in using it~

We decided in Committee 4 to help resolve this

question, within our cormnittee andin.PIPA, by first trying

to get an idea of the sort of rules which might govern a

conciliation role administered by PIPA. We thought that the

preparation and study of possible ways of orgapizingsuch a

function forPIPA might help us, each, of us, to guess whether

What you have in

Let me tell you some

of the philosophy that went into this draft.

The basic principle behind co~ciliation, as opposed,

to arbitration, is that conciliation is not binding upon the

parties. If the ,parties do not eventu~lly;enter into a

contractua1 arrangement,and a voluntary. sett1~ent"with the

help of the conc,i1iatQr~there is noway for a court to

enforce a conciliator1s.decision.

We therefore tried to provide certain. simple and

straightfo~iard rules for initiating conciliation, and certain

rather stringent time limits -- whi~htirnelim~ts,can'be

extended if tJl:epar,tie.s,wish -- for- completing conciliation.

there is a need for such an organization.

. front of you is our first working draft.



The purpose here is to-prevent a party that is not really

interested in serious conciliation, from delaying the other party

from pursuing its legal remedies.

Thus, either party can advise PIPA that it has a

problem and wishes to conciliate if the other party is willing.

PIPA will have to have an administrative officer to handle such
-- ---------

requests immediate~y. This admini~trative officer, whom we have

called the Staff Director, is required promptly to ascertain........_-~

whether the other 'party is interested in conciliation and move

rapidly to assist .in the selection of a conciliator. PIPA would

maintain a list of industrial property experts who might be

willing to serve as conciliators in various fields. It is

proposed thatthi's list of experts include nationals of Japan,----------
United States,'-and:{)thercountries. It is also mentioned that

the parties-ean',S~lect>-anYConciliatorwho is not on this list.

Therea.fter, the· PIPAexecutive officer has the

responsibility of;' bringing the parties and the conciliator

together as rapidly as possible. We have purposely omitted

all mention of the need for documentation.and the presentation

of positions ,and of objections to positions. We feel that

since conciliation is optional, there is no way to force-a

party to make complete disclosures during the conciliation procedul
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This is ,o:Cco~rs_e_ a .weakness__o,f_~.c:!~ion, and would limit

its general applicability. Nevertheless, if there is a

dispute that both parties are in good faith interested in

settling, they would naturally bring forth all pertinent

documentation.

It'is proposed in these rules that a relatively short

time period be set for the completion of the entire

conciliation procedure. The parties can of course extend this

time" by mutual agreement. However, if one of the parties is

not proceeding diligently to comply with the conciliation time

schedule, the other party should have an opportunity to pursue

his other remedies. We are interested in your thoughts as to

what an appropriate time schedule might be.

Since conciliation is completely' voluntary, we asswne

that there are many cases in which agreement will not be

reached. To encourage open discu-ssionand offers of compromise,

it appears essential that no ~formation produced during

conciliation, and no offers of compromise, should be held against

a party in subsequent litigation. Therefore, 'we have

provided for this, and have also provided that there be no record

kept of the conciliation discussions.



~he draft before you,incorporates many of the sorts

of provisions wh~ch prevail in ~he conciliation rules for

other o rq.an.Laat.Lona , We have in several areas tried to

simplify these' rules and to reduce the fomalities.. We think

this can be accomplished because of the narrow scope of the

type of disputes which would be covered by these rules, and

because the 'participating companies might be limited to PIPA
is/\.. A-ifiL.t.-4- ~.t +t~ r~~-k .0 1 ~ .f~J J", a: PiPA .'}vS....,J·(...L,

memberswA This part1cular aspe~t is und~rstudy because of

possible antitrust implications. In fact, the antitrust

status of the entire arrangement requires much more attention.

If the concensus of the Japanese and American Groups is that

such a structure should be formed, we have much more work to

do in this area.

LULl!: should like now, in the time that's left, to hear

your comments on the situation thus far. Tk, w""-~~
~~ -Ie .+--h ,~-r-l<.~~ ~ +k ;t""''-'''"-''-- ~cr"

May I therefore open the floor to discus~ion of any

aspect of thi~ proposed procedure.
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Report by PIPA, Japanese,Group, Committee IV

Shozo Seo't ome
Chairman

C. Ka"Jt1 te.-.'

r. Present State of rnternational Dispute on rndustrial

rntangible Propsr.ty towards' the Members of the Japanese

Group of" PIPA:

rn order to evaluate whether a conciliation system,

which is being studied by a group led by the Committee rv

of" the U.S.A. and Japanese Groups, be installe~ in PIPA,

a Questionnaire, as p~r Attachm~nt-I, ba$ b~en paBse~

on to each member of the Jap8Il"!se Group, wb,:;;r09a~ail1st

57 out of 68 member companies have submitted their

returns. The results, of their answers are summarized

in Attachment-rI f'or the readers'review, and scme

analytical work has been exercised as demonstrated

hereinaf"tsr. The figures of" Attachment-II represent

the number of' members who aff'irmatively replied havine

had dispute that was itemized in the Questionnaire's

column. The percentages ref"erred to hereunder are the

ratio of" those, who experienced each of' the aforementioned

disputes, as against the total of 40 corporates whose

reply was in the affirmative.
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terms, license:-' territory provisions,

improvement or p:rant-baekclausqs and

secrecy"· s tipulationsi

3. Procedure f'or'SettleJJient"

(1) The number replied baving e~perience appli~d

(f'or relief' tbrour,b legal procedures of'

proceedirig.,~'@-njuncttons, Ifompromtse bef'ore
/ - ,

tbe court l'totalled 37, and on the other

hand the number replied having carried out

a mutual amicable settlement was 28.

In short,the f'act that about a half' of' the

total corporates have exercised tbis k.ind of'

settlement will be known by these f'igures.

(2) Cases of' arbitration are very f'ew and. it

was only 2, besides no case of' conciliation

through the Japanese Law f'or Conciliation of'

Civil Af'f'airs.
".,'

14. The Other Party ot' Dispute

(1) The number of' answers conten<led that the

other party was U.S. f'lrms was as many as

38.

(2) The number replied af'f'irmative except those

,disputed witb U.S. f'irms.was 23, and all of'

their.disputeS were wi til Western European

f'lrms. Sot'",£- no report having dispute with

the parties in developing countries was made.
,f.i
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between the above two is recognized. As it has

amicable settlement, While almost in no case arbitra-

One of the probable reaSa1S for almost not resorting

process of futile contentions and arguments.-
to both si~es, many a case requires a time-consuming

208.

to the Bxisting arbitration syste~ and the conciliation

parties concerned would be most preferable, until

company was 3.9 cases.

Incidentally, an average number of dispute per

trends by industrial fields vas observed.

As ~ar BS this survey concerns. no speci~ic

of conciliation as an intermediary settlement way in

finally find out a solution which would be acceptable

consequently an amicable settlement between the two

and moreover it costs much time and money. Although

it does not permit anythin~ other than yes or no,

tion or conciliation vas availed. Settlement by le~al

one-sidedly on either of le~al proce~din~s and mutual

survey, the majorl'ty of" ,dispute s~ttlqmqnt are c~nter~d

are contrasting ways of settlemen4 so the necessity

proceedings and mutual amicable settlement in themse~'es

frequently been pointed out, a legal suit has not

only to be 'kept always open to the public, but also

5. Trends by Industrial Divisions

The most apparent feature detectabl~ from the abcve



~,

system under the Civil Pr-ocedur-e Code would bl! ,that

once an arbitration is acce'pted, even it is of' no'

objective adequacy, no relief' is availabl " , and that

the dispute on an industrial property matter is qUite

di:f:feroo t :from a dispute over trade and o:f an unusually

special nature, and that the experts who are capable

o:f giving an appropriate decision are so scarce in

their number. It is there:fore expected by all the

concerned that some new organization of' conciliation,

equipped with experts on the industrial intangible

property, should meet the reqUirement :for a practical

and speedies settlement which was not satis:fi"d by

the existin~ ones.

Furthermore, from this surv'ey, an o~treme closeness.

between U.S.A. and Japan is observed in their industrial

and economic relations. We believe, in drawing up

PIPA Conciliation nIles, f'irst o:f all, settlement of'

disp-Ites between the member states of' PIPA,. in particular,

between U.S.A. and Japan, should be held as the most

principal purpose.

II. Relations with exiating Similar· Organizations:

.A report on the arbitration regulations was already

made at the Tokyo General Meeting last year.

Japan has two standing. organizations f'or arbitrations;
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one being arbi tra.tion system of'. the International

Chamber of' Commerce. ant'! ari ouhez-. bein~ th",Japan

Commercial Arbitration Association. Both organiza-

tions, however, have little e"perience in arbitrating

dispute over .an indus.trial in.tangible property, and,

f'or conciliation, .the one based on the Japanese La",

f'or Conciliation of' Civil ACf'airs and the one by the

International Chamber of' Commerce. The f'ormer will

be perf'ormed, upon application by the parties .involved

in the dispute, and by conciliation committees consist

of' judges, appointees by the court and those who were

agreed upon by. both parties, and it is held behind

the cloSed door. Far the latter, its Headquarter in
~

Paris is provided with a panel of' conciliation comcittees,

and f'rom this panel three conciliation committees

will.be appointed, Who will take char~ of' the case,

at each time. a party involved in a dispute applies f'or

conciliation. The main f'eature of' .. thi s conciliation

is that the nationals residing in Paris' who are elected

by each National Committee of' the International Chamber

of' Commerce are registered in the panel of' conciliators,

'and that it necessitates a guarantee money to be

deposited with the Chamber by the party concerned,
. . ... :. . ,."... :- _. ':._, c,

corresponding to the amount under dispute in advance

to the commencelll9nt of' the conciliation proceedings.
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III. Future Sehedule:

In order to tirmly acknowledp;e here~ter to bring

PIPA's Coneiliation System cintoexistence, we, the

member 01' the Committee IV o~ the Japanese Group,

hereby propose the tollowin~ resolution based upon

PIPA's Supplementary Regulations, Article 5, Paragraph: C,

Which is governing resolutions within PIPA:

"Hereatter the Board o~ Governors and the Commi ttee IV

o~ both group will eontinue dili~nt discussions to

bring the plan,ot PIPA Conciliation system to its

per~ection along the lines o~ general ideas deliberated

upon by this general meeting."

Such similar organizations do not con~ine their·

purposes only to settlement o~ disputes aver the

industrial intangible property. In order to upvalue

PIPAfs conci1iation system, these systems, so mention~d

be~ore, have ~o be equipped with a ~unction which thq

existing organizations do not possess ---namely; "the

:functi on by which it can draw out an answer. moe t

appropriate ~or the settlement o~ dispute by experts

who are completely ~luent in the ~ield o~ industrial

intangible property. For this end, conciliators are

to be limited to experts and it requires to be equipped

with a complete line-up o~ the most possibly appropriate

eonciliators.



Thank_ you very much.
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We expect the future schedule as follows.

At the time whentbase discussions are finalized

8uccessrully, the p~rrected draft shall receiv~ en

approval correspo~dine to the general resolution to

. be made public-as per PIPA By-Law Articl~ 5.

Paragraph A. Once such an approval is secured.

PIPA's Conciliation Rule will be e~~ectuat~rl. and

the conciliators shall be elected in accordance with

the de~ined procedure. When the el~ction o~conciliators

are ~inalized. the ~act that the Conciliation Syst~m

has been initiated, particulars o~ the Rules and the

member o~ conciliators. togetber with other related

details, will be outwardly announced in the nam~ o~

PIPA.

I~ at this General Meeting a consensus on the above

is obtained, we Wish to add that PIPA's Conciliation

System be initiated with the least delay, i~ possible

within the next ~ew years.



AttctC'h men t I
'==

r. Have you experience ill dispute (or are you ill disi;ute)

.vith a ~oreign company, concerninc the ~o~~o~ing

industrial intangib~e properties, a~ter Wor~d liar II?

P~ease put a mark on the number ...~ your case.

~. Kinds or Objects

(~) patents or other industria~ property right~

or app~ications thereof

(2) Know-how, teebnica~ inf'ormation

(3) Software for oomputer

(4) Good wi~~, se~~ing,agency, customers' ~ist

and other trade secret

(.5) Others

2. The contents of dispute

(1) Va~idity or interpretation or industrial property

rights '

(2) rnf'ringement or industria~ property rights

(including the case with tria~ hearing "r judg_

ment for invalidation)

(3) Conf'Uct with Anti-Trust Laws (AntJ.-Monopoly

Acta or Anti-Carte~ Acts)

(4) Laws or prohibition or unf'air competition
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(9)

(10)

(11)

(5) The scope or contract

(6) The sum of: royalty and the terms of: payment

(7) Licensed territory under a license agreement

(8) The conditions of: scope, ownership and grant

back o~ improvements

Duration of.agreement, duratio~of payment

Exoeptions and expiration of:secrecy.obligation

Treatment of know-how after the duration of

secrecy obligation (License, Licensi~ to the

third Party)

(12) Other problems of interpretation of: a contract

,. Means of settli~ dispute

(1) Litigation

(2) Provisional decision

(,) Reconciliation by trial

(4) Adjudication under the Japanese Patent Law,

Article 71

(5) Conciliation under the Law for Conciliation of

Civ.il Affairs

(6) Arbitration by standi~ arbitration organization

(Please enter the name of arbitration organi

'sation.)
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(7) ConciHation by the third party other than 1'10. (5;

(8) Arbitration by the third party other than No.(6)

(9) Settlement by negotiation between the parties

(10) Others

215

4. Opponent o~ dispute

(1) Company o~ U.S.A. participating PIPA

(2) Company o~ U.S.A. not participating PIPA

(3) Others (Please enter the nations,concretely)

5. Number o~ disputes occured a~ter 1945

II. r~ you have any opinions or proposals on such a mediation

system, please enter below.





'I

~
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(3) Conrlict.withA~ti-Truat 3 3 1 1 8 20 '/.
:Law3 • (A~t.i-MoriopolJr Acts or

Antl.tartel Acts)

(4) Lan or prohibition ot Wlta1r 2 1 1 i 5 12.sj.

. ~..ornpetition

(j J The scope ot-contract 2 3 1 1 1 11051-

(n The sum or ro)"alt7 and the 2 2 0 1 5 12.Sjl,

terms ot paJIIlent

(7) Licensed territor" under a 2 3 0 1 6 15 i-
license agreement.

(8) The conditions or. scope, 1 1 2 0 4 1O~

cnaiership and graD~ back

ot.'iJDprovements

(9) lIuration ot agreement, 1 0 1 1 3 105;1.

duration ot, payment.

(10) Exceptions and expiration. 0 0 1 "0 1 2~S~

otsecrec)" ~bligatlon

(ll) Treatment of know":'hov "atter 0 0 "2 0 2 5·.0~

. the duration or secreC7

obligation \License, Licensins

to the third'parti)

(12) Other problems at'inter-." 3 1 3 "0 1 11.51-

pretation ot a contract

3•. P.eans ot settling dbpute
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(1) Litigation- 4 10 9 1 24 60 1-
(2) Provisional. decision • 1 2 ) 0 6 15 1·
() Reconciliation b,y trial 0 4 2 1 7 17.51-
(4) AdjUdication under the 0 0 0 1 1 2.5\:/.'·

JapaneSe" Patent Law. Article

71

(5 ) Conciliation Wlder the Law 0 o. 0 0 0

tor Conciliation ot Civil

Attaira

(6) Arbitrat.ion by 8tanding 1 0 1 0 2 5 'I.
.arbitration organization

(7) Concillat.1on by the third 0 0 0 0 0

part)' other than No. (S)

(8) Arbitration by the third 0 0 0 0 0

party other than No. (6)

(9) Settlement b,y negotiation 6 9 14 1 )0 70 :I.
between the partie.

(1O) Others 2 1 4 0 7 17.5 jI.

4. Opponent ot dispute

.'

(1) ComPaItT or U.S.A. partic1pat.- . 4 7 7 1 19 47.5%
ingPlPA

(2) Companr ot U.S.A. not S 7 6 1 19 47.51-
participating PIPA

o Others 5 6 13 1 25 62.5;/,
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Ensland 2 1 2 - 5 l2.S i'~

Ge""""T 2 2 ; - 7 1:(.5 'j.

Prance 1 1 - - 2 .. s t-....
Holland - 2 - - 2 5 :I...

ltalT - 1 2 - , 7.5 j(.

Switzerland - - 1 - 1 2.~

UnknoWn - 1 1 - 2 5 Y.
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The National Association of Manufacturers appreciates the op~ct't'::-.i.ty

September l~. 1973

nl

STATr:MENTOF
DR. HOWARD I. FORMAN

REPRESENTING THE
NATIONAL "'SSOC.IATION OF MANUFACTURERS

ON
GEI!EAAL REVlSION OF THE. PATEl!! LAW

BEFORE THE
SUBCOMM:ITTEE ON PATENTS. TIlADEI1I\RKS. &

COPYRlGHTS OF THE SENATE
JUDlClAAY C,OI1MITTF;E

and innovation to meet national and international needs. We need better

But the present gives rise to the future and perhaps more than ever

before \0 the history of our. nation, we must st~late and encourage invention,

productivity from inventions to improve the sta~ard of living for everyone,

and to hold down inflation. We look to practical discoveries and inventions

for competing internationally in order to improve our balance of trade and

to, express these views on the proposed critical patent law revision ~arters

leader in providing the climate for creativity which haa enabled the development

of some 'of the most important products and processes utilized: today.

being considered in this current hearing. It makes these comments 8S a

voluntary association of bu~ine88concernsof varying sizes and commer~ial

activitie8~ and located in every state. Participants in the NAM membership are

companies and individuals fostering and investing in the scientific and tech

nological endeavors that have enabled this Nation to earn the reputation 88 a



avoid further devaluation of the dollar in the world marketplace. Moreover,

we need better products and processes t? overcame our national problems

relating to health, transportation, housing. energy, and the enviromnent.

Essential to the achievemen~ of these needs i.unquestionably a

strengthened patent system ~~atwillprovide'the incentives necessary to

encourage investment of time8ndimaginat:i:0n:",energy and mo~ey to bring to

the marketplace an ,increasing 'catalogue ,of exc'itiri,K, inventions. Host important

to note - such incentives are need:,ed'alike'byilldeperident inventors, and

company research teams of all sizes, as~ell 'as' other: invention-oriented

·organizations such as· universities.

It bears pointing'ou~ that a Constitutional provision relating to the

patent system provides': "The Congress, shall have power ••. to p.ranote the

progress of••..usefu~ arts" by' securing for limited times t04 •• inventors the

exclusive right to their respective .••di.scoveries;" Thus, our conments on

proposed changes in ex~sti~gpatent statutes being presently considered are

assuredly made in ,the:lightofwhat we believe would be their very special

effect on promoting the progress of the useful arts in the United States.

Mr~ification of Patent" Examination

Proceeding~ to Provide Public Adversary Hearings

We view' with o'ptimismthe prospect of improvement to the 'admillis'trative

procedures in the'Patent Office which 'wil1 enhance' the ;:val'idity'oT issued

patents. Specifically; we support public involvement in calling attention

to the eatent Office of"prior art'~ However,'wE! are not. in favor of

a t t empt-Ing eo attaiil this' dlJject'ive by 'the adversary procedures set forth in the. ,r _

.:..u-s-cur ~.1321 (aec • 13S). Rather.,wP believe that the objp.ctiveR so sought

would be uetter"served by the procedures set forth in ~pctions lql and lq2 of

S"6~3 (Committee Print) conSidered by the 92nd Con~ess. In this rQnnpction,

2' ·)'1
... ,;.
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c should be noted that those procedures set forth in 5.643 originated rrom

the 1966 Report of the President's Commission on thp P~tent System. This

report contained a number of proposed changes in the u.S. Patent ~ystem

that were devised after more than a year of deliberations. Further, the

final provisions of 5.643 were arrived at only a£rer extensive hearings

by patent committees of the 90th, 91s~ and 92nd Congresses and 88 areault

hnd received broad-based support from the patent profession.

To summarize the essential dt~ferences between the eva legi8lative

proposals: Under S.6Q3. as considered, proc~ures are established whereby

3rd parties would'call Patent Officeatterition to prior- art that woUld

affect the validity of issued'or issuing patents. If the Patent Office

decides that the cited prior 'art has merit. then the prosecution of these

cases would be reopened to consider such prior art. Under 5.1321. public

adversarY hearings would allow: for proceedings that might well be harassing

to the applicant (since, the 3rd party would as a matter of'right have the

opportunity to engage the patentee in a long and costly proceeding). There

is no basis to. predict that this~asily abused form of procedure would

enable the Patent Office to reach' more satis'fact0rY .conclusions rhan the
~

approach of S.6~3.

The Presiden'tts- C'arrnis'sion 611 the' Patent Systf:5n fully considered otlu'r,forms

of adversary pr-oceeddnge andrejeC'tfod them in favor of the approach set forth in

in 5.643. Perhaps the most seriOus' objection to' an inter~party adversary'pro~

ceed Inga , such as ispro"Vided;'in Section 135 'o;f 5.1321, is the high cost which

would be imoosed on an applicant or patentee aR a' defendant tn thp process.

Certainly' the cosr 'of obtainin~ a patent is ajre~d;'hi2h enou~h Without placinR

this additional"' burden on inventors. Tt-1Ul'I; essentia'tlY the same beneficial

results could he obt-e tned hV the pT-ocenurp!'t Sf"1'" f"",-rh in ~PC"tion J."'l,illtl

192 of S. 6LJ3 at $ubstant'ially lowe'r cost.
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else- involved in the proceedings who would not' have participated in the

Examiners hand1.e this responsibility since it might be better to have someone

flexibility of determining:who in ~he Patent Offic:!e would have the responsi

bility of handling the examination or re-examination under this proposed

Sect-Lon, Thus, the Comnissioner should not he reSt'l"1eted to having Primary_

pat~mt first and then have such patent subject to examination or reexamination.

it would be administratively more efficient, in any event, to issue the

rurther, with regard to Section 135 of S.1321,. it is suggested thst

In this way, millions of dollars in add!~ional printing costs, not to mention

the additional cost of maintenance and·eearching of the files of such documents,

Jt is suggeeeed , moreover-, that other ways to uti~ize the expertise of
rhe PRtf'ot Orfi~e. in adversary proceedings r('}ati.ng til patents should be

explored. Thus ... perhaps in patent- situations that would l10nnally be

litigated in·court, it might be worthwhile to consider referring the matter

of the validity-of the particular patents involved, at the option of one or

both parties, to the Patent Office for a decision or opinion on validity

F.xperience with,tnter-party adversary procedures in Germany, Holland and

224

this arctsion as an administrative matter for the Commissioner.

original decision to grant the patent. Again, it would be best to leave

.1"<:;('rl nIl th,.. "'Y;""'''f"'P: h,..rn ...... "',r. ,........ t-

patriltsi.n prclCE'SS of issuance whether or not there is any aenu tne basis

1;1I~1:lll't :1T'(' ,'l'l,·,rtf·l:!· h;dt·IIJ"Il~;l'I·;,t(> C',lf'arly i:,1 lIi •..!:h ('01<;1" ill '1""'" ~l'd rlme th:ll

resultsrrom~ substantive standpoint.

Also, 'it is recarmended that the Corrmissioner of Patents be given the'

could be saved by the public and/or p8~enteesandwith essentially the same

Hl't' Jnvo.Lved iu such prucccc.J.ings. Such an approach iH especially burden-

for doio" 90.

companies. Even in thecaaeof larger organizations, the cost becomes

prohibitive ~nderthi~ particular system because many companies (based on European

experience) apparentl~ tend to oppose automatically their competitors'

sam~ and prohibitive from the standpoint of independent inventors and small



finally, it should be "ut('f] that next month til" Pat~nt Offir.f" w.ill b('

.o.lddng administrative hearings on what' has been called "Voluntary l't'otest"

proceeding, a fonn of. adversary procedu~ similar to that enconpassed by

Section 191 in 5.643 of the laRt Congress. Assuming that this. voluntary

adversary proceedin~ Ls adopted,. we can expect that the nex:t yPar or two

will witness the development~of a considerable amount of actual experience•
•

that will be invaluable in determining j~ what kind of adversary proceeding

should be made manda.:tory through legislation. Accordingly,. it ia suggested

that prudence dictates c1efe~ent or" legislative action i,n· this area until

this ktnd of experience, which appears to ~e Unminently available.. is

considered and appropriately evaluated.

Creation of' the Office of Public Counsel

We are opposed to the present proposal tn create an Office of Publ'le

Counsel in the Patent Office. further,. wtl!le we are not in favor of B'tudy!n"

new proposals ~ndlessly,. WC" bl!l teve that befon any such proposel should be

considered for enactment into law~a detailed study of the .s'taffinp; and day-

to-day operations of the Office should first' be carried out and made avai.lable

to the public for. detailed cceeene . In addition.. suoh a study shuuJ.d consider

alternative ways to accCDp,lish the intended purpose of this prnpftsal tu

determine whether the amount of money involved miAht be better apr-nt in

another way to achieve this same purpose.

As a basic observation, it would .appear that the functions or the

proposed Public Counsel are mostly all now ava Heb.l.e to the Government.. roe

example-, the. Government through the .Juer tce Df'partmentnow has the PtMer
"..

under c~rtain eircumstances to ~o tntoCourt to ~u~tocancel a patent.

Fur-thermor-e", any agency of the (iuver,wentwould he in a position to

pu r t Ic tpet-e in the proceedings of Section J.3S,qf S,l321 fJl- accr tona jqj und

1'12 of !:: .(.1~3 (t)2.nd e..,ngt'l'ss)with""'Jt need of auv PUblic Coum...-I <IS l.t'O~tlNt.'t1.

'Usc. <It" rho pr'cacnr time the l'r'in;,lry Examiner ;11- his ('pt"inll ho:-; l'lt(·t'i~tht
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to be-present and argue his side or the csse before the Board of Appeals.

In addition~ a member of the Office of the Solicitor handles the ceee for-

the Patent Office in all appeals from the Patent Office to the District Courts.

Courts of Appea1s clnd Court of Customs and. Patent Appeals ..

Moreover, framsn BUministrative standpoint, the- proposal w~11d appear

to create various. problt.1Ps .... ·For example, the Cc:mnisaioner of Patent's is

presently responsible for assuring that high quality patents. issue. In

accordance with the new proposal, there would then be two people, the

Commissioner and the created Assistant Commissioner for Appeal, Litigation

. and Public Counsel - both haVing this SIlIDIl! responsibility. tn addition,

at the working level the Primary I:xaminer is responeible for assur tng that

high quality patents issue. Again .. in the case' of thill new proposal, ther-e

would then be two people, the Primery Examiner and a representative of the

Office of Public Caunsel sharing this ~e resp~n.lbility at the workinR

level. Furthermore, it would appear thA~ the ,representative of the Office

of PublJc Counsel would necessarily be much le88 experienced in a given

fieldaf technology than the Primary Exaininer.

One of the major keys for improvinp; quality of issued p&t'ents is to

provide a system under which· the EXaminer r~eive8 'more informationpertinfon-t

. to validity than is now currently available tft him, In this ccnnec t Ion .. it

is not persuasive 'that the proposal for a Public Counsel will have any

significant positive effect on the examination of the more than 100,000

applications, filed and the more than 70,000 pa'teO'ts t'ssuedeach ·y~ar. Thus..

i'tWould appear that the money involved might be better spent in improvlnp;:

'the sea~h systems used by the Examiners and expanding, 'the Patent' Office's

-present p~gram for quality study, audit- and cont:ro~ .. or in the public.. .
citation of priQr art and the re-examlnation of patent prOcedures of S.64~

of'the 92nd Congress as pNviously set: forth herein.
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PROPOSED UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE RULE
PERMITTING THE PUBLIC TO CITE PRIOR ART AGAINST

A PENDING PATENT APPLICATION

Alan Ruderman
Senior Patent Attorney
The Singer Company
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PROPOSED UNITED STATES PATENT OFFICE RULE PE&~ITTING THE PUBLIC
TO CITE PRIOR ART AGAINST A PENDING PATENT APPLICATION

On May 15, 1973 the Commissioner of Patents proposed a

change to the Rules of Patent Practice which would let patent

applicants voluntarily open their applications to public inspection

after allowance of the application but prior to issuance of a patent.

The following is a discussion of the salient points of this proposal

and some prior proposals to incorporate a pre-issuance publication

into the United States patent laws. An attempt is also made to

relate the failures of the prior proposals ~o the contract theory

of the patent grant.

The present philosophical foundation of the United States

Patent .system is that the grant of a patent is a contract between

the' patentee-and the government. A patent applicant receives. from

the government the right to exclude all others from making, using

and selling its claimed invention in consideration for a full dis

closure of the invention to the public. Thus, the quid pro quo

for the patent grant is disclosure to the public. This rationale

is responsible. for the statutory provisionl requiring the maintenance

of a united States patent application in a confidential condition

during its pendency in the Patent Office. ThUS, even if an applicant

abandoned his filed application without receiving a patent, the

application file is not thereafter opened for public inspection2

The applicant may still have the protection afforded under the Trade

Secret Laws. However, once a patent issues, not only is the dis-

2~8

<,.,,," .".. ,.



Recently, the United States patent system and in particular

The faot that United States patent practice

the Patent Office has been eroded to an armost

is an ex parte system creates a built-in hazard· that all thenece

ssary prior art. is not likely to be available to the E.xaminer.s

It has periodioallybeen suggested9 that the United States Patent

Law be changed to incorporate a.procedure wherein the patent app

lication would be publis~ed subsequent to Examination but prior to

issuil\g as a patent .sothat it may. be opposed by the citation of

art by interested parties. ~o date each such attempt to change the'

law has met with failure. The, contractural conception of. the patent

gral\t'l1as nQ d9ubt.beena oontributing factor in these defeats; for

the usual course by-

. I . 7
mean~ng,ess_~~ate.

the patent examining procedure has come under increasing attack.
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scope of his protection. Anypublication,of--his---application

prior to this time will disclose his technical contribution to

Because of the large number of patents invalidated by the courts

over prior art not cited ~ the Examiner during the pendency of

the applioationS and beoause of the many questionable patents

being issued the presumption of validity6 of a patent issued in

application is allowed that. the applicant is assured of the

the public without the a,pplicant obtaining any contractural bene

fit.

closure of the patent available to benefit the public, but the

patent file is open for all th'i' pUblic to inspect3• Since the

claims of a patent define the invention4it,isonly wpenan



if an application is published for citation of art and opposition,

the applicant is thereby forced to disclose his invention before

his scope of protection is assured.

Opposition proceedings in the Patent Office are known in

the United States in connection with Trademark casesl O• When an

application to register a trademark on the Principal Register is

found allowable by the Examiner, the mark is published in the

Official Gazette.
l l

Within thirty days after the pUblication, any

person having the necessary standing m~ file a Notice of oppositio~

and be heard. 12 Any grounds upon which registrations could be re-'

fused or held invalid is granted and can be raised in an opposition.

Many countries" including Japan, Germany and England,. have

such proceedings in the Patent Office in connection with patent

cases. The opposition serves to supplement and check the examination

system and is generally regarded as part of the examination system. 13

The existence of opposition,procedure in those countries which have

examination systems of granting patents is a recognition of the fact

that ex parte examination cannot be complete and perfect, and the

interested public is given an opportun£ty to participate in the pre-
14

vention of the'issuanceof invalid patents. The procedures in

these oppositions resembles the procedure in oppositions in trademark

cases in the United States. After the e~aminatiOnand allowance of

the application, a notice is published in the official patent journal

of the country and the application is opened to pUblic inspection.

Members of the pUblic may thereafter, within a specified time, oppose
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Bar Association's Section of Patent, Trademark and Copyright Law·

',1',

means to "positively increase the

recommended "that, when an appli-

In 1935 the Science Advisory Board

231

considered the question of opposition proceedings to strengthen

the presumption of validity of an issued patent, and the Section

thereafter went on record as ·opposed to the principle of patent

oppositions. ,,21 In the following year the Patent Law Revision

Committee considered a Proposal to P~liSh applications before

issuance and also a proposal for opposition proceedings. Both were

disapproved on the grounds that they would increase the expense and
, .' 22

complication of Patent Offic.e procedure. In 1962 that committee

United States are not new 4

pUblished a report16 which as a

t ' f lid' .17presump ~on 0 va ~tY44.44

cation is ready for allowance, it be published in the Official

Gazette, and the submission of pertinent facts by interested parties

invited.· l B It recommended, however, that the facts should be lirnit~

ed to printed publications and thatarguernents and affidavits should

be rigidly excluded. The report specifically' stated that ·the pro

cedure in the Patent Office should be maintained strictly ex parte.,,19

No action apparently was taken on this recornrnendation. 20

In 1939 the Patent Law Revision Committee of the American

the grant of the pacent., Generally, the grounds upon which an

application can be opposed are the same as the,grounds upon which

the patent can be refused or invalidated.
l S

As mentioned above, proposals for the publication before

issuance and for oppositions to the grant of a patent in the



. 2:l2

j

I

opposition proceedings with respect to

States Patents. 11

23
However, in 1963 the

parte one which was believed not to greatly add to the cost of

These proposals have continued to the present 'time. In

1966 the President's Commission on the Patent systern
25

issued its

report26 including a number of recommendations proposed for im

proving the patent system. Recommendation No. VII of the =eport27

proposed the publication of pending applications within 18 to 24

months after-its earliest effective filing date or promptly after

allowance, whichever comes ~irst, and also recommended that an

applicant could request earlier publication of his pending appli

cation. Moreover, Recommendation NO. XI 28 provided that the Patent

Office should consider prior art cited by the public against a

published application during a period of at least 6 months after

the pUblication and that if the Patent Office determined that a

claim should not be allowed the applicant would be notified and

given an opportunity ex parte to rebut the determination and to

narrow the scope of-the claim. The procedure proposed was an ex

principle inter-parties

again considered oppositions and the Section of Paten~, Trademark

Bar Association on record as being opposed in principle to pUbli

cation of a patent application after allowance and before issuance

and Copyrights passed a resolution stating that they II opposed in

applications for united

for the purpose of enabling the Patent Office to receive prior

f h
... d .. 24art rom te pUbl~c ~n ~ts eterm~nat~on.

Section defeated a resolution which would have placed the American



ences was to be maintained in confidence.

section the Patent Law Revision Committee of the American Bar

Commissioner of any prior publicat~ons,which,wouldhave-bearing on

the patentability ofa published application and the Commissioner

was given the authority to cause the application to bee~amined

or ree~amined in light of the new references. It further provided

that if the pertinence of the publication was ~plained in writing

and received within a fi~~d period.oft~e after pUblication of

from the earliest effective ,date claimed. Indiscllssin9_this

Pursuant to the recommendations of the President1s Commission,

patent grant to him, thereby depriving ~im of a substantial property

right without any quid pro quo. Further, the dual publication

(primary pUblication of the application and final pUblication of

the patent) would be expensive and confusing since it would often

keep his invention secret until such time as he knew ,the seopeof the

"the modified procedure would deprive the inventor of his right to

2:33,

prosecuting an appLd ce.t.Lon , The identity .of _a_party citing refer-

Association, Section of Patent" Tra<;1emarks and Copyrights stated,

companion bills 5.1042 and H.R.5924 were introduced into the 90th

Congress, First Session, on February 21, 1967. Section 123 of

5.1042 was based on Recommendation VII and pro~ided that applica

tions should be published not less than 18 or more than 24 months

. be necessary to obtain and examine two doc~ents',relating to the

,,29 . ' f ..same patent. 5ect~on 136 0 5.1042 substant~ally ~mplemented

Recommendation No. XI by providing any Person could. notify the



one year before the filing in the United States and if such person

invention

These

to disclose his
. 30

protect~on."

made a prima facie showing an inter-parties-opposition proceeding

McClellan introduced a bill on February 8, 1971, designated S.643,

2;34

the application after allowance then such citations were tc be

bills expired with the Johnson administration.

During the First Session of the 92nd Congress, Senator

use or sale of the invention claimed in such application more than

not be put in a position of being forced

before he is assured of the scope of his

patent was provided for to allow any person within 6 months of the

issuance to notify the commissioner of any pUblications of patents

which would have bearing on· the patentability of any claim in the

issued patent and the Commissioner was given the authority to re

examine such patents and allow the patentee to amend or present

new claims. The identity of any person making the notification

was to be kept in confidence. Also, in Section 192 a modified

opposition proceeding was provided for in which a person could

protest the issuance of a pending application based on the public

which included among its provisions that of Section '123, which

would have allowed the commissioner to establish regulations for

pUblishing pending applications at the request of an. applicant.

Moreover, in Section 191 a reexamination after issuance of the

considered by the Patent Office. The identity of any person sub

mitting such citations Was to be kept in confidence. Again, the

Patent Law Revision Committee believed that "the applicant should



was to be created. Once more the Patent Law Revision Committee

of "the ABA went on record as being opposed to.such inter-parties

oppositions,31 but it appears that no disapproval was entered to

the voluntary publication provided in Section 123.

Most recently in 1973 during the First Session of the 93rd

Congress, Senator Hart introduced a bill designated as 5.1321

which provides for a major revamping of the present patent syste~.

Section 122 of this bill makes it mandatory that the Commissioner

pUblish all applications for public inspection and copying prior

to the date of first examination. Any party may then notify the

Commissioner of any patents or publication or any other evidence

which would have a bearing on the patentability of any claim in

the application. If such art is applied against the application

the applicant may present amended or new claims for examination

or reexamination. Moreover, the party making the notification

may participate as a party in the examination or reexamination

proceedings unless l1e elects not to be identified, in which case

the Patent Office will maintain his identity as confidential.

Section 137 prOVides that any party can participate or intervene

in any proceeding at any time-or initiate or intervene in any

appeal. Section 191 of this bill also provides for deferred ex-

amination unless the applicant requests immediate examination,

while Section 192 provides that any party may request examination

of a deferred application. This bill proposes a major change in

the present contracturalbasis of the~United States patent laws •

•) ,) e
.. ,) .J



rules of practice "to assure that the best art and information

r

only, to the Examiner

The proposed rule

2:36

patent are 9rdinarily merely ackno~ledged and

the applicant the opportunity to voluntarily open his

In an apparent effort to take the "bullby the horns" and

relative to the patentability of an application for patent are

brought to the Patent Office's attention.· 33 These changes pro-

I
~
i
i
I
i

!changes provide a paragraph (al, declares that protests are not,
I
!provided for as a matter of right but where a protest to the grant'
1-'n ,

IOf a patent. is filed, and identifies the application, thep>::otest

!papers will be referred to the Examiner in charge Of, the application.i" -~ -- - - - - - •

I
I

~-
I
I

i
!filed after being referre~for information

lin charge of the sUbject matter involved.
I .

1i pose giving

not provide for opposition and that protests

I application to public inspection prior to issuance of a patent.
I

IThe public could then present prior art and other information to
I

!the Patent Office bearing on a question of patentability of the

Iapplication prior to its issuance. The Patent Office could then,
(consider this evidence and if in the-discretion of the Commissioner

lthe evidence-is pertinent to a more complete appraisal of patent-
I ~ -_ _-
lability he may reopen prosecution of the application.

I Rule 291 of the present Rules of practice34 proclaims thatI -. - - - -- - - -- - - - - .

l

i
I strengthen the patent system under the present statute the United
1
i States Patent Office has recently proposed32 a change in the
!
I
I

f
I
1

I
~,
r

I No doubt it will be vigorously opposed by the various patent ass-
I

ociations and industry groups.



The identity of the protesting party together with the protest

papers will be placed in the application file and a copy forwarded

to the applicant, but the protesting party will not be permitted

to inspect the applicationfil~ unless authorized by the applicant.

If the protesting party cannot identify the ~pplication the pro

test will be acknowledged in the same manner as the present practice.

In paragraph (b) of the proposed new Rule the applicant may volun

tarily open his application to inspection by filing a written

authorization within thirty days from the mailing of the notice of

allowability together with the fee of $25.00. Paragraph (c) pro

vides that upon receipt of such an authorization the office will

publish notice of that fact in the Official Gazette together with

information identifying the invention and the most comprehensive

claim together with a list of the references cited by the Patent

Office. The public is then given up to three months to protest

the grant of the patent by filing with the Commissioner and serving

the applicant with publications, patents or other information

which might have bearing on the patentability of the claims in the

application. The protest must include'amernorandurn explaining

the relevance of the submitted evidence. All protest papers to

gether with the identity of the party originating the protest will

be made of record in the application and"if in the opinion of the

Commissioner it appears that any claim may not be patentable, or

that any patent granted on the application would be unenforceable,

in view of the ~ubmittedevidence then the commissioner will reopen
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the prosecution. In such case the protesting party will be ap

prised of all further proceedings in the Patent Office insofar as

they relate to the evidence he sUbmitted, and he will be accorded

the opportunity to comment thereon. If the examination is not

reopened, the protesting party will be so apprised and he will

not have any further recourse. Paragraph (d) provides that a

formal notice of allowance will be held in abeyance until the

patentability of the claimed invention is determined in light of

the new evidence. A copy of the notice of allowance will also be

forwarded to the protesting party.

The Patent Office believes that several benefits of this

proposed procedure will result. 35 It is expected that the pre

sumption of validity will be more meaningful where a patent is

issued after 'consideration 6fevidence submitted by the pUblic.

Potential competitors of the applicant are expected to benefit

because they will have the 'opportunity to bring information to

the Patent Office which could limit the scope of protecticn or pre

vent the issuing of 'a patent. For competitors this is a much

less expensive procedure than litigating questions of validity

and scope of a patent on the same grounds after the patent has

issued.

It should be noted that the proposed rule change is being

made by the Commissioner under the authority granted to him by

Section 6 of the Patent Act of 195236 which gives him the power

to establish regulations."not inconsist~nt with law" for conducting

238



the proceedings of the Patent Office." Under Section 122 of the

Patent Act37, applications are required to be kept in confidence

by the Patent Office unless authority is granted by the appli-

cant to'waive the confidential status of his application. Thus,

the proposed rule change, since it involves a voluntary pUblica-

tien, is not inconsistent with the present, law, and does not

affect the contractural basis of the patent grant. As such, itS

approval is probably assured. Hearings ,are scheduled for October

31, 1973 for the public to present their views. 38

Although a voluntary publication arrangement pvercomas

certain of the objections raised to the previous mandatory pUb-

lication proposals, it raises a number of other objections. For

eXample, a rule allowing a voluntary publicat~on cfa pen4ing

patent-application for citation of art by the public raises the

question as to what will occur to the presumption of validity

of any patent issued on an application which is not elected to

be pUblished. Of course the question as to whether an estoppel

in a later litigation on the issued patent can be raised against

one citing art against the application'when it is published.

This question is not novel to a voluntary system, however.

Other questions are sure to arise in connection with the voluntary

pUblications, however, it does put a foot in the door for those

proponents of an opposition system. As. such its. adoption no

doubt will be closely monitored.
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White speaking for a unanimous court in B-T held:

"it is apparent that the uncritical acceptance of

the principle of mutuality of estoppel expressed in

Triplett V. Lowell is today out of place. Thus, we

conclude that Triplett should be overruled to the

and its economic 'consequences and judicial considerations, Justice

the case of Blonder-Tongue ~aboratories, Inc. v. University of

In so holding, the court emphasized:

On May 3, 1971, the Supreme Court of the United States decided

HAROLD WEINSTEIN

2·1,1

"that a plea of estoppel should not be automatically

accepted by the second court upon determining the

extent.it:foredloses a plea of estoppel by one facing

a charge of infringement of a patent that has once

been declared invalid."

Illinois Foundation et al. (hereafter B-T) , which established a

I. BLONDER-TONGUE: A NEW RULE OF LAW.

THE DEC:SION OF BLONDER-TONGUE ~;BO~;TORI3S, :~C. v. U~IVERSITY

OF ILLINOIS FOUNDATION (402 U.S. if3, 169 G.S.P.Q. 513 (1971»
AND THE CURRENT R&~IFICATIONS'OF SUCH DECISION.

new rule of law relating to collateral estoppel by overruling

Triplett v. Lowell: (hereafter Triplett), to thus abolish the re

quirement in patent cases of mutuality of estoppel.

After detailed discussions of the patent system, Triplett
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presence of Bernhard criteria .... Rat~cr, tne pat

entee-plaintiff must be permitted to demonstrate, if

he can, that he did not have 'a fair opportunity

procedurally, subst,mtively .and evidentially to

pursue, h-is claim the first t'ime. III

Whether or not a patentee had a fair first trial would be

determined by the second'court upon relitigating the.invalid patent.

II. PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS.

The factors of court time and business economics when coupled

with public interest or policy ~n preventi~g a patentee, after ,an

adjudication on the merits.that his patent was invalid, from con

tinuing to reap the benefits of his patent monopoly clearly tipped

the scales in favor of the pronounced B-T doctrine. The purpose

of the B-T and other court made doctrines is to eliminate invalid

and specious ~atents in the public interest.

III. B-T: A CLASSIC CASE •.

The judicial history of B-T is a classic case of collateral

estoppel. The plaintiff brought two infringement suits; in the

first, t,he patent was held illvalid, in the second,the patent ",as

held valid. The Supreme Court granted certiorari and asked the

,parties to discuss the spUIldne"s. of Triplett. Subsequently, the

B-T decision overruled Triplei;t. On reIlland',thecourt "PP1.i"d

B-T alld held the patellt .inv"lid "ft,er findillg ,the patentee had

gotten' a fair trial in th""c,tipn wh,i"h invalidated the p".tent.
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Chemical Co. successfully argued that:

"the estoppel doctrine of Blonder-Tongue should

be extended to cover theCalifo~ia court's

246

Th& Seventh Circuit in Bourns, Inc., at al. v. Allen-Bradley,

In Aghnides v. P. w. Woolwort~ Cornoanv, the district court

The ~eorgia district court in Blumcraft Of Pittsburgh v.

A look" at the following recent cases will give some idea .on

Under the B-T doctrine the relitigating.court .will look to

whether or not in the first suit held·~he patent invalid as a

whole or restricted its findings to specific claims.

Dow, one of the defendants in Iron Ore Co•. of Canada v. Dow

rulings as t~ the scope of the claim language,

as well as the invalidity of the claims."

~he court in the Iron Ore case also held that the prior

limited prior judgment to the specific claims· invalidated in another

action.· Thus, B~Twas applied only to the extent of the specifically

invalidated ~laims.

Kawneer Companv,Inc., et al., had reversed its previous holding

and granted defendant's motion for summary judgment. The court

applied the B-T doctrine by giving "precedential consideration"

to the Tenth Circuit holding of invalidity of the patent in suit.

denied plaintiffls 'motion for a new trial on the basis of new tests

and stated that .the intent and purpose of B-T was to "Put an end

how B-T is working 're: the classic case situation.

to never-~nding patent litigation. n
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dis~rict court decision was final, until such time as they are

reversed, will be sufficient basis for application of estoppel

rule of B-T.

In an earlier case, Monsar.toCompany v. Dawson Chemical

Company et al., the second court held that a finding of invalidity

of the patent in a prior action permitted the defendants in the

present action to affirmatively plead collateral estoppel under

B-T.

The Ohio district court in the case of Lucerne Produc~s, Inc.

at al. v. Cutler-Hammer, Inc., held that a prior court finding of

invalidity against the patentee would also apply against a licensee

of such· patent since the licensee stands in privy with the patentee

and can have no greater rights than that of the patentee.

In Ransburg Electro-Coating Corporation v. Spiller and

Spiller, Inc., the court extended the protection of B-T to include

prior court findings of noninfringement under the estoppel umbrella.

-One practical effect of B-T on patentee-plaintiffs is that

it makes the decision in infringement situations of who to sue

and where much harder and more dangerous to the life of the patent.

However, the outlook for pate~tees is not wholly negative,

and there are some favorable results because of responsible application

of B-T by the courts. In B-T, the Supreme Court had stated that

·patentees are heavily favored as a class of litigants by the

patent statute· 35 U.S.C. 262.

In Woodstream Corporation v. Herter's Inc., :at al., the

Eighth Circuit modified the lower court by holding one of.the



In Bontell v. Volk the court refused to extend B-T to a

This

the basic dueproc~ssrequirements.

patent that he did not get a full and fair first trial.

IV. WHEN B-T DOES NOT APPLY.

first time."

248

first litigation which held the patent valid. The court held that

B-T had not relaxed the mutuality requirement as to:

"a new infringer following an adjudication of valid

ity. To so hold would deprive the alleged infringer

of a trial. Thus, the obvious distinction is that

Another case in this line was Black, Sivalls & Brvson, Inc.

hand, it is grossly inequitable to bind a party to

shot, so to speak, and has missed. On ~he other

it is not inequitable to relax mutuality in a

situation in which the patentee has fired his best

Due process in the classic case of B-T was met by the patentee

having an opportunity to show in any relitigation of the invalid

,
~
~patents in suit valid after apo:vi~g the Graham standarcs of, . .
!?atentability in light of B-T stress on the statutory pres~uption
I
10f patent validity.,

i
1meets

IIv. National Tank Comoany wherein the Tenth Circuit -found a trial
j
(necessary because: the device patented was complicated; expert

Itestimony was required; the record was inconclusive-and had con=lict~ng
j
I facts. Inc~ting B-T, the court noted "the high degree of importance

Iin fairly and adequately trying the ~ssue of patent validity the



°In ,dis~ussingthe ~ward9f attorney fees, the.Supr~e,c~u~t
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court held:

nthe Blonder-Tongue deci~ion was not.intended

to constitute a who~esale rej,ection of the

mu~uality requirement. The holding of Blonder

Tongue was that nTriplett should be overruled

to the extent it forecloses a plea of estoppel

by one facing a charge ,of infringement of a

patent that has once been declared invalid. II

That holding does not reach this case where

there has never been .a determination of the

validity of the Gr~nth~s' patent."

The plaintiff-patentee in Hall et al. v. U.S. Fiber &

Plastics Corporation, appealed lower court jUdgment of invalidity

of his patent, but did not .appeal finding of non~infringement.

Third Circuit Court held question raised was moo~ betWeen the

parties, and dismissed. Court brushed off pa~enteels.~ontentions

that B-T could be applied against patentee in second suit, if one

were brought.

V. B-T ATTO&~EY FEES.

a judgment of validity rendered in an action against

some other party,."

Of course, it would violate due process to bind the party to a

judgment of validity in an action of which he was not a party.

In Grantham et al. v. McGraw-Edison Company at al., the



in B-T found that under 35 'U.S.C. 285, the award of reasonable

attorney's fees to a prevailing par~y 'in exceptional cases' 'would

not take effect until after the litigation had been completed.

This meant that the money outlay required to try a lawsuit having

validity issues had already occurred.

This factor undoubtedly forced many alleged infringers into

accepting licenses rather than litigating.

Accordingly, B-T found that the award of attorney's fees

was an inappropriate solution to the Triplett problem in that the

penalty, if any, would occur after the mischief of the second action

relitigating the invalid p~tent. Since it would not resolve the

problem, B-T left the award of attorney's fees where it fOlli~d it.

It is doubtful if B-T considerations alone will result in ~he award

of att~rney fees of a relitigated invalid patent. So long as the

relitigation_of the question of validity dOes not become excessive,

it would seem that a patentee can have more than just one bite at

the apple, though B-T clearly limits invalidity considerations to

one good bite.

VI. B-T, CLASS ACTIONS AND 'COURT PROCEDURE.

The chief impediment to bringing class actions in paten~

cases was removed by the holding of B-T. Prior to B-T, if the

patentee brought a class action and lost. the patent would be

invalid as to that whole class of defendants. Tactically, the

patentee was better off litigating against the defendants one at

a tim~, since prior to B-T, invalid decisions would, except for

250'
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comity, not prevent the patent.ee from continuing t,o bring new

actions against new defendants.

B-T changed the basic considerations in that once the

. patent was held invalid, if the patentee chose to bring a second

suit against a new defendant, the new defendant could under B-T

affirmatively plead collateral estoppel, and most likely end

the rnat~er there unless the patentee could show he did not receive

a full and fair trial in the invalidity action. Thus, the B-T

holding placed a new interest on class actions.

B-T was a principal topic in Dale Electronics, -Inc.v.

R.C.L. Electronics, Inc. The district court ruled that class

actions were not inconsistent with the holding of B-T.

The defendants argued that since B-T, class actions are

unneces.sary. They xeascned that once a separate adjudication held

the patents invalid, the patentee would be estopped to relitigate

against new defendants. The court countered this argument bynoti~s

that there was nothing in .B-T to either prevent a class action

from being brought or "that the determination. that a patent is

valid should not be held binding on all class defendants."

The court not~dthat the only issue in the class action was

the validity of the patents, and .that the.issue of infringement

would be determined in individual actions on a case by case basis.

Mobil Oil Corporation v.W. R. Grace & Company, and a

companion case Filt:ol Corooration at al. v. Kelleher, i~dicate

some at the questions and complexities of multiple litigations

251:
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"Blonde~:"Tongue :does not require that a district

court with a justicia?le controversy before it

await the outcome of a pending action in another

district•••••

• ••• Blonder-Tongue will apply only if the issue

of validity is decided against Mobil in the

Connecticut case. If the patents are held valid

in that case petitioners could retry the issue

in the California case. Also, if the patents

are ·held invalid in the Connecticut case, Mobil

could still attempt to show, in the California

case, that it lldid nee have 'a fair opportunity

procedurall¥, substantivelyand.evidentially

to pursue (its) claim the first time'· in the

connecticut case."

In tneFiltrolcase, Mobil-Oil Corporation was again the

plaintiff, who brought suit in California for infringemen~ of the

s~~e patents in suit in the above noted Texas and Connecticut

cases. ~he Ninth Circuit held:

and other court procedures.

In the Mobil case brought for paten~i~fringe~ent, the

Texas district court held that B:"T "did not increase the sigr..i=icancc

of the plaintiffls choice of forum in patent cases,1I anc. permitted

~ransfer of the_action to the district court in Connecticut.



VII. CONCLUSION.

outcome of the Connecticut case.

253.

So ~olding, the ~~n~h C~rcuit a~~i=mec the lowe= court's

The·B-T case is unique in that regardless of whether one

cases, statutes, court rules and secondary authority. A copy of

request.

Thank you for your kind attention.

this paper is available to any member of this association upon

This pPesentation is a summary of a paper by the same title

which deals with B-T in more detail and depth, including cited

considers the Supreme court decision to be pro-patent or anti-

In view of the already numerous cases which discuss~ rely

apd cite B-T, it is apparent that the decision of B-T has had. " .
immense impact on the patent law, and it has also produced a ripple

effect .in other areas of the law.

patent by 'overruling Tripl~tt, it brought the patent law into

accord with other areas of the law with respect to the doctrine

postponing consideration of the validity question until the

o=de= of a separate trial on ~~e issue o~ infringement, whil~

of mutuality of estoppeL

r
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SAMPLJ'; PATENT LICENSE AGIU::E:I,'[ENT BETWEEN
A U. S. LlG:J::NSOR AND A .IAPANESIC L1CENSr:E

Presented-by
lIAItOLlI r.!,;VI~~

A~~'T. VIC!:: I'IU·:~IT)F.NT R. GENI';\lAL PATJ,:NT COUNSEL
T"XMl INSTRUMF:NTS lNCOItYOHATElJ

DALLAS, TEXAS

TilLe; AGlUmMENT is msdc by and between.TAPAN MANUFACTURING

CORPORATION. a corporation of Japan. haying a place of business in

___________________~.• Japan (hereinafter

referred to as "LICENSEE"). and U. S. MANUFACTURING CORPORATION.

a corporation of the State of • having a place of business

at • United States of

America Ulcrcinartcr referred to as·"UCENSORt '>:

WI-IEREAS, LICENSOR owns and has or may have rillhts in various

patents issued- and applications for patents pending in various countries

of the world as to which LICENSEE desires to acquire licenses as

hereinafter provided;

WHEREAS. LICENSEE owns and has or may have rights in various

patents issued and applications for patents pending in various countries

of the world as to which LICENSOR desires \0 acquire licenses as

here inafter provided.

WHEREAS, LICENSOR and LICENSEE are.engaged in continuing

research, development and engineering in regard to LICENSED PRODUCTS

(as hereinafter defined) and contemplate the possibility of filing applications

Cor the patenting of inventions resulting therefromj
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ARTICLE I

DI~FINITIONS

As used In this Agreement:

Section i. "SUBSIDIARY" of LICENSEE or.LICENSOR means a

corporation, company or other entity. fifty percent (5O"fc) or more or

whose outstanding shares. or stock entitled to vote lor the election of

directors (other than any shares or stock whose voting rights are sUhject

to restl'icUonlis owned or controlled by LIC\""ISEE or LICENSOR, as

~he cast> may be, directly or indirectly, now or hereafter, provided that

any corporation. company or other entity which would at any time bea

SUBSIDIARY by reason or the foregoing shall be considered as a

SUBSIDIARY for the purpose or this Agreement only so long as fifty percent

(50%101' more of its outstanding ·shares or stock as aforesaid, Is so

owned or controlled directly or indirectly, by LICENSEE or LICENSOR.

"SUBSmIARIF.S" ,,[LICENSEE or LICENSOR shall mean, r"speetively.

all corporations.. companies or other entities which qualify as a "SUBSIDIARY"

under the forelloinJ!.

Section 2, "r':l,'FECTIVE DATE" means the date of issuance by the

competent authorities of:tbeGovernment of Japan" pursuant to the Law

Concerning Foreilln Investment (Law No. 163 of 1950, as amended). of

NOW. TIUO: Itl·: FOI,n;. in consideration or the mutual covenants

and pr(~mi.R~s_,containcd herein.. the pa:rties hereto a~ree as follow:



validation, in form and subatanee and in a manner satisfactory to each

of the parties hercto;based upon an application for validation or the

conclusion of this Agreement to be filed by the parties hereto.

Section 3. "LICENSED PRODUCTS" means (INSERT DEFINITION).

Section 4. "IJCENSEE PATENTS" means patents. utility models

and design patents or all countries of the world, applications for which

h;'ve a firsterfective tiling date in any country prior to the date or

expiration or termination of this Agreement. in respect or which UCENSEE

has. as of the EFI"ECTIVE DATE, or may thereafter during the term or

this Agreement acquire, or under which and to the extent to which and

subject to the conditions under which UCENSEE may have. as of the

EFFECTIVE DATE. or may thereafter during the term of this Agreement

acquire. the right to grant licenses of the scope granted herein without the

payment or royalties or other consideration to third persons. except for

payments to a SUBSIDIARY of LICENSEE and payments to third 'persons

for inventions made by said third persons while employed by LICENSEE

or a SUBSIDIARY of l.l<:'ENSEE.
e

Section 5. "l.lCr~SEE PATENT APPUCATIONS" means uy

applications for patents. utllity models. and design patents. Which, when

issued. will become LICENSEE PATENTS.

Section 6. "T,ICENSOR PATENTS" means patents, utility models.

and uc::>iJ{n patents of all countries of the worlu; applications for, which

2G8
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have a n r st errecttvo rihn~:(date in any- country prior to the <.fate of

expiration or termination or this Agreement. in respec.t ot which

LICENSOR has, as of the EFFECTIVE DATE. or may thereafter during

the term oC thiS A/(reement acquire, or under which and to the extent to

which and SUbject to the conditions under which LICENSOR may have, as

of the J';~'FECTIVI~ DATI.;, or may thereafter durinj( the term oC this

Agreement acquire, the right to grant licenses of Ihe scope granted herein

without the payment or ruyalties or other consideration to third persons.

except for payments to a SUBSIDIARY of LICENSOR and payments to .

third persons for inventions made by said third persons while employed

by LICENSOR or a SUBSIDIARY of LICENSOR,

Section 7, "LICENSOR PATENT APPLICATIONS" means applications

Cor patents, utlIity models, and design patenis, Which, when issued, wil!

become LICENSOR PATENTS.

AHTICLE II

MUTUAL RELEASES

Section I. L1CENSBE hereby releasea, acquits and Corever discharges

LICENSOR and all of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed pursuant hereto from

any and all c:laims or llablllty for infringement or alleged infringement of

any of the LICENSI~E PATENTS and LICENSEE PATENT APPLICATIONS

under which licenses arc herein granted by LICENSEE, by the performance

by LICENSOlt or lUly·of its SUHS!UrARIES·subllcensed as aforesaid, prior
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to the I~FI;'ECTIV" DATE. of acts 'licensed or sublicensed pursuant to

this ~reement.

Section 2. LICENSOR hereby releases. acquits and forever discharges

LICENSEE and all of it.s SUBSIDIARIES suhlicensed pursuant hereto from

any and all claims or liability for inlringement or alleged infringement or

any of the LICENSOR PATENTS and LICENSOR PATENT APPLICATIONS

under which licenses are herein granted by UCENSOR. by the performance

hy LICENSEE or any of its SUBSIDIARIES suhl,icensed as aforesaid. prior

to the EFFECTIV E DATg. of acts licenses or sublicensed pursuant to

thIs Agreement.

ARTICLE III

GRANT OF LICENSE BY LICENSOR

Section 1. LICENSOR grants and agrees to grant to LICENSEE

non-exclusive licenses. under UCENSOR PATENTS and UCENSOR PATENT

APPLICATIONS. to make. to use. lease. sell or otherwise dispose of

anywher-eIn the world. LICENSED PltODUCTS. subject to the payments

to be ",adehyl.J(,l~N!llmpursuant to this Article III.

Seetion2. I,'or and in consideration of the release. acquittal and

dtscharge provided for in Section 2 of Article 11 hereof. LICENSEE shall

pay to LlCENSOIt. within'thlrty (30) days arterthe EFFECTIVE DATE.

at the address ,of LlCF:NSOR indicated in Article VIII hereof. the sum of

Yen ( yl
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""Alsr} it wouldbe wof l to include other" countries (such as: Germany) in which

the ubligation to (Jay royalties or liability for infrin~cment is retroactive to

til\' puhl icution dute or the patent upon its grunt.

'... "'.'::",;:;'"

Sectlen ::. l.J("';(\:~EE shall pay to LrCI~~~OI{. m accorcanee ~-ith

the provisions of Article VJhereof.. roy81ties in the amount of---
percent <__o/d or the "Net Sales Pricelt (to be-determined pursuant to

Article VI hereof). of LICENSED PRODUCTS made by LICENSEE or by

any of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed pursuant hereto. '!I1d used. leased.

sold Or otherwise disposed of anywhere in the world. if. and to the extent

to which. upon manufacture such LICENSED PRODUCTS include. or the

manufacture of such LICENSED PRODUCTS employs. any invention

claimed by any LICENSOR PATENTS in force, in the country 01 such

manufacture and at the time of such manufacture or if. and to the extent

to which. such LICENSE!) PRODUCTS include. when used, leased, sold

or otherwise disposed of, any invention claimed by any LICENSOR PATENTS

in force at the time and in the country of use. lease, sale or other

disposition.

Section 4, , With regard to each of the LICI!JNSOR PATENT

APPLICATIONS in Japan* which are licensed hereunder. the obligation

to pay royalties pursuant to Section 3 01 this Article III of LICENSEE or

any of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed pursuant to Article V hereof shaH,

upon the issuance of LICENSOR PATENTS thereon. in each case. become

retroactively effective as of the respective publication dates 01 the LICENSOR

PATENT APPLICATIONS in Japan or the EFFECTIVE DATE whichever

occurs later.
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ARTICLE V

SUBLICENSES TO SUBSIDIARIES

Section 1. Subject to compliance with the terms and conditions or

the provisions or Section 2 and Section 3 of this Article V, each party

hereto shall have .the right to grant to all or any of its SUBSIDIARIES

sublicenses under the licenses granted to it pursuant this Agreement.

Section 2. Each party hereto shall have the right to grant sublicenses

pursuant to Section 1 or this Article V only to those or its SUBSIDIARIES

which. on Or before the date or exercise by such party hereto of such right,

enter into a written agreement with such party, and only for so long as any

such SUBSIDIARY shall continue to be legally bound by such written agree

ment with such· party. to grant to such party licenses, under all patents

and applications ror patents of each such SUBSIDIARY which relate to

LlCENSEn PRODUCTS. which licenses shall grant to the other party

her-etc rights in and to such patenta and applications Cor patents of such"

SUBSllllAHY of a nature which results in the .inclusionof all such patents

ARTICLE IV

GRANT OF LICENSES BY LICENSEE

Section 1. LICENSEE grants and agrees to grant to LICENSOR

nonexclusive royalty-Ieee world-wide licenses, under LICENSEE PATENTS

and any LICENSEE PATENT APPLICATIONS, to make, to use. to lease.

to sell and to otherwise dispose or LICENSED PRODUCTS.
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AHTICLE VI

ACCOUNTING FOR ROYALTIES

Section 1. For purposes of the calculation of the royalties payable

hereunder, a "use." "lease." "sale. " o~ "other disposition" or LICENSED

t' •• .'~::':' ", >

PRODUCTS by LICENSOH. LICENSEE or any of its SUBSIDIARIES sub

licensed pursuant to Article V hereof shall be deemed to have been effected

in accordance with the followinR:

(a) A "sale" or any LlCI,NSEJ) PRODUCTS "shall be

deemed to have been effected as of the. daee of

actual dispatch by LICENSEE. or

, any of its SlffiSIDlARlES Sublicensed pursuant to

and applications for patents of each such SUBSIDIARY within the definitions

of LICENSOR PATEN'r,l or LICENSOR PATENT APPLICATIONS or within

the definitions of UCENSEE PATENTS or LICENSEE PATENT APPLICATIONS.

as the case may be. for pl.lrposes of this Agreement.

Srction 3. LTCENSEE shall assume full responsibility of

accounting for and shall pay to UCENSOR all royalties which may

become due and payable to LICENSOR. and LICENSEE shall assume

full responsibility of accounting for and shall pay to LICENSOR all payments

which may become due and payable to UCENSOR by UCENSEE. pursuant

to this Agreement in r-espectof the manufacture. use, lease. sale or other

disposition of UCENSED PRODUCTS by a SUBSIDIARY sublicensed pursuant

to this Article V.



Ar-ticle V hereof. of any of such LICENSED

PltODUCTS to the purchaser thereof. or the

date of dispatch by any of them of a bill or invoice

to any such purchaser. whichever shall first occur.

(hl A "lease" of any LICENSED PRODUCTS shall be

deemed to have been effected as of the date of

actual dispatch by LICENSEE. or any of its

SUBSIDIARIES suhlieensed pursuant to Article V

hereof. of any of such LICENSED PRODUCTS to

lessee ttiereof. or the date of dispatch by any of

them of a bill or invoice to any such lessee ..

. whichever shall first occur.

(c) A "use II or "other disposition" of LICENSED

PRODUCTS shall be deemed to have been effected

as of the date upon which such use or other disposition

shall first Occur.

Section 2.. (a) For- purposes of the calculation of royalties.

payable hereunder by LICENSEE hereof. the term "Net Sales Price"

shall mean the gross invoice values of LICENSED PRODUCTS, less

returns. RalCS taxes , cost of· insurance. cost of frel"ht. cost of packing.

or other' transportation charges and quantity discounts given to customers.

hut only if such r-ctur-ns, laxes.co~ts. charges ,and discounts are

ZG4



expr-eae ly s tuted and sp.parately invoiced. or may he readily determined

by acecptanle accounting pr-acttces , pr-ovtdeet, however. thatIn all cases

the "Net Sales Price"employed pursuant hereto in the computation of

royalties shall be a genuine and objective selling "rice which would be

e::;tabUshed in a customary bona fide arm's length transaction between

unrelated and independent parties which have no affiliation or other

interest which might affect, said genuine and obJectiv.. selling price.

(hI In the event LICENSED PRODUCTS are made by

'LICENSEE. or any of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed pursuant

to Article V hereof and such LICENSED PRODUCTS are used or otherwise

disposed of, but are not leased or sold, or it leased or sold, are lease?

or sold by LICENSEE. or any of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed

as aforesaid to a SUBSIDlARY of LICENSEE or to an otherwise affiliated

party at a price which is less than a genuine and objective selling price.

which would be established in a customary bona fide arm's length transaction

between unrelated and independent parties which have no affUiation or

other interest which might affect said genuine and objective selling price,

then the "Net Sales Price" figure employed in the computation of royalties

shall be the prevailing "Net Sales Price" of the identical type of LICENSED

PRODUCT sold or leased by LICENSEE, or any of its

SUBSI F>r ARJ r':R sunl tccnaed as aror-esetd; as the case may be. to independent
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and unrelated third party purchasers or lessees•. In the event that

LICENSEE. ur :..ny of its SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed as

aforesaid shall not have customarily sold or leased rhe identical type

of LICENSED PRODUCT to independent and unrelated third party

pur.chasers or lessees. then the "Net Sales Price 11 figure employed

in the computation of royalties shall be the full cost of production.

including all direct costs and full overhead. for the amount of such

LICENSED PRODUCTS sold or leased to a SUBSIDIARY or affiliate,

or used or otherwise disposed or, as aforesaid, plus either:

Ii) The average mark-up over such production costs

in the sale or lease of all LICENSED PRODUCTS

to independent and unrelated third .party purchasers

or lessees: or

(ii) A fiat percent 1__ %) in addition to

all direct costs and fun overhead.

at the option Of the party hereto making such computation.

Section 3. It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties

hereto that all computatio.... relating to determination. of the amotmts of

royalttcs due and payable pursuant to this Agreement shall be made in

accordance with internationally recognized and ge"erally accepted

accounting principles as re(lected in the practice of certified independent

publtc accountants of .international reputation.
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Section 4. All royalties to be paid by LICENSEE pursuant to Article

III hereof, in respect of the licenses and sublicenses granted pursuant

to this Agreement, shall be paid in respect or eacb calendar semi-annual

period during the term of this.A~r('ement. provided. however, that. for

the period commencing with the ~;j"I"ECTIV~~ DATE and ending on the last

day of the calendar semi-annual period during which the EFFECTIVE

UATE occurs and for the period commencing with the first day of the

calendar semi-annual period during which the term oi this Agreement

shall expire or terminate pursuant to Article VU hereof, and ending on

the date of such expiration or termination of the term of this Agreement

as aforesaid, royalties shall be. paid in respect of the period concerned

in each case.

~ection 5. All payments of royalties pursuant to this Agreement.

by LICfo:NSEE to LlCfo:NSOR shall be made within sixty (60) days after

the last day oi each full calendar seml-annuat period during the term of

this Agreement. or any renewal or extension thereot.. or after the last

day of any shorter period as provided for in this Article VI.

Section 64 On or before the date on which each royalty payment is

lilH' and payable pursuant to this AJitreement, LICENSEE shall furnish

LICENSOR a written statement in the English language. certified by an

nuthonixcd representative of LICENSEE concerning the computation of
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(a) The number and identifcation of all LICENSED

,

'f

')('Q..... )_...1

certified statement is rendered.

this Agreement in r-espect of the period for -which such

The amount of royalties due and payable pursuant to

such :certified statement is r-ender-ed,

to this Agreement In respect of the period for which

respect of which royalties' are due and payable pur-suant

royalties are payable pursuant to this Agreement.

or other disposition constitutes an act tor which

respect of which such certified statement is rendered

sold or otherwise disposed of during the period in

to Adicl" V hereof and which have been used, leased,

to the extent that such manufacture, use, lease, sale

or any of its SUBSIDIAlUES sublicensed pursuant

PRODUCTS whieh have been made by LICENSEE

(c)

(b) The "Net Sales Price" of LICENSED PRODUCTS in

to he rr-adi ly detcrmin~d.nnd. in particular. shall set forth the Collowing.:

and payable pursuant to this Agreement. due and payable by LICENSEE,

royalties due and payable by LICENSEE. in respect of the preceding

calendar semi-annual period or portion thereof as provided for in this

Article VI. Each such certified statement shall contain information

in sufficient detail to permit the accuracy of each royalty payment due



Cd) Tlu~ ide-nfi ty ()C each SUBSIDIARY (JE" tIther affiliatr.

which is either a user... tcssce or vendce ot LICENSED'

PRODUCTS or is a party to Whom LICENSED PRODUCTS

are disposed of by LICENSEE, or any of Its

SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed as afore.said and the number,

identification and "Net Sales Price" of such LICENSED

PROUUCTS ao used, leased, sold or otherwise disposed

of to or by any such SUBSIDIARY.

)i·urthcr. :mythinA: to the contrary in this Section 6 notwithatanding, each

party hereto shall rurni sh whatcve r additional in (ormation LICENSOR

!,,3Y reasonably prescribe (rom time to time to enable LICENSOR to

ascertain which LICENSED PRODUCTS used, leased, sold or otherwise

dtsposed of by LIcENSEE. or any of its SUBSIDlARIESsub

Itcensed:~Saforesaid. arc subject hereunder to the payment of royalties

pur-suant. to, this Agreement. .

Section 7. LICENSEE shall keep (ulI, clear and accurate records

with respect to L1C,"NSI';U PHOIJUCTS r"r which royalties are or may

be due and payahle pursuant to this Agreement. LICENSOli hereto sball

huve the ri~ht. at Hs cxpcuae, through a firm, of independent certiCied

public accountants of international reputation. or through such other

qualified personnel as may be acceptable to both parties hereto. to'

cxumtno und audit at all reasonable times all such records and such other
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records and accounts as may under internationally recognized accounttng

practices contain information bearing: upon the amount of royalties

due and payable pursuant to this Agreement. Prompt adjustment shall

be made by the proper party to cornpenaate for any errors or omissions

disclosed by such examination or audit. Neither such right to examine

and audit nor the rillht to have such adjustment made shall be affected

by any statement to the contrary appearing either on checks or otherwise.

unless such statement appears in a letter. signed by the party having such

right and delivered to the other party. expressly waiving such right.

Section 8. All royaities and payments due and payable by LICENSEE

to LICENSOR pursuant to this Agreement shall be paid to LICENSOR by

remittance of United St.ates dollars to the United States of America at

the address of LICl!:NSOR set forth in Article VIII hereof or at such other

address in the United States of America as LICENSOR may from time to

time designate in writing. All sums payable to LICENSOR pursuant to

this Agreement t if expressed in Japanese yen currency t shall be converted

at the official rate of exchange between Japanese yen and United States

dollars. quoted by an authorized exchange bank in Japan. designated by

LICENSOR the day of remittance of the sums in question.

S..ction n. All taxes imposed as a result of the existence of this

Agreement Of" the performance ot the parties hereunder shall be borne

and paid by the party required to do so by applicable law. and. if so

2'i'fl



required by appttcuhlc law. a party hereto making payment pursuant

to this Agreement shall withhold the amount of any national taxes

levied on such payment by the national government of such party making

payment, shall promptly effect payment to the appropriate tax authorities

of such nat~nal government, of the national taxes So withheld, and

shall transmit to the other-party hereto official tax receipts or other

evidence Issued by said appropriate tax authorities sufficient to enable

such other party hereto to support a claim for credit, In respect of any

such taxes so withheld andpflid, against income taxes which may be

levied by the natiooal government of such other party hereto,

Section 10. Only one royalty shall be due and payable pursuant t9

this Agreement in respect of any LICENSED PRODUCT subject to the

obligation of royally payment hereunder, irrespective of the number of

LICENSOR PATENTS used and irrespective of accounting or use, lease,

sale. or other disposition.

ARTICLE VII

EFFECTIVE DATT';, TERM, TERMINATION AND SURVIVAL OF LICENSES

Section I. This Agreement shall become effective as of the

EFFECTIVE DATE. It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties

hereto that ll<,twithstancJing the executton of this Agreement. thrs Agreement·

and all rights and duties hereunder shan remain wholly executory until
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the EFFECTIVE DATE and endtng on the expiration of

Section 2. Except as otherwise provided for in this Article VII,

''l ,... f)
..; I .~

.'

,
to terminate this Agreement forthwith by dispatch to the other party of

corrected within Ior-ty-Hve (45) days after written notice complaining

by either party hereto, tr such failure or other material breach Is not

payment in full and in a prompt manner as elsewhere provided fn this

Agreement, or In the event of any other material breach of this Agreement

(__) years after the EI"I"ECTIVE DATI!:.

Section 3. In the event or a fail"re by LICENSEE to make any

this Agreement shall remain in force for a period commencing with

hereunder shall no 1000ger exist.

written nottceto L'lat effect, whereupon this Agreement Rhall become null

and void~~ and all rights. duties and obligations of the parties

the conclusion hereof, either party shall have the unconditfonal right

of filin~ with said competent authorities an application for validation of

, ... .,.., c.• ·•

conclusion of this Agreement, Further, in the event that such validation

does not issue within the ninety (90) day period commencing with the date

the competent authorities of the Government of Japan, validation, In

form and substance satisfactory to both of the parties hereto, of the

herein .shalt he-construed so as to relieve either party hereto of the

obligation to exert their best and most diligent efforts to secure, from

the Eli:'lo'RCTIVE l)I\.TJ·;, provided, however, that nothing contained

'.
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thereof is given to the party who has failed to make payment as aforesaid

or i$otherwise in breach as aforesaid, this Agreement may be terminC\ted

forthwith by written notice to that effect from the complaining party.

Section 4. If, at any time during the term of this Agreement.

any gov~rnm"ntor- any agency thereof should require, directly or

indirectly.. alteration o.rmodification of any term 01"' condition oC"this

Agreement or of the performance of the parties hereunder in a manner

which is material and adyerse to either party hereto, then such party

may.. in its sole discretion.. terminate this Agnementlorthwith in its

entirety by giving written notice to that effect to the other party hereto.

It is expressly understood and agreed by the parties hereto that in ihe

event of such terrnrnatton, the party electing to terminate this Agreer.- '"'nt

pursuant to this Section 4 wlll incur no liability to the other party hereto

. ror- any alleged default or breach in the performance of this Agreement

arisirig'fromthe- exercise of the right herein prOvided to terminate this

Agreement; .

Section 5. Except as otherwise provided for elsewhere -in this

Agreement. licenses and sublicenses granted pursuant to this Agreement

shall ce_a..se forthwith as <if the date 'of expiration or termination" of this

Agreement.
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AltllCLE VIll. .

MtSCI!:LLANEOUS PROVISIONS

Section 1. Expiratioll or termination of this Agreement pursuant

to Article VI! hereof shall not release either party hereto from ally liability

which as of the date of expiration or termination has already accrued to

the party hereto. nor affect in any way the survival of any right, duty

or obligation of either party hereto. LICENSEE shall account for and

pay to LICENSOR any such sums of money due and payable as aforesaid

within sixty (60) days following the date of expiration or termination of

this Agreement, such payment to' be accompanied by a certified statement

of the kind to be furnished pursuant to Article VI of this Agreement.

Sectton 2. III the event that the relationship of a SUBSIDIARY of

a party hereto changes so that such corporation. company or other

entity ceases to be such a SUBSIDIARY, the sublicenses which were granted

to such corporation. company or other entity under this Agreement shall

automatically terminate as of the date such relationship changes. but

termination of any such sublicense under thiS Section 2 shall not release

the SUBSIDIARY whose relationship changes as aforesaid from any liability

which at the date of such termination has already accrued to the other party.

nor affect in any way the survival of any duty or obligation of such SUBSIDIARY

t«) tile other par-ty hereto.
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Section 3. It is recognized that UCENSOR. UCENSEE 01' any

of their SUBSIDIAlUES sublicensed pursuant to Article V hereof may

have contracted or may hereafter contract with a third party who is not

a party hereto. such as a national or other sovereign government.

governmental agency_ or inter-t{overnmental authority. to do work

financed by such party and to assign to such third party its right to grant

licenses (other than licenses by either party hereto to any of its

SUBSIDIARIES or by any SUBSIDIARY of a party hereto to its parent

corporation or to any other SUBSIDIARY of such parent corporation)

under patents for inventions arising out of such work. or that LICEr\SOR.

LICENSEE or any of their SUBSIDIARIES.sublicensed as aforesaid may

now or hereafter otherwise be restrained by any such third party for

whom work financed by such third party is done. from granting licenses

(other than licenses by either party hereto to any of its SUBSIDIARIES

or by any SURSIDI ARY of a party hereto to its parent corporation or to

any other SUBSIDIARY of 'such parent corporation) under patents for inven

tions arising out of such work. The inability. for any such reason. of

either of the parties hereto. or of anyone of their SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed

as afore-said. to ~r·~tnt the UcenRcs herein agreed to be granted shall not be

considered u hreach of thiH Agreement..

Section 4. Neither of the parties hereto nor any of their SUBSIDIARIES

sublicensed pur-suant.to Article V hereof shall be reqUired by anything



contained in this Agre('mf,'nt to fi le in any country an appltcutton for

patent un any invention. or to secure any patent or, once having filed

an appllcation for patent or obtained a patent, to maintain the patent

application or the patent in force .

. Section 5. Nothing contained in this Agreement shall be construed

as:

(a) a warranty or representation by any of the parties

hereto as to the validity or scope of any patent; or

(b) a warranty or representation that any manufacture,

usc, lease, sale QJ' ·other disposition of UCgNSEU

PROIJUCTS will be free from infringement of patents

other than those under which and to the extent to which

licenses and sublicenses are granted and in force

pursuant to this Agreement: or

(e) an agreement to bring or prosecute actions or suits

againat third .parties for infringement or conferring

any right to bring or prosecute actions or suits against

tht r'd par'lies for infringement; or

(d) conrerring any right to use in ·advertising.. publicity,

or otherwise, any trademark,tradename or names.

or any contraction, abbreviation or simulation-thereof.

of oi thc r- party hereto; or
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(e) conferring by implication. estoppel or other-wtae ,

upon any party hereto licensed .undn r- this Ar.recment

or any of its. SUBSIDIARIES sublicensed! pursuant to

Article 'v hereof.. any license or other ridd under

any' patent except the licenses.• subltcenses and

rights expreSsly granted under this Agreement; or

(f) an obligation to furnish any technical Information or

. know-how.

Section 6. This Aj(reement and the licenses granted he-retn shall

. inure to the benefit of tbe rarties ·hereto. and. insofar as is expressly

.provided for herein. to::my SUBSIDIAJUES otthe parlics: hereto

sublicensed pursuant to Article V hereof. Neither party hereto shall

assign or transfer any orits rights ,or privile~es he rcunrter- without

the prit>r :written consent o~ the other party or without .such author-iaatton

or approval of any co,rnpetentgovernmental,.authurity as then may be

required, except to a successor in ownership of all or substantially all

the assets of the assigning party. and which successor shall express1y

assume in writing performance of all of the terms and conditions of this

A~reerncnt to- bepceror-rned by the a."isi~ing:party.

Rcction 't, This.' Af~rC,ement is In the' J<:n~litih,.lun~,uaw~only., which

Ianguage- shall be ccmtroUing in. all respects.. ,and all vcr-stons.bereor

in any other language shall be Ior-eccommodanon cnly and snnlt not be

hinding upon the pur ries' hereto. All commumcationa, including:,1:)ut·not
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limited to, the certified statements contemplated by Article VI hereoC,

and notices contemplated by Article Vl1I to be made or given pursuant

to this Agreement shall be in the English language.

Section II. All notices required or permitted to be given hereunder

shall be in writing and shall be valid and suCCicient it dispatched by

registered airmail, postage prepaid. in any post office in the United

States or in Japan. as the case may be, addressed as follows:

If to UCENSOR:

If to LICENSEE:

Either party may change its address by a notice given to the

other party in the manner set Corth above. Except as otherwise expressly

provided elsewhere in this Agreement, notices given as herein provided

shall be considered to have been given fourteen (14) days after the

mailing thereoC.

Section 9. No oral explanation or oral information by either party

hereto shall alter the meaning or interpretation of this Agreement. No

modification. alteration. addition or change in the terms hereof shall be

binding on either party hereto unless reduced to writing and duly executed

by the parties hereto.
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Section 10. This .Agr-eement and matters connected with the

performance thereof shall be construed. interpreted. applied, and

governed in all respects in accordance with the laws or _

united States of America.

IN WJ'I'Nj~SS WIII~Jd~uJ.o'. each of the parties her-eto has caused

this Agreement to be executed on its behalf by its dUly authorized

repr~sentative on the date below written.

("LICENSEE")

By:, _

Tttle:, _

Uate: _

("LICENSOR")

By:. _

'1'il1e:. _

Date:. _
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OBLIGATIONS OF A LIC~~SOR TO

MAINTAIN AND PROTECT THE LICENSED PATENT IN THE U. S.

WILLIAl1 H. NICHOLSON
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An exclusive license merely adds the further undertaki~g

on the part of the licensor not to enter into a similar

OBLIG.;TIO~S O? A ::..!C:s:\SO~ TO
YJUKTAIN A~D PROTECT THE ~ICENSED PATENT IN TH~ u. S.

')" 'J
~, c;

licenses (35 U.S.C. 261). The. grant of an exclusive license

The patent law specifically authorizes exclusive

Exclusive Licenses

this is true whether the license is exclusive or nonexclusive.

licenses do not-differ from other contracts. The r~ghts to

enJoy and enforce the < provisions of a license are de

pendent upon the contractual nature of the license, rather

than upon the fact that patent rights are involved.

The patent. grant. gives the owner the right to

exclude others from the enjoyment of the patented subject

matter. Accordingly, a license in total effect amounts to

an .understanding on the part of the patent owner not to

assert his right to exclude others against the licensee,

if and when the licensee practices the invention. Essentially,

construed under the law of contracts. In this respec~,

property, intellectual property, and are interpreted and

Licenses are contracts deali~gwith one type of

Licenses in General:

. ~greernent with any other party, or to assert the right to

use the patent on hi.sown behalf.



bars the licensor from practici~g the invention unless

he has specifically reserved the right to do so. (1)

The. grantor, however, may retain the r_~ght to PFactice the
•

licensed subject matter. It therefore follows that the

exclusive licensee may not be the only party authorized

to practice the _licensed invention. (2) Such a licensee

is- often temed a' "sole licensee".

Non-Exclusive Licenses

Non-exclusive license~are, in l~gal effect,

·~greements by the licensor ~o~ to sue the licensee for

infringement of the intellectual property rights trans-

-f d (3) The rights conveyed are generally construed aserre .., ," "

personal to the li.censee.(4) There appears to be some use

of the device of_granting covenants not to sue in lieu of

explicit licenses.

Absent express provisions to the contrary, a non-

exclusive licensor>may practice 'the invention himself and

authorize others to do so for him: Non-exclusive licenses

have no statutory basis and constitute merely a waiver of

infr~gement under the licensed invention. (5)

.Obligations of, the Licensor to Enforce Patent in Non
Exclusive L~cense

The licensor may freely license others, or may

tolerate infri~gers; and, in either c~e, no r~ght

28:3.



Obligations of Licensor to Enforce Patent in Exclusive License

28,1

to practice a patented invention, gives the licensee no right

"to join as plaintiff. in a suit ~gainst ~ infri~ger. (3)

Thus, the licensor of a non-exclusive license has, no 01>

l~gation to the licensee to maintain and protect his patent.

of the licensee is violated. (3) A non-exclusive license

The rule of law is that in the absence of an express

~gre~nant to the contrary, a licensor is under no obligation

to. protect the licensee against competition from infringers}6)

It has however been successfully a~gued in an old case(6a)

that where licensor failed to enforce his patent ~gainst

several infringers the licensee may'rescind the contract on

. grounds of failure of consideration~ in that licensee did

not receive the exclusive right contracted for.

The responsibility for enforcing the licensed patent

rights against infringers is frequently expressed in the

license ~greement. One approach, which has been uphel~ under

the antitrust laws, is to impose full responsibility on the

lic~nsor. (7) The licensor's failure to comply with a covenant

to protect the licensed patent may reliev~ the licensee of

its obligation to pay royalties. (8) It has been held that

when an enforcement clause specifies that the licensor be

"notified" of alleged infringements, actual notification by

the licensee is necessary to satisfy the covenant. (9)

An alternative to imposing full responsibility on

a 'licensor to enforce the licensed patent is to, give the

. ,:....-".,. '.. ,.



lic2nsee the option to sue infringers. The expense of such

lit~gation is generally to be borne by the licensee, ~ho

is likewise entitled to all recoveries. In ~~e usual

situation, the licensor is ex?ressly obligated to coopera~e

with the licensee, on penalty of bei~g.precluded from re

ceivi~g royalties which accrue thereafter. (10)

Yet another 'approach to the prcblem of enforcement

is to have the parties participate jointly in suits against

infr~gers. Under such clauses, the parties will no~ally

share expenses and.recoveries in accordance with a pre-

d~termined schedule or £ormula. The licensor's share in

·the recoveries might, for example, be limited to the per

centage of its contribution to expenses. The mandatory

contribution to expenses could be expressed as a percent~ge

of royalties payable by the licensee during the period of

lit~gation. In any event, the. agreement should prescribe

which party, when jo4t participation is planned, has the

right to choose counsel and control the conduct of the liti-

. gat;lon.

A licensee under an exclusive license that is in

.l~gal effect an assignment, may be. able to bring suit for

infringement Of. the licensed patent in his own name.

Independent Wireless Telegraph Co. v.Redio Corp. of Am.,

2.69 u,s , ·459 (1926); 'Wateman v. MacKenzie, 138 U.S. 252

(1891) •
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Altho~gh the Independent Wireless case is old,

1926, it contains a still valid statement of the law as

follows:

lI:tt, seems clear, then, on principle and
authority, tilattheowner of a pet.en t , who gra.nts
to anothertr;~exflusiverightto make, use
or vend the invention"whici) does no-:' constitute
a statutorYC3.sSiigrun~J;lt,p.olds the title to the
patent in trust for;such a licensee, to the
extent .that_h~Inust a~lowthe use of his name in
any action brought at the instance of the licensee
in law or inequity to obtain damages for the
injury to his exclusive right by an infringer or
to enjoin infringement of it. Such exclusive
licenses =requently contain express covenants
by the patent owner and licensor to sue
infringers, that expressly cast upon the former
the affirmative duty of, initiating and bearing
the expense of the litigation. But, without
such express covenan~SI the implied obligation
of the licenso::: to allow the use of r..is name is
indispensable to theenjoymen~by the licensee
of the monopoly wr~ch by personal contract the
'licensor has given. !nconvenienceand possibly
embarassing adjudica~ion in respect to the
validity of the licensor's patent rights, as
the result of suits begun in aid of ~~e licensee,
are only the, equitable and inevitable sequence of
the licensor I s contract, whether express or im- .
plied." 269 u.s. 459, 469.

liThe owner beyond, th.erE:!achofpr,o.cess
may be made co-plaintiff by. the licensee, hut
not until after he has been requested to become
such voluntarily. If he declines to take any
part in the case, thouqh.,he knows o;,its,imi.nent
pendency and of his obligation to join, he will
he bound by the decrees'whichfollow • ." 269 U.S.
459,473.

liThe presence o:f the'owner o:fthe pat.ent
as a party is indispensable. not only to give
jurisdiction under the patent laws. but a Lso
in most cases to enable the alleged infringe~
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·suma recovered.

287

of any proposed.suit and to the right of Purex to elect

to participate in the suit and .to· receive one half of all

~o respond in one action to all claims 0= i~£~inge

nentfor his act, and thus either to aefeat all"
claims in one ac~ion, or by satisfyi~g one
adverse decree' to bar al~ subsequent actions".
269 U.5.459, 468.

F. 2d 443 (1965), involved a situation in which Purex Corp.,

the owner of the patent in controversy, had. granted to

~grashell, Inc.,

(1) the sole and ex~lusive right and license to

mallufacture. use, and sell the compositions and processes

described and claimed. in the' Licensed patent ••• "except

for the r~ght expressly reserved by purex to make, use, and

sell such compositiqns and to convey to purchasers thereof

the r~ght to uSe such processes"; and

(2) a right to sue for infringement in its own

name, subject to a requirement of 15 days' notice to ·Purex

The court found that the reservations contained

·in (1), above, disqualified Agrashell from being an assignee

and left it at mos.t the assignee of "an undivided part or

It is also clear that the con~actual arrangements

,Of the patent owner and his 1icensee cannot determine as

~gainst third parti~s the locus of the power to maintain

'action. Thus Agrashell, Inc. v. Ha~~ons Products Co., 352

~.



On the~ntrary, overridi~g considerations ofhis licensee.

r~ght of the exclusive licensee to bring suit in his own

The point of the foregoing is, from the stand-. .""

point .of the contract draftsman,. to emphasize that the right

to bri~g and maintain suit on a patent cannot, by contract

alone,. be assigned arbitrarily as between a licensor and

288

~he converse of the questions discussed above, the

is required, the court,found that ~~e fact that the ~greement

pu~ported to~g£ve ~grashel1the r~9ht to sue in its own name

was without s~gnificance. To the same."seneral effect is

share ll
• "Because in such a situation joinder of the ass~gnor

field disparate from the subject matter in suit probably

Etherington v. S.M. Hardee, l82 F. Supp.90S (S.D. Tex., 1960).

would not.

. a license t6:bri~g~su~twithoutjoini~g his licensee. as an

indispensable party. The test of indispensability, stated

'in broad terms, appears to be whether the rights of the

licensee wilI inevitably be affected by a decree likely to

eventuate from the suit. J:f·the answer is affirmative,

indispensability is established. Under this test a person

holdi~g a.general exclusive license would have to be joined,

while the holder of a license (exclusive or otherwise) in a

-law and equity may frustrate an attempted contractual

.arrang~~ent which overlooks the "indispensable party"

,..

t

I ..
. name, is that of the right of a patent owner who has. granted



viGl,,?oints developed above.

On the other hand, where the r:ights bei~g extended

to a licensee are. sufficient preswnptively to establish in

the licensee the power to maintain suit without joinder of

others, it may still prove useful at a time of controversy

to have ~onfirmed this in the licensing documents a~ the

intention of the parties. Similarly, where·, under established

principles, joinder of licensor and licensee would be a

. normal prerequisite to suit, it may be advant~geous, in

order to avoid misunderstanding to indicate which of the

parties has the powe~of initiative and to express agree

. ment that the other party consents to being joined as co

.plaintiff.

Defense of Infringement Suits

There is ordinarily no implied covenant of quiet

enjoyment·present in the lease or sale of patent rights. (lOa)

Furthermore, the possibility of the existence of a dominati~g

patent in the hands of a third party is always present.

-"For these reasons, licenses often include provis,ions

governing the.handling of claims arising from alleged in-

fringement through the licensee's.operationunder the

patent.

If the licen~e agreement contains an express in

demnity provision and the licensor fails to protect the

2Sfl



licensee accordi~g to its terms, the licensee may rescind

the ~greement. (11) Unaer such circumstances, the licensor

wi~l be precluded from recover~g royalties, and may be

liable in damages for the amount expended by the licensee

as'a result, of the nonfeasance. ell) Under the ordinary

indemnification clause, a licensor is not obl~ged to re-

imburse his licensee for sums the licensee voluntarily

pays to settle an infringement ~uit. (12) In similar

fashion; a licensor is not obligated to pay the fees and

expenses of additional counsel retained by the licensee

when the licensor has retained competent counsel in

accordance with the license. (13)

, The obl~gation to defend infringement suits is

freguently retained by the licensee. In such a case, the

license may provide that the expense of defending infringe

ment actions shall be charged against royalties otherwise

owing to the licensor. (14) Alternatively, the parties may

agree tO,share the costs of defending infringement suits. (lS), , ,

If such an arrangement is entered into, it is preferable to.'

detail which party has the primary ,responsibility for con

, ducti.!'g the defense.

It has been held that in the absence of provisions

to the cbntrary, the licensor is entitled to receiv~ royalties

from the' licensee s'o long as the license is, in force. ,(16)

2~)O
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the doctrine of licensee eviction.

~':"";'

parties run the risk of having their choa.ce of law pro

vision,~gnored.(19)

Some courts will apply·a.more delicate analysis of

th~ problem by determil:l~g whetl1er .the iss.ue is one of

contract validity, or contract performance, and apply the

291

Governing Law

H~~evert if the licens~d pate~~ is held invalid~ the licensee

may be relieved of the payment of further royalties under

As stated at the outset/ licenses are co~t~act?

and are interpreted and construed under the law of contracts.

Various alternative theories have been advanced by

the courts in reference to the :enforcement of agreements.

One theory is that the law of the state of contracting

governs. (17) The law of the place of performance may

,govern, or the law expressly or presumably intended by the

parties to, govern. (18) Under the latter theory, the parties

may contract with reference to ithe laws of any state or

country, provided it is done in,gQod faith, and provided

~generally, but not invariably): the place. selected has a

real or substantial connection with the transaction or subject. . --,

matter of the ~greement. Where the place selected does

not haye substantial connection with the transaction, ·the



appropriate rule dependi~g upon which issue is involved. (20)

A rule of increasi~g popularity is that especially in

issues relati~g to contract perfo~ance, the law to be

applied is that of the place ,which has 'the most significant

contacts with the matter i:n dispute ("center of gravity" rule). (20)

In theahsence of proof ~s to the place of exe-

cution, the place of performance, or the intent of the

parties, the law of the forum may be applied. (21) It is

comm~n practice, to avoid confusion, to incorporate in the

,license a provision that expresses the intent of the parties

'with respect to the, governing rule.

The. general weight of authority is that contract

clauses which specify the,governing law 'are, given effect

since they represent the intent of the parties. (22) The

forum designation is more likely to be honored when the

jurisdiction has a reasonable relation to the transaction,(23)

but this factor may not always be necessary. (24)

.Beyond the question of which state law applies, is

the more fundamental issue of whether state law applies

at all, or whether federal law applies. It had been

,generally assumed after the landmark decision in Erie Ry. Co.
v. Tompkins(25) that in both state and federal courts,

state law would apply to questions involving patent con

(26)
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However, since 'federal statutes speak only occasionally

However, a recent case has held that. in view of the

')q ~)
~ ... ,1

existence of a federal patent monopoly,. lithe licensi~9' of

with respect to patent license agreements, the difficult

question arises as to what is federal patent license law?

Is it the law in the ,federal courts prior to~? Does

it include federal de.cisions after ~which purported

to apply state law? Ilhat happens when various circuits

dis~gree?

patents, and the policy behind such licensing is so inter

twined with federal statutes that such questions should be

,governed by federal law. (27)

Some may argue that this decision will encourage

certainty insofar as only one body of law need be considered.
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October 2, 1973

Committee #I, japanese Group

Chairman: ]unnosuke Tsunoda

Subcommittee #1

Chairman: Masaaki Suzuki

Vice-chairman: Taiji Ebisawa

No. STUDY FOR ADOPTION

OF MULTIPLE CLAIMING IN JAPAN

1. pREFACE

Deliberations for prospective multiple claiming are

now continuing in the japanese Patent Office and Industrial Prop

erty System Deliberation Committee.

Drastic reform for patent system shall be evaded,

however, minimum changes shall be introduced to harmonize with

the provts ions of P •C. T •

According to the opinions of the members of the Com-

mittee, up to pr-esent, they agreed to the conclusions of an interim

report made by Committee for Multiple Claims System, the Patent

Office, with respect to a few points, namely, character of a claim,

abandonment oIa claim, official fees and rejection of an application

on the ground of lack 'of unity of invention. However, deliberations

for ma~y important points, namely, concept of one invention, unity

of invention, interpretation of a claim, reform for additional patent

application and trial for amendment, and terminal disclaimer are

still conttnutng,
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2. MATTERS TO WHICH MEMBERS OF THE

COMMITTEE AGREED

2,1 Character of a claim

Under the current patent law, the claim is considered

as just the invention, because the Japanese practice calls for

defining one invention by one and single claim only. The proviso

of Article 38 of the Japanese Patent Law admits, as an exception,

to claim two or more inventions closely related to each other in

one and the same application (consolidation of applications), how

ever, each of such inventions should be defined by one and single

claim.

Such character of a claim is considered to be changed

under the prospective multiple claims system.

In the interim report, a definition with respect to the

character of a claim was proposed as follows.

(A) Claim, which is mentioned in the Japanese .Patent Law

as"scope of demand for patent" t has a character to define

the matter for which protection of monopoly is sought, by

nature;

(B) It is considered that the description of the claim shall

not isolate from the invention disclosed in the specification,

under the rule in which a patent shall be granted on an

invention (Article 29); and

(C) The matter for which protection is sought should be

readable by the technical features of the invention, be-
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cause Article 2 provides that" an invention shall be the

c reatton of a technical idea" .

This definition was agreed.

2.2 Abandonment of a claim

In the interim report, the introduction of abandonment

of a claim as a pt'osecution practice of the amendment of the spec

ification waS proposed. The proposal is that when an applicant

or patentee files a petition for abandonment of a claim, such claim

shall be deemed to have been non-existent from the beginning.

Majoritr of the members of the Committee agreed to

this proposal, however, a few members of the Committee raised

a proposal that filing an amendment for cancelling a claim and

revision of the specification in relation to the cancelling of a

claim should be admitted concurrently with the filing of a demand

for a trial against final decision for rejection when an application

was rejected as the result of the opposition (any voluntary filing

of an amendment after publication of the application is limited by

the proVision of Article 56).

2.3 Official fees

The following proposals were made in the interim

report:

(1) application fee: a fixed fee per case

(2) fee for filing a demand for examination of an application:

29,9
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a fixed fee unless the number- of claims exceeds a fixed

number, plus an additional fee depending on the number of

excess claims

(3) patent fee: a basic fee for one patent, plus an additional

fee depending on the number of excess claims, such addition-

al fee being smaller in amount than the basic fee

(4) fee for demanding a trial against final decision for rejection:

a fixed fee unless the number of clatms exceeds a fixed num

ber, plus an additional fee depending on the number of excess

claims

(5) fee for filing a demand for a trial for invalidation of patent:

a basic fee, plus an additional fee depending on the number

of claims of which the invalidation is demanded

(6) fee for filing a demand for a trial except the above: a fixed

fee per case

2.4 Rejection of an application on the ground of lack of

unity of invention

It was proposed in the intrim report that lack of unity ci

invention should be excluded from the reason of filing an objection

and filing a demand for a trial for invalidation of patent.

This proposal was quite agreeable to the members of

the Committee.
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3. MATTERS ON WHICH DELIBERATIONS SHOULD

BE CONTINUED

3. 1 Concept of one invention and unity of invention

PCT r-equtr-es that an international application shall

relate to one invention only or toa group of inventions so linked

as to form a single general inventive concept (Rule 13.1) and

further provides the r-equirements of claims of different categories

(Rule 13.2) and claims of one and the same category (Rule 13.3).

It seems: that the requirements of the consolidation

of invention provided in the proviso of Article 38 are admitted in

the practice of PCT •

Judges and jurists are holding their position that the

concept of one invention and standard of examination for identity

of invention under the current patent law should be maintained

under the prospective multiple cla1ming practice, while majority

members of the Patent Attorneys Association of Japan and Japan

Patent Association are holding their position that the concept of

one invention should be harmonized with those of the U. S. and

main European countries such as Great Britain, Holland and West

Germany.

3.2 Interpretation of a cla1m

It was proposed in the interim report that a claim

under the multiple cla1ms system should be interpreted as follows.
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(1) A claim' shall be literally interpreted, however, it is

admittable to extend the interpretation to the technical

equivalence beyond the scope ,of the meaning of the words;

and

(2) A claim' should not be interpreted limitatively by making

reference'to prior arts.

It seems that this interpretation quite resembles to

the interpretation: in. Great Britain.

Almost all the members of the Committee raised a

proposal that the interpretation of a claim under Article 70 of

the current patent law should not be changed under the prospective

multiple claims sys tem , They stressed the need of accumulation

of the leading cases for the interpretation of claims under the

prospective system.

3.3 Additional patent right system

It was, proposed in the intrim report that the additional

patent right systeT should be abolished, because there are little

applicants to utilize this system.

Members of the Japan Patent Association has raised

a porposal that the additional patent system should be retained

so far as some of the applicants are ,utilizing this system, as this
., " . .',

system has no direct relation to th,e ~ultiple claims system.

30,2
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3.4 Trial for amendment.

It was proposed in the interim report that a trial

for amendment after grant of a patent should be abolished for the.

reasons below.

(1) More protection is given to a patent having multiple

claims with respect to one invention as compared with

a patent having only one claim.. Moreover, it seems that

much more protection will be given to a patentee than to

the third party by all ewing the patentee to make an amend-

ment of a claim resulting in reduction of the claim (scope

of demand for patent), as the third party will hardly anttc
the

ipate the scope of claim to which/patentee will reduce the

claim.

(2) The deliberation by the judges for a trial for invalidation

of patent will be accelerated if a trial for amendment will

be abolished.

However, .membsr-s of Japan Patent Association has

raised a proposal stating that a trial for amendment should not

be abolished for the reasons

that in the early stage after the multiple claims system is

adopted, confusion resulting from lack of experience and other

reasons will occur, and

that it seems a good policy to see, for a while, to what

extent the applicants have become familiar with the multiple claiming

by retaining a trial for amendment as existing.
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3.5 Terminal disclaimer

In the United States, terminal disclaimer is effectively

utilized to overcome rejections on double patenting.

There is no reference in the interim report to terminal

disclaimer.

Members of Japan Patent Association raised a proposal

that terminal disclaimer should be investigated in order to relieve

the applicant from the rejection on the ground of lack of unity of

invention and to make him file a divisional patent application.
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Po-~

October 2. 1973
Ja~e~e,Commdttee I,
Sub-Comadttee 2,

Chairman. T. Nakayama
(The FujLkura Cable Vorl

Viee Cbai....... s , Kimurr N
(Hi taubiehi Chemcal !J) ev...J

De~.rred Pros.cution in Japan

and to report what "e have etudied on various problelDs.

e~rect since January I, 1971. The present patent law vas
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The present revised patent 1•• in Japan has been taken into

thereor baa been watched tr~ all quarter••

combination o~ two .y.t~; an early public d~.clo8ure or

we wieh to report brlel'l",oll ......ra1 ccmdit!ODS durinc thi.

application and a requ••ttor e~nation. and the result

As more than tvo yeare haa pa••ed aiDee :the ent'orcement,

The present law is characterized by the introduction of' the

revised providing ~or the co~ng technological innovation

and the intelUlU'ic:ation of' the inte~tional economc activity.

The fol1oviag Paper intenda to giT.an outline at said legis

lation, to analyze ch&uce8' ot applications since the enrorcement



Rn De~erred Pros9cution

1. Requ~st for Examination and-Re18vantSituation in Japan

1.1 Di~f9rence from the Systems in Two Advanced

Countries

Japan'arevi15ed law has been effectuated ae f'rom

January 1,1971 and the two main pillars ~r the

revised law are, similar to those of" Holland and

Federal Republic o~ Germany, the systems or

requeat f'or examination and the early disc] oece-e t

both are eo-related so closely that both br~ng

out a concerted 8~~8ct. Accordin~ly Japan's

system of' requeet t'ar examination ves also neWly

established in combination with the system or

early diaclosure a~ing at an acceleration o~

examination and cutting down the increased

number of' pendinr- application.. It however some

what dif't'ere from tho.e in the two countries

mentioned aboy. in the f'ol16ving points. In

Holland, it haa to go through a request tor

novelty re.earch (eo called preliminary examina~

tion) at''ter applicationbet"orEl reachin~ the

examination on the' grant of'patant (real examina

tion ), andin,'Germany th4 r&qu-.-st t"oriJlllue of' a

navelty report i8 optional, an~ channellinF. the
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applicat~on throu~h it, i~ comftS toa pAtition

f'or ~ant or either it comes rlirectly to e.:

petition tor ~ant skippinp the novelty report.

In Japan, however, W~ have no such a prel~~nBrY

step, but only have the complete examination

8y8t~m in ~taelt. In Japan, no eee tor maintenance

of application ia requested, vhil~ both eou~trie8

reterred above re~uir. ~t. ConsequentlY, as ~ar

as the application ia not v~thdr8wn,tbePatent

Office has to comply with the rAqu~.t ~ar examina

tion, ir and where the .ppl~cant or any third

party requeats examination -- the rel8Vant ~ee

has to be paid ~- duri~ th~ ertective period

ot request tor examinatinn (in aaeA ar • pat8nt

7 year. and in caee o~ a utility model applica

tion 4 year. a~ter the actual ~iling date to Japan).

In Holland and G.~ny a. a measure tor th*

tran.it~onal period, they applied the, revised

regulations, 1.e. syst•• ot petition f"or ~ant

to auch applicat~ans •• applied under the old

law. Japan only permit. the request ~or examina

tion only to thO.8 applied under the new law,

and exempted th~e applications under the old

law ~rom the eli,.ibility ror this sytem.of" request

for exami.nation.
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1.2 Prea9ntS~tuationotProcessing Application

under Old Lay

Takin,..intoaccountth'! di:N'er4nce MWettn the

aubatantiv8 l.wand the prncedual rules,a ITaph

indieattn~bow th-Patent Ot~iC8 baa b&~n ,proc&se-

lng appllc.tion.~iledunder the old law (nUmber

ot ca••• proc••••dj.nd eccordin,ly be-the

nUlllber at thoae pendin,. e •••• baa b••n rlfMiuced',

i ••hown in ri~. 1.

A. you will .8& tram ~h& curr•• (.) and (c),as

to the application. under the old law, tbe number

or pend~ application. haa Bradually reduced

with an increaw•• in. the n1.8ber at' proceased

applications, whieh ahowa 'the orllrtnal purpose

to reat:rat.n thoee p.n4in~ eaeea 1. seeming ly

achieved. 'ftd. however t. only due to the :fact

that the P.tent O~tic. baa solely worked on tbOS8
Oal,.

appli8d under the old law an~'7 " put
.t ....

their hand. on ~ applications r8qu•• t~d ror

ex_ination under the tie. law. Con.equently,

the actual curve Which repreaent. the actual

DUIBber or appli.ca'tiona bein«kep't pend1n« will

be the on.e J.neerp.r.ttn~-th. 'total number at

pending .pplie.~1ona applied ror under 'th& new law

:30S
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the -time o~ application, 80 that it is well

the Patent O:rf'iceis proapectinp to put all the

thOS8 which verA requested eub.equent to ~pplica

tiort are extr~m81v emall in their number (about

percentage of' requeats tor examination io QUit9

As will be eeen f'rom the above,at the mom~nt the

through Dec. 1971, Jan. throu,h Dee. 1972 and

examination together with the perc~ntage of' requests

f'or e xamLne tLon as against the total applications

:31Hl

conceivable that the 8ubeequent r~ue.t. may
~

3~) and th~ majority ot requgete wer~ me~~ at

graph of' numbers of applications and requests for

low and it t.pliee the 8lated purpose o~ accelerat-

Fil!:. 2 (1), (2) and (1) attaohed hereto ..how the

in Table 1, f'or the reapective periods or Jan.

in~ examination i8 lik~ly to be attainedo Howev~r,

by around the end of' 1974 :riseal year (March, 1975).

ann finilizA its completion of' action f'or th9m

after ren:rorcemAnt of' New Law

Jan. throuRh March 1971.

app~ication. under the old law on examination bv

around the end or 1973 ~i.cal year (March, 1974)

(curve (b) o~ Fi~.-l). Gue••1n~ rrom the.~ curvBS.

1.) ~umber. of' Application an~ Request ~or E~amination

Ii
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~adually increa8~ a~ the time ~oee by. Not

only the eeeea of' aimul tan.aue requftsts 'tor

examination, but aLe o the ea809111 of th089

aubeequent requests made b~for. early disclosure

.igni~y the relevant entity i. set Cor production

and aa1e. of' snch product. in the near f'uturq ~

But the percenta,. o~ requeat.~or e~amination,

~ in e .... of' pahnt applieati"".. an<l 7<J1; in

case or utility model applications "tetimat~d

at the .tart or this newre~latian i.nov

~igured. little lower than tbe above numbersi

conaideringtbe pre.ent aituationof' ~eque.t.

tor eDUDina tion..

l.~ Enlarged Poaition of' Prior Applieation

AaloIlrl'" .a :tollowiDg the ayatiMD of'requeat "f'or

examination, ir the reque.t ia lert tor the

applicant'. option, it Will rewl t in a f'urtber

delay of'ex_:lDatlcm. :In the .en•• of" a'1"oidinJ!'

such delay,theref'ore, a combined ~l~••ntation

of' the .yet•• ~ early diacloaure ie neeeeeaeeee-t

(upon expiry of' 18 .ontb period af'hr application

to the f'irat cauntry, f'or patent applica~ion8 all

the d.8crip~ian o~ applic8tinn and ~or utility

model applica~ion8 tbe claims an~ dr&wtn~8 viII
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be made public. ~en as t~th~ latt8r als~,

uponsubmill.1.on of' a request f'or inspection to

the Patent O~f'ice, all the text or .pplicati~n

can be reviewed). I.n connecti.on with this,

Japan haa provided anew a etipulation aa per

Art. 29-2 whereby 'enabling the Patent Of'~ice

to reject any aUbaequent application which has

the aubject matter identical vi tb invention

dieclo.ed in the apecit"ication exhibited on the

Patent Gazette. This how...... dit't'ere. in the

point where the U.' S. Patent Of'f'ice can rej~ct

subsequent ilJYention .e an identical invention

or an lnventionwithout inventiv••tep ontbe

ground of' it. Art. 102, Para. E or Art. 103 or

a cr.mbined .,.tectot both,anc1 only rejects anv

suba8queJlt inv~ntion .. t'ar ae tb-. application

haa an identical contents While it does not take

the inventive atep' into conai~eration~

1.' F~ature ot' Revia.d:Law tbrou~h Early Diacloaure-l

As rARQrde the Patent Gazette. a eystee o~ pre••nt

in/" inf'ormaUon (Rule. of' Practice, Art. 1:1-2),

whic:h i. the f'or4mnet t"••tur. o-r Japan'. revised

Law. Under this Byete. an int'onaatian pre.~ntqd

by a third party rf'9ftder of' the- Pahtnt Gazflltht
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maybe available to help tha Patent O~~ice'8

e~8mination (mainly €or re8sons ~nr rqjection)p

but the e~amin~r is not nQc88sarily nbli~Bt~d

to mak~ us~ o~ such in~ormation. Ev-n i~ it is

accepted by -t he 8'l:aainer. the rf!l!mlt of" """lCamina

tion ia not noti~~ed to the in~ormant, .~ that

it has only an e~f"ect somAthin« like a one-wav

traff"ic. A request tor examination by a third

party will be an iIIIportent inf'ormation to the

applioant, atnce in moat eases such third party

is exploiting an invention havinr. a ~0oc:t po•• i

bi1ity to in~ringe the app1ication and the ract

that auch a requeat vaa made will be noti~ied to

the applicant. In order to avoid this, it vaa

argued that it viII be .uC~lcient Just to hav~

a presentation o~ the inrnrmation, an~ stress

vaa put on the advant.ap-e n~ pr8a.ntin€, inf'onna

tion, but in ae'tua.lity upon applyin~ r or inapec

tion at' the 1'i1e wrappers in the Patent Of'fice t

anyon8 ia permitted to inspect all the tnf'ormation

attached ~h.r9to, ao 1~ aame cases it viII turn

out to the inrormant'ediaadvantape, as the applicant

may get au.pictous ot: the inf'ormant' l!I e xpLod tin~

tbe inven tim already laid open or the ori,..inal
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speeirioations,m~yb~ amended by thp. applicant

upon hia knowing the, existence of' an interftsted

in'formant.It may be tor this r~a.cn, the

number of' ceeee where such inf"ormatioTl wal!

presented waa ~1y about 100 durinp th~ nine

month period .Cter JUlv, 1972.

1.6 Fea~ure or R.vi.e~ Law through ~~ly Dtac]o8ur@-2

The .econd reature or th~ revised law ia the

system or prgCerential examination. The system

was eatablished newly aa Art. 48-6, and iC the

necessary items t~ be written are satisf'actorily

made in line with the Rule. o~ Practice, Art. 31-3,

Form 17-3, and the Director of' the Patent Orrice

reco~ize8 itn~oe8.a~, .uch an application will

be examined in pr~.f'.r.nc. to other applications.

However, it i8 reque.ted of' the applicant, aa the

items to be written in, to describe in detail. (a)

the .tattl. or expl;,oitat.lon, (b) et't'ects ot' e~loita

tion, (0) particu!:araof" ne~otiation, etc. and

the deeill ion whether such an exploi tatinn is bfltinpo

made i8 18f't to .the Director at the Patent 0I'fio~.

Inaddi'tion, .ince~ a clause "wben necessary" ,ia

incorporated in the a~ticle, 1~ ther9 i8 no reason

tor urgency i. involved ror instance, th4 pr9f"~rential
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examination ia not applied. On one hand,

boWever,thia is a kind of" adminiiltrativllt actions

with1n the Patent Of~1ce, and in f"aet technologies

pertaining to pollution control etc. arq e~joyin,

thJ.. pref'erential examination whereas no lIucb

pref'erAntialetipulatinn te made yet.

1.7 ~f'f'eet ot' System of' Request f'or 'E'X&JIlination

The .Ollt probable rea8nn why the pree~"tapn ~

reque.t. f'tr examination 18 as low ae ~ at the

moment ail mentioned abc:we viII be, amonR' other.,

that it may not be too late to f'ile such a request,

u the periOd ~or ~iling ie 7 years ~or patents

and 4 years f'or utility model applications in

Japan vhich may not neee••itate any haate, but

on theeon'trary it enablee a prospective applicant

to evaluate 1;he relevant invention .eeing the

circuma1;ane•• tor iI. certain 'period. of" time. Once

tb.ezamination ia reque.ted. chance tor an

Qlendm:entvill be ex1;rmely limited and this will

aleo be one of' the Dlain reasmll f'or the above

(Within the p4riod lI~t ror submitting a r~.pon8.

to th" rf)aacne f'or reject'ion and at the timBof'

f'iling a trial a~instth& de-cief'on of' r8jeeti'nn).

In applV'inp.to Japan 'W8rft an 'idea 'patg"t'is b.in~
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permitted, no one can deny the tact that there

areeome application.. havinp much protective

nature, tor which however most probably chances

ot' request f"or 8a.mination b@inp- made are very

slim. As elucidated in the- abovB, Japan'.

system o~ requestin, examination haa just be.n

brou~ht into practic4, and, not onlv that. at

th8 moment the Patent Ort'ic~ is 80 occupi~rl

with prnc••sin~ the pending applications ril~d

under the old law. It may becorreet to say

that momentarily it ia too early to argue thg

relevant ef'f'ect but it has to be seen only in

or af'ter 197'.
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2. Right to Demand a Compensation through Disclosure

As mentioned above, ~he system of requesting eXamdnation

is not intended to equally put all the applications into

examination but to examdne only the applications requested

for examination within,a certain period, separatLng the

application and the examination strictly. The system

of' early da e e t eeur-e established with the system of' re

questing examination is to compulsorily make all the

applications laid open without regards to the stage of'

examination. In order to relieve the applicant's dis

advantage through the early disclosure, a certain legal

protection is proTided, that is the right to demand a

compensa'tion. This right wi1.1 accrue only when the

applicant makes a varni.ng to a third party a1"'ter the

application has been ~d open upon maturity of a 18

month period. a1"ter the :filing to the :first country.

Accordingly, in order ~o :firmly secure his fu~ure

implementation based upon thi. right. he has to give

a written warning to those who have exploited the

invention aa busi.nes8. A «eneral. warning through

professional periodicals and the like is not the one

re~erred here,· but it should be a warning given directly

to the party concerned by meil or othe~.e.
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This warni11€ is merely a notit'1eat.ion saying lI y our

exploitation wou~d become an object or compensation in

the ruture", and. it does not imply that the applicant

can request a payment or compensation immediately aCtor

warning. The right to demand. a compensation,is only

to implement once the publication or the application

is made as a result of' eX8.Dlination requested. It is,

there£ore, Cree to any third party to exploit the in

vention at any time between the early disclosure and

the pUblication, namely, an exploitation before carrying

out the right to demand a compensation is not £orbi~ten.

The right to demand a compensation remains valid for

three years af"ter publication, and upon expiration of'

this three year period the right to demand terminates

its validity. In view or this, the character of' th~

right to demand a compensation is generally interproted

as 1'0 llowa :

since an inventor t IS application wi!:l be made open at'ter

18 months .trom the time o£ application, this will become

valuable thechnical int'o....Uon ~o any third party. As

a result, it the application remains open to public

without any compensation, the inventor is only permitting

any third party an easy aeceee to his 'technical inf"or

mati on , and not only that, he will be placed in an
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extremely disadvantageous po~ition just to watch an

exploitation o~ his invention by a party other than

himsel£. In th1s connection, it is this right to demand

a compenaation that protects the applicant £rom his

disclosed invention being ~reely exploited by other

people and that compensates the applicant for the loss

out or the proti t vh1.ch otherwise would have been earned

by him. i£ and when such other people would not have

exploited. 'the technology. Although exploitation by

any third party ierrae from the -time it was laid open

till its publication, it is claimable retroactive~y

a£ter the publication ot application. 80 it provides

a contaiJ1lll8nt to any other third party. aa well as on

the part o£the inventor he viII be able to make up any

possible loss or advantages suCrered,during that period.

On the other hand, on the part or the third party, if

he is subject to a request tor a compensation, in eX

ploiting an invention, he has to take out an exploitation

only a£ter aBcertainin« whether such a right ~s establishable

or not through an examination on the disclosed invention,

or to start exploi~.tion with a provisional con~ract

with the 1nventor to the e£tect that he will be able

to continue exploitation even after the right i~ £irmly

established in order to avoid any possible troub~e.
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Consequently, he has t~ be more deliberate in exploiting

any invention.' The aiDount of'· compensation is stipu1ated

to be equal to the royalty (Art. 65-3, Para. 1). This

stipul.ation' is to prevent the amo:unc at compensation

being eva1uatedinadequate l.ow on the ground that it

is nota,patented invention yet, but in actua~ cases

a somewhat lower amount- might be agreed upon. The pay

ment of compenaation does not also automatically signi~y

the payer is entitled to exploit the right accrued on

publication (so called aright of' provisional protection)

and the patent right (i.e. even in a ease where the

inventor receives a compensation ~rom a manufacturer

on his iuventedmachinery being commercially produced

while the application-was being laid open, he is entitled

to demand the suspension o~ production to the manufacturer,

or to exercise an injunction or demand for damages to

the user. Accordingly, i~ someone wants to exploit the

above rights, he has to make a contract with the patentee

to such an effect or to ...ke a special agreement wi th

the applicant to such an effect in advance. The new

law regulates this 1.l'1its Art. 6.5-', Para. :3, and says

that the ez:erci.se of' the ,right 1:0 demand a compensation

does not preclude theeft'ect or the right 01' provisional

protection based on the publi.cation 01' app~ication and
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also exercis~ngthepatentright. It also clarifies

that even though the right to demand a compensation is

exercised, i~ is on~yagainst the exploitation carried

out .dur~ the- period the invention is being laid open,

so that it does not signify a~l the right of provisional

protection as well as the patent rtghthas been exhausted.

One must pay much caution to the 1"aot that ,if Buchan

application should be 1"inally rejected, though it was

published, the applicant has to be subject to the absolute

liability and. he JllUstrepay the compensation 80 far he

bas received- to the exploiter of' such an disclosed in

vention. 4s previously IIl8ntioned, as of' this moment

(October 1, 197:3), UDder the new law only 'tew examinations

of' app11cation bave been started so f'ar~ .~,

f 11 7 !! ), 1) to. 50 it seems there i8

no i.nstance where the right to demand a compensation

was exercised or a lawsuit vas brought out f'or a compensation.
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Year %of req. No. of' No. of ....q , Particulars
for exami- appli~ for exami- :11< the time After By thenaUon cations nation 6r fillng filing third

71(1 - 12) 34.9 105785 36999 24081 12899 19

72(1 - 12) 24.2 130400 31612 25382 6225 5

73(1 - 3) 19.5 36615 7138 6965 173 0

Year %of z-eq, No. of No. of req. Particulars
for exami- appli- for exami- At the time Arter By thenation catiOlis nation

o±':filing filing third
nartv

71(1 - 12) 38.7 78/,25 30346 21204 9130 12

72(1 - 12) 25.8 101328 26134 22052 4077 5
73(1 - 3) 21.5 29073 6238 6132 106 0

Date: May 11, 1973

CT"ble i 1-tt..-

PERCENTAGE OF WUESTS FOR EXAMINATION

Year %of req. No. or No. of req. ,; e ',:.' Particulars
,for exami- appll- for exami- At the time After By thenation cations nation of filing fillng third

n,;,rtv

71(1 - 12) 24·3 27360 6653 ssrt 3769 7

72(1 - 12) 18.8 29072 5478 3330 2148 0 ,

73(1 - 3) 11.9 75/,2 900 833 67 0
"

3) Total (Domestic and b)' Foreigners):

:3:.?1

2) By foreigners.

(PATENTS)

1) Domestic.



['hblt lJh,

.

Year %ofreq. No. of No. of req. Particulars
for eJlallli.-' appl1- for exami-
-~tion At the time After- By thecations nation of filing fililig . third

In.~b

71(1 - 12) 38.1 122843 46831 34043 12779 9
72(1 - 12) 30.0 148610 44688 39105 5578 5
73(1 - 3) 25.1 .... 38714 9724 9508 216 o .

322

3) Total (Domestic and by Foreigners):

(UTILITY MODELS)

Year %of req. No. of No. of req. Particulars
for eJlallli.- appli- for exami- At the time After By the •na;l:ion ca:bioIEI nation of filing filing third

nartv

71(1 - 12) 15.5 1942 301 170 131 0

72(1 - 12) 11-.4 1975 225 145
. • 78 2

73(1 - 3) 9.8 498 49 48 -1 0

2) By Foreigners:

Year %of req, No. of No. ofreq. Particulars
for exami- appli- for exami.- At the time After By thenation cetacee nation of filing f:Uiilg third

-art~

71(1 - 12) 38.5 120901 46530 33873 12648 9

72(1 - 12) - 30.3 146635 44463 38960 5500 3
-

73(1 - 3) 25·3 38216 9675 9460 215 0

1) Domestic:



3) Total (Domestic and By i"orei~ers):

321

[Tz,b\1'- 1 j c

Year %of req, No. of No. of req. Particulars
for exami- appli- for exami- At the time After By the

. nation cations nation of filiJlg filiJlg third
_~tv

71(1
0

- 12) 36.6 228628 83830 • 58124 25678. 28

12{1 - 12) 27.3 279010 76300 64487 11803 10

73{lo- 3) 22.4 75329 16862 16473 389 °

.;
No. of No. of req. ParticularsYear %of req ,

for exami- appli- for exami- At the time After By thenation cationS nation of filiJlg £:tling third
. Inartv

71{1 - 12) 23.7 29302 6954 3047 3900 7

12(1 - 12) 18.3 31047 5703 3475 2226 2

73{1 - 3) 11.8 8040 949 881 68 0

2) By Foreigners,

Year %of req , No. of No. ot req. Particulars .
for exami- appli- for exami- At the time After By the'nation cations nation of filing filing third

nar-trv

71(1 - 12) 38.5 199326 76876 55077 21778 21

72(1 - 12) 28·4 247963 70597 61012 9577 8

73(1 - 3) 24·4 61289 15913 15592 321 °

(PATENTS & UTILITY MODEm)

1) Domestic,
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October 2, 1973

Japanese Group, Committee #1
Patent Committee

Sub-committee 3
Chairman: Tunewo,Simada
(Takeda Chemical Industries,Ltd.)
Vice-chairman: Mitsuomi Wakahara
(Sekisui Chemical Co., Ltd.)
Reporter: Katsuo Ogawa(Hitachi,

Ltd. )

IS AN ELECTRIC CIRCUIT REGISTRABLE

AS A UTILITY MODEL?

Summary

'I'he American Group has the question of

whether an electric circuit is registrable as a

utility model. Though it is not completely

undisputed that an electric circuit meets the

provision of Article 3 of the Utility Model Law,

i.e. "••• the shape, construction or combination

of articles ... "1 it is in practice acknowledged

to be registrable as a utility model from the

point of view that it is a kind of "ponstruction".
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In Japan,a utility model system has been in force since

1905 in addition·tothe patent system. Article 1 of the Law of

1921 provides that "Industrial devices of useful and new types

relating to the shape, construction or combinations of articles"

are qualified for utility model protection and Article 3 of the

La" of 1959 (existing Law) provides. that "devices which can be

utilized for industries, relating to the shape, construction or

combination of articles" are similarly qualified.

As will be apparent from these provisions, the old and new

laws are similar in that devices relating to the shape, construc

tion or combination of articles are qualified for utility model

protection.

It is not clear from the language of law, and may be

controvertial, i~ an electric circuit which is a combination of

functional elements corresponds to "the shape, construction or

combination" •

Actually, however, it is evi~ent and beyond doubt that

unlike the German practico and case law concerning utility models(l),

electric and electronic circuits including oscillating circuits,

amplifying circuits and control circuit, have been registered

and protected as utility models in Japan and this practice has

been in force for about five decades since the Law of 1921 became

effective.

Since 1964 the Patent Office has drafted and published

examination standards for patents and utility models by induStry.

In.the Examination Standard for Electronic CirCUits, the Office
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::-~a2 specially included a. section headed liThe reason why the

device of an electronic circuit as such is regarded as a device

relating ",0 the construction (shape or combination)· of articles"

in an attempt to provid~ a basis for the prevailing examination

practice.

Thus, 'the section reads, "Since electric circuit components

which are constituent'elements of an electronic circuit are

articles occupying spaces ••••. and the device of an electronic

circuit as such as ••••• the direct embodiment of a technical

concept utilizing the laws of nature in a construction of connec

tion of circuit components, it is naturally envisioned as an

article as defined in Article 1 of the Utility Model Law,,(2).

The Law of 1921 had been so drafted that a utility model

shall be protected as "a deVice of a type" and, therefore, the

weight of authority was on the so-called "type theory" which says

that the essence of a utility model lies in its apparent type and

many court judgements supported the view. However, after

World War II, the dominant view of the courts is such that in

evaluating the sameness or difference of utility models, not

only the difference in construction but the difference in effect

should also be taken into consideration. ThUS, the so-called

"device theory" which says that the essence of a utility model

resides in the technical concept which gives rise to a certain

effect has become predominant and the Law of 1959 proclaims

that "a deva.ce whic.p. can be l;.tilized for industries" shall be

registrable as a utility model. (As aforesaid, the. Law of 1921
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of a typeU for an electric circuit as such which, in substance,

became prevalent to, use more direct expressions such as "An

However, as the".. ... ... ..

••• " and "an electric circuit ••• '",electric apparatus

"The construction of an electric circuit

device theory saying that the essence of a utility model lies in

a technical concept became predominant as described above ,it

3;32

Irrespective of which made of expression is used for a

claim, the drawing attached to the application is no more than

diagrammatic views of the electric circuit and does not depict

the apparatus or structure as a tangible thing. Yet, the thing

which is currently accepted in practice to be an object of utility

model registration is nothing but an electric cirCuit. These

things were actually registered even under the Law of 1921 and there

is a combination of functional elements, it was common practice

to take the trouble of claiming "The construction of an electric

apparatus comprising .... -.

There are among them such far~fetched forme of claims as

used the terms "device of' a model"). It might appear that the

question of whether an electric circuit is registrable as a

utility model is related with the above change in the way of

thinking of the courts. Actually, however, electric circuits

have been consistently registered irrespective of the change

since the days when the type theory was dominant and there is not

a single case in whioh the registrability of electric circuits

has been an issue of litigation.

At early times, to adhere to the mode of claiming "a device
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(1) GRUR, 1965 Heft 5 ,pages 234 et seq.

(2) Examination Standards for Patents and Utility Models by

Industry --- Electronic Circuit (Edited by the Patent Office,

published by Invention Association) page 3-(4)-13-10.

is no case where the validity of this practice has been contested

before the court.

Incidentally, as exceptional cases, there are devices which

have been allowed claiming itA control system •.•• ", but the real

things involved are electric circuits as such.





Japanese Patent Office and the Japan$se courts in

similarit

Octobe 2. 1973
Japane e Group, Committee #1
Trade rk Committee,

" Char .-C n,- Junnosuke Tsunoda
(Oki E ectric Ind.Co.Ltd.)
Vice irrnan:Tsutomu Fujimoto
(Tanab Seiyaku Co.Ltd.)

What facters are· taken into consider+tion by the

'3 ') '", l)')

dealin~ with the Question o£ confusi

between trade marks 1



confusion with themerchandi'se respecting the business activity

This is tbe

Registration of a trade

In this case, examination 1s not done

Therefore, trademarks which may c~uae

Clause 1 of Article 4).

of another person may not obtain registration.

(IJ One of the important functions of trade mark is to

basic principle of Japaneae Trade Mark Law, and it is also the

basic principle of the United States or United Kingdom.

But Japanese Trade Mark Law has been adopting "the

system of prior registrant ownership".

:3:36

to the point that whether or not the actual use of the trade

mark in question will really lead coa.umere to contuse the trade

mark in queetion with the regiatered ~rade mark.

mark is rejected it a trade mark is identical with, or similar

to, the registered trade mark of another person the application

for registration of which was made prior to the date of appli

cation tor registration ot the trade mark in question and the

gooda on which it ia to be used are identical with, or similar

to, the designated goods respecting the registration of' the

trade mark of such another person, (According to the item 11 ot

of 8notherperaon.

distinguish merchandise of the user of the trade mark from that



mark.

If a part of

But in ~he case

A decision given by Fukuoka Higb

:3 ;l7

Therefore, another s~anderd point

Even if ~here are partial difference

tinguish one Crom another.

marks in different time and place, whether or no~ he can dis-

In ~he examination,~hree poin~s are~aken in~o con-

Generally speaking" consumers choose merchandise by

image he bas received £rom advertisement of ~he merchandise

and/or h±s memory about the trade mark of the merchandise which

i. not considered that they are similar ones.

that distinctive part of ,each trade mark are not similar, it

for examination is; When a consumer sees or bears two trade

a· trade mark i. discriptive from the view point of relation

he has bought last time.

with the goods on whichtbe trade mark is to be used, the rest

part of it is considered'as a distinctive part of the trade

th!!y are treated as simil,ar trade marks.

between two trade marks, as long as ~hey are similar in general,

marks are similar ones.

even one poin~ is applicable, i~ is considered ~hat two ~rade

sidera~ion ~o judge whe~her or not ~wo ~rade marks are similar.

Similari~y in appearance ': pronuncia~ion and meaning. If



Court on May 6, 1954 reads asfollowsj Although there exist

a difference in spellJ.ng between trade mark "Coca Colau and

trade mark tlCola Cola", when they are shown in dJ.fferent time

and place, a consumer can not distJ.nguish them phonetically

and in appearance.

[IIJ Important provisions in Japanese Trade Mark Law tor

rejection ot registration of a trade mark which is confusingly

similar to a trade mark of another person are as follows;

(1) I~em 11 o~ Clause 1 o~ Ar~ic1e ~. (See p. 2)

(2) I~em 10 o~ same Ar~ic1e.

Rejection of regis~ra~ion ot a trade mark which

is identical with, or similar to, a trade mark

which is widely recognized among the consumers as

an indication of the merchandise relatLng to

'thebusines8 activity of another person. to be

used on such merchandise or similar one.

() I~em 15 o~ same Ar~ic1e.

Rejection of registration of a ~rade mark Which

may cause conf'u.sion with the merchandise' respec't:"

ing the bueines8'activity of another person

:3:38



goods.

i'i

(except those enumerated in item 10 to the pro

ceedingitem inclusive).

When item 10 or 15 or applied the examination is done

to the point whether arnot the actual use of the trade mark

in question will really lead consumers to confuse two trade

marks.

Item 10 is mainly applied to the case that a widely

recognized trade mark has not been registered to the goods on

which it has been used yet.

Item 15 is mainly applied to the case that an appli-

cation Cor registration of a trade mark identical with, or

similar to, a well-known trade m~rk is Ciled in order to be

registered to the goods which are not similar to the goods OD

which the well-known trade mark is being used (except the case

that the well-known trade mark has been registered to such

In this case, item 11 shall be applied).

As the case which the above-mentioned Item 15 was

applied is 8S Collwa:

Trade mark "Esso" is well-known on gasoline. and the

owner ot the trade mark and its subsidiaries are also manu-
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February 12, 1966).

The decision was given by Japanese Patent Office on

ting, felt and other cloth), not owned by Esso Standard Oil Co.,

;uo

Ltd.

fecturing textile, those who see textile bearing the trade mark

"Esso" will confuse it with the goods manufactured or 50ld by

the owner of the trade mark or its subsidiaries. (Cancellation

of registration of the trade mark "Esson (Goods; textile, knit-




